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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1 Tel. Primrose 9090

Nearest tube Chalk Farm SPECIALISTS IN NEW VALVES AND TRANSISTORS

0A2 5'-
092 61--
OZ4OT 44
1115 41
105 39
1T4 21
2021 5/6
2X2 3/-
145 8/6
3Q5OT 6/6
554 4/9
3V4 5/6
51140Y 8/9
51540 4/9
5V40 8/-
5Y30T 6/9
5Z3 7/6
8/30L2 12/6
6AC7 21-
6AG7 5/9
6AQ5 419
6AT6 4/-
6AU6 5/6
6AV6 61-
6B.A6 416
6BE6 4/3
6B136 7/-
6BJ6 6/9
611Q7A 7/-
6BR7 9/-
611118 8/-
6BW7 5/6
619 12/6
6CD6G 19/6
6016 6/-
6F18 8/6
6F23 12/3
6K760 21-
61.6GT 7/9
6L19 19/-
6V60 8/6
7B8 10/9
7117 12/6
10E1 15/-
1OLD11 1416

ECM -1 7/-
ECL80 6/-
ECL82 6/6
ECL83 9/-
ECL84 12/-
ECL85 11/-
ECL86 7/9
ECLL800

80/-
EF22 121

50PL14 EAF42 81 EF36 31-
30PL15 15 EB31 70 EF37A 7/- Terms of bus ness:-Cash with order only. No C.O.D.

Postage/Packing 6d. per item. Orders over £3 post
We require for prompt ea h settlement all types of free. Any parcel insured against damage in transit
above goods, loose or boxed, but MUST be new. for only 6d. extra. Business hours: Mon.-Fri.

Offers made by return. 9 a.m.-540 p.m. Bats. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

10P13 15/6 35L6IT 6 3' I 4 9 039
101'11 15/6 35W4 46 Ellul 23 1.040
12.414 9/- 3.553 10 0E0'11 9.6 Ertl
12AD6 10/3 f"r5Z4GT 4 9 E
12AE6 8/6 35Z5la 5.6 E111,80 59
12AT6 4/ 50115 6 3 Eli 1'03 7 /-
12AU6 4/9 50L6GT 8,,- E11089 5/9
12AV8 5/9 72 8 8 MIMI 10/8
12BA6 51- 8182 8.6 1/153 18/6
128E6 518 901'1 161- EC70 4/9
12BH7 61- 901C 34'- EC86 10/8
12.17GT 6/8 !WV 316 EC88 10'3
12K0 11/6 130112 14/6 EC. - 8 8
19AQ5 4/9 807 119 ECC'31 15 6
19111 40/- 5763 10/- EC0'40 9 8
2001 18/- 6000 8/- E6C8l 4 -
20D4 20/5 7475 4/- ECC52 4.6
2011 14/- AC20EN E('(,3 4 6
20L1 13/- DO 19 8 Lt 's I 8

17/6 AC6PE N 4 9 Cc( 5'-
20P3 18/- AC/TI' 196 ECcsq
20P4 17/6 AZ3I 8 9 E1,111 31-
20P5 17/- AZ41 8 6 Ec, '189 91
25Y50 8/6 CBL1 19 6 Et '1,0 7/-
25340 6/8 CL33 19,8 '1'82 6/9
25Z6GT 8/6 CY31 7/9 E1 F86 9/-
30C15 13/6 DAF96 11- Ec0804 42/-
30C17 13/- DF96 1- EC F811519/6
30C18 8/9 DF97 10/- 1],'1121 916
30F5 11/9 DK40 101 Ei:H35 5/9
30FL1 15/- Dli9e2 7/9 EcH 42 9/6
30FL12 15/- DK96 6:6 l;' H81 5/6
30FL13 6/- DL72 15/- ECH83 7/9
30FL14 12/6 DL96 7/6
50L15 13/9 DM70 74
30L17 18/- DM71 7/6
30P4 12/- DY87 5/9
30P411R E80CC 83/-

17/6 ENE 24/-
30112 13/- E83F 24/-
30P19 11/- E88CC 12/-
30PL1 15/- E180F 17/6
30PL13 15/- EABc80 6/-

1,1-12
EF50
EF73
EF80
EF83
EFS5
EF813
EF89
EF91
EF92
EF95
E 097
1:1-'98
E 0183
110184
EF804
EH90
EL32
EL33
EL34
EL36
EL41
EL42
EL81
EL83
EI.84
EL85
ELM)
ELI!
EL95
EM71
EM80
EM81
EM84
EM85
EM87
EY51
EY81
EY83

51-
81
9/-
3/6
216
6,16

9/9
41
6;8
4/9
818
2/8
4/9
8/-

101
818
6/3

26/5
6/6
3/-

12/-
9/8
8/9
9/8
9/-
8/-
6/9
4/8
7/6
8/-
2/6
5/-

14/-
5/9
716
6/-

117/-
/8

6/6
71-
3/3

EY84 94
EY86 6/ -
EY87 6/-
EY88 7/8
EY91 3/-
EZ40 713
EZ41 7/3
EMI) 8/9
EZ81 4/8
11Z33 12/6
GZ34 10/-
0537 14/6
HABC80 9/3
BEN309 87/4
HVR2 8/9
HVR2A 8/9
ST41 19/6
KT44 5/9
ST61 12/-
KT63 4/-
KT66 16/6
KT88 29/6
KTW61 5/9
KTW6212/6
STIV63 5/-
31HD4 7/6
MULD612 /6
MU12/14 4/-
N78 3814
N108 28/7
PABC80 7/6
Pfil 2/6
PC86 10/-
PC88 9/9
PC95 8/S
PC97 7/9
P15900 9/-
PCC84 6/-
peC85 6/9
PCC88 11/-
PCC89 10/8
PCC189 9/3

PCF80 8 6 01S 911 1'42 9'-' At '1.13
PCF82 63 .1 61 1'50 89 A. NI;

soli' 122 /. 7 3 It KGs
1,, 9 1 5/ 9 A, 177
1.2 11 76 1,9 59 k. 1 17
I.; 15 II 9 0, 1 1ti

1, 22 6 6 1.,1 6 0. 1 19
1'. 40 NI, / 5 0,1.20

PCL92 66
9

35 9

ILIt
1150 68 AA: 10:2'22'CIS 1

PCL83 8)9126 10 6 YIN 10 3 AtI20
PCL84 7/3 1731 6 3 l 21 9 0111411
PCL83 8 3 1:33 13 6 III 6 6 AD149
PCL86 88 1'35 168 1 ,5 58 AF114
PENIS 7,- U37 31 11 1'411 11 A0115
PEN46 41- 1545 151 V /11115 5 - 0116
PFL20012/6 U76 4/9 V12150 5'- A0117
PL33 15191 1218 VI -111

6
AF119

0L36 19 15251 12,6 W107 10 8 k 012:.
PL38 19/9 U282 12/8 W729 11 8 A1.127
PL81 7/3 U301 12/8 X41 10:-1AF:,17

PL81A 7/6 U404 7/8 X66 7,61.11:so
PL82 19 (2801 18/- Y69 AFZ12
PL83 6/- U4020 619 Transistors ASY2,
PL84 6/3 IIABC80 51 and diodes BAllfl
PL500 12/ CA1012 9:6 25404 BA129
PL504 13/- 111341 109 2163297 4/6 0A130
PM84 918 UBC41 7,6 2112369A418 BC107
PX4 B6581 8/6 2163866 20/- BC108
PY31 6/6 U13080 5/9 216312150/- 111109
PY32 9,16 UBF89 018 AA120 8/- BC113
PY33 9/6 UBL21 9/- AC107 8/6 BC115
PY80 5/- UC92 5/6 AC113 5/- BC116
PY81 5/- UCC84 8/- AC126 2/- BC118
PY82 5/- UCCS5 6/6 AC127 2/- BCY10
PY83 5/6 UCF80 3/3 AC128 2/- BCY12
PY88 6/3 UCH21 9/- AC154 5/- BCY33
PY800 616 LIC1142 10/- AC136 4/- BCY34
PY801 6/6 1X/181 8/- AC157 5/- BCY38
PZ30 9/6 TJCL82 7/-

PCL81

PCF84 8'
PCF86 8 9
PCF801
PCF802 9 6
PCF805 8 9
PCF80611 6

R10 15/- UCL83 916
R17 17/6 UF41 913

5 --IBCY39 5 - 0126 51-
5 - ' BD119 9- 0028 5/-
7 '61110154 5 - 0C30 7/-
5'61135'159 5 - OC'35 10/-
3 4 111,163 4 - 01.36 7/6
5 3 90I67 2 6 0C38 111

3 110173 2 6 0041 10/-
4 9 13C1'50 5 -.0('44 2/-
5 9 1101'51 4,6 0C45 19
3/8 110152 5 - 01'46 3,-
43 B Y100 36 0170 23
8;- B1234 0071 2/-
8 BY236 4/- 01572 21-
4/- BY238 4/- 0174 8/-
8/- BYZ12 5/- 0175 2/-
3/- BYZ13 5/- 0076 3/-
3/4 GET103 0177 3,'4
3/- GET113 4/- 0078 /-
3,6 OET116 7/6 0078D 8/-
3.6 GET118 4/6 0081 2/-

10- GETI19 4/6 0C8ID 21-
9'6 GET573 8/8 0082 2/3
5.- GET587 8/6 0082D 2/6
6,6 GET873 4/- 0083 2/-
11 GET887 4/6 0084 3/-
216 GET889 4/6 00123 4/6
2/- GET890 4,6 01169 31
4/- 0.470 3/- 00170 2,6
819 0.479 1/9 041171 3/4
416 0A81 119 00172 41-
51- 0.490 2i6 015200 51-
3/- 0.401 1,1 00202 516
51- 0.495 1/9 00203 56
4/6 0.4182 2/- OCP71 27/6
bi- 0A200 1/- ORP12 15/-
5/- 0.4202 21- MAT100 7/9
5/- 0122 5/- MATIO1
5/- 0023 7/- MAT120 7.9
5/- 0025 5/- MAT121 81

All goods are new first quality manufacture only and
subject to makers' 1,111 guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' seconds or rejects which are often
described as "new and tested" but which have a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
over 1,000 valves actually In stock with resistors,
condensers. transformers. microphones, speakers,
metal rectifiers with terms of business, 6d., post free.

" NORTH STAR "
LOOK NORTH for SUPER QUALITY

Fully rebuilt television tubes-all types-two
year guarantee.
Produced by skilled technicians with over ten
years of tube rebuilding experience.

Look North-buy "North Star"
9" and 12" £5.10.0
14" and 17" £5.12.6
19" £6.12.6
21" £7.12.6
23" £7.15.0

Twin Panel and Panorama also available
prices on request

TERMS
Cash or Cheque with order stating tube type
required. Carriage and Insurance 12/6.
All tubes are fitted with 6.3V, 0-3A Heaters.
Instructions for fitting resistor will be supplied
when replacing 1.2.6V tube types.

S.A.E. FOR ALL ENQUIRIES

" NORTH STAR" TUBE SUPPLY Co.,
P.O. Box 17, "HIGHRIGG",

CARR BANK, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE.

BECOME A
COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICE

ENGINEER
by taking a

COLOUR TELEVISION
SERVICING

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
with

E. C. T. T.
We SPECIALISE in

COLOUR TELEVISION Training
Practical Courses also held through-

out the year.
Fees moderate. Terms available.

Write today for FREE information to:
Electronic and Colour Television

Training Ltd.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

45 WALTON RD., EAST MOLESEY, SURREY
Telephone No. 01-979 5553
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T.V.
TUBES

)9 T.V.
TUBES

FOR BRILLIANCE & DEFINITION
"VI DEOCHROME

CASH
OR

CHEQUE
WITH

ORDER

COMPARE

OUR

PRICES

17"-L4-15-0
I 9"-E5-5-0
21"-E6-10-0
23"-L7-10-0

TRADE SUPPLIED
ALL TUBES PRECISION REBUILT AT OUR
OWN FACTORY BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN
WHO HAVE BEEN REBUILDING TUBES
FOR OVER 10 YEARS  EACH TUBE
BENCH AND SET TESTED TO A VERY
HIGH STANDARD BEFORE DISPATCH

PRICES FOR TWIN PANEL TUBES
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE  FREE
DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U.K.

VIDEOCHROME TUBES LTD.
25 BELLEVUE AVENUE,

RAMSGATE, KENT. Tel. THAN ET 52914

17in. 811.10.0 TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE19in.SLIMLINE
FERGUSON-24 Gns. EX -RENTAL TELEVISIONS

FREE ILLUSTRATED
LIST OF TELEVISIONS

17"-I9"-21"-23"
Carr. Ins. 30/-.

WIDE RANGE OF MODELS
SIZES AND PRICES

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY
TWO-YEAR GUARANTEED
TUBES 100% REGUNNED
14in.-69/6 I7in.-89/6 2Iin.
and all SLIMLINE TUBES 99/6.
Exchanged Bowls. Carr. 10/6

EX MAINTENANCE
TESTED TUBES 17in.-35/-

-

I

Carr. 5/- (not

-'/''"----:

IF) gry

'tea

slimline)

COCKTAIL/STEREOGRAM CABINET £25
Polished walnut veneer
with elegant glass fronted
cocktail compartment,

.t..-,-...,,,-..,- e
padded position for two
10in. elliptical speakers.
Record storage space.
Height 351in., Width
521 in., Depth I 41in.
Legs I gn. extra.
Other models. Send
for free list.

TRANSISTOR
o CHASSIS D.I 49/6

6 Transistors, LW/MW,
Brand New. Famous

British Manufacturer (LESS SPEAKERS). P. & P. 4/6.
TRANSISTOR CASES 19/6. Cloth covered, many colours. Size
91"x 61"x 31". P.&P. 4/6. Similar cases in plastic 7/6.
TRANSISTOR RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 19/6.
11"x I 41" x 51" and 14"x 15"x5#" P. & P.5/6.
AUTO -CHANGERS f8.19.6 Garrard 3000

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 ROMFORD ROAD, E.12 01-478 6001-2-3

Budding
technician?
In just 15 months,
the Army could set you up for life!

Think it over. In just 1:5 months, you could
have completed an Army course in electronics.
You'd have trained with the most modern
equipment and now you'd be handling it as
though it was second nature. You'd be earning
nearly £14 a week-with all your food and
accommodation thrown in. And you'd be looking
forward-in about eight months time-to
promotion to corporal and the pay rise that goes
with it. It's a great life all right. And if you're
between 17-23 it's wide open to you.
Get the full facts by filling in the coupon or
calling at your local Army Careers Information
Office (address from any Post Office).

NAME

I ADDRESS

ITOWN

For all
the facts send

M71094303 off the coupon
TO: ARMY CAREERS mr6(n),

LANSDOWNE HOUSE, BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON W.I.
PLEASE SEND ME THE LATEST FREE ARMY LEAFLET.

I COUNTY

I(Tau mut 5. R resident In the U.K., pa IS for
Junior /Dam, 17 or ow Pe, Hui Regug.

L
DATE OF BIRTH

ARMY-fgl
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REBUILT TUBES !
You're safe when you buy from

RE -VIEW !

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for two years against all
but breakage.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

I2in. £4.15.0

I4in. LS. 0.0
I5in. LS. 5.0
I7in. £5. 5.0
I9in. LS.15.0

2lin. C. 5.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

Discount for Trade
Old Tubes Purchased

VALVES
SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

SETS
1sIlet5J1435f,..W81,..,U4,DDAFF9961, AF9961DDLIt(93.1,4 11.1;922ii-DL94

OZ I 4 6 10P13 15/8 DF33 7/9 EF41 9/6 PCC189 9/9 TE121C 9 9
1A7ET 7 - L2AT7 8/9 DF91 2/9 EF80 4/9 PCF80 6/9 U25 13
1H5GT 7/-

719
12A176 4/9
12AU7 4/9

DF96 6/-
DH77 41-

EF85 5/6
EF86 6/3

PCF82 8/-
PCF86 9/8

U28 12
U47 13 6

1115 12AX7 4/9 DI -181 10/9 EF89 5!3 PCF800 13/6 U49 13/6
185 4/3 12K8GT 7/6 DK32 7/- 3E91 8/6 PCF801 7/- 1152 4/6
1T4 219 20F2 10/6 DK91 5/8 3E183 5/9 PCF802 9/8 U78 8/6
384 5/9 2011 1619 DK92 9/8 3E184 5/9 PCF805 9/- U191 12/6
3V4 5/9 20P3 14/9 D396 7/- EH90 8/6 PCF806 11/8 11301 13/6
51140 4/8 20P4 18/6 DL35 b/- EL33 8/9 PCF8081216 U801 18'-
5Y3GT 5/9 25U4GT11/6 DL92 5/9 EL34 9/6 PCL82 7/- UABC80 8/3
.5Z4G 7/6 30C1 6/9 DL94 5/9 EL41 9/6 PCL83 9/- UAF42 9/6
6/3012 12/6 30C15 13/8 D196 6/8 1,142 9/9 PCL84 7/8 UB41 6/6
6AL5 218 30017 12/6 DY86 5 9 11,84 4/9 P('185 8/8 UBC41 7/9
6AM6 3/6 30C18 9/- DY87 5 9 1, L90 5!- PCL86 8'6 UBC81 7/-
6AQ5 4/9 301'5 121- EABC89 6 6 1.195 5'- PENA4 12/8 1'131,80 6'-
6AT6 4/- 30E11 12/6 EAF42 8 6 h M80 5/9 PEN36C15,- l'111-'89 6 9
6AU6 5/6 30E114 12/6 EB91 2 3 1 M81 6/9 PFL200 12. - I It 1 :21 9
6BA6 4/8 3011 6/- EBC33 7 8 LM84 8/3 PL38 9.6 1(.99 5

6336 413 30L15 14/- ERC41 t M87 7/8 PL81 7/3 Ucc84 79
613,16 6/9 30L17 181- EBFSO 8 1 Y51 7/- PL82 818 11Cc85 6/8
6BW6 18/- 30P4 12/- EBF89 6 3 LY86 6/3 PL83 8/8 UCF80 8/3
6C4 2/9 30P12 11/- ECC81 3/9 8240 7/8 P184 6/3 11c8142 9/9
6F13 3/6 30P19 12/- ECC82 4/9 N Z41 7/6 P1,500 12/- UCH81 6/8
6F14 9/- 30PL1 12/8 ECC83 7/- F380 4/6 PL504 12/6 UCL82
6F23 12/8 30PL13 14/6 ECC84 5/6 EZ81 4/9 PL508 15/- UCL83 9:9
637G 2/8 30PL14 15/- ECC85 4/9 3T61 8/9 PM84 719 111,41 99
638G 4/3 35L6GT 8/- ECC804 12/6 KT81 15/- PX25 10/8 UF80 7/-
6118 6/ 35W4 4/8 ECF80 7/- N78 14/9 PY32 10/- UF85 6/9
6V6(1 8/8 35Z4G'f 5!- ECF82 8/9 PABC80 7/3 PY33 10/- UF89 13
6V6GT 8/6 6063 12/6 ECH35 6/- PC86 9/6 PY80 5/8 UL41 8:6
634 3/6 AZ31 9/- ECH42 10/8 PC88 9/6 PY81 5/3 1144 20. -
VOGT 5/9 B36 4/9 ECH81 5/9 PC96 8/6 PY82 5/- 11L84 6/6
736 10/9 B729 12/6 ECH84 6/9 PC97 8/6 PY83 5/9 U1584 7:6
7B7 7/- CCH35 10/- ECL80 8/9 PC900 8/3 FY88 8/3 UY41 71-
7c5 UV- CL33 18/8 ECL82 8/9 FCC84 8/- PY800 8/9 111.85 5/9
7C6 8/9 DAC32 ECL83 9/- PCC85 6/8 PY801 8/9 VP413 10/8
7Y4 8/6 DAF91 4/8 ECL86 8'3 19 'c 88 911 319 8,6 VP132I 21/ -
10F1 15/- DAF96 8/- El`39 3 0 101',!, 10'8.1120 12 6 Z77 3/8

READERS RADIO
85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE
ILFORD, ESSEX. Tel. 01-550 7441

.., On 2 valves or more, postage fid. per
extr.,. Al* !leered against Damage in Transit 6d. extra.

TELEVISION BARGAINS
Due to Bulk Purchase'we offer Ex -Rental

12 channel T.Vs.

Well maintained and tested. Tubes
100%, guaranteed. Slimline 17" Peto
Scott 732, Ultra VI7/70, Regentone Ten
17, Cosser 974, Alba T44, F.M., All £8.0.0
each. 21" Ultra V2I /70, E12.0.0. Semi -
slim 17" Alba T655, Regentone Ten 4,
Ten 8, Sobell TI78, TI79, Bush TV85.

0.0.0 each.

Many others available, all worth double.

Carriage £1. Terms: C.O.D., C.W.O.

We stock all spares for most pre -1962
T.Vs.

Send S.A.E. for price list to:

D. WEBB,
58 Chanterland's Avenue,

Hull, Yorks.
Tel. Hull 43281 & 36016



Practical Television
SCHOOL TV
AHUGE closed-circuit television network which

will eventually link -up thirteen hundred schools
and colleges in the London area came into operation
in September. During the next twelve months, the
remaining thousand schools and colleges in the
inner London area will be brought into the network
to make this the largest closed-circuit educational
television service in the world.

We salute this important breakthrough in com-
munications methods, but ask ourselves if the Inner
London Education Authority has taken the right
decision in using staff teachers to make the video -
recorded programmes?

The Authority has a three-month intensive train-
ing scheme for coaching educationalists in the arts
of television, but from the trailers shown at the
formal inauguration it was evidently clear the teach-
ing courses should be much longer-or killed. The
samples lacked the polish we now take for granted
in the educational programmes put out by the BBC
and the ITV companies.

Obviously it is necessary for teachers and students
to be involved in the planning of programmes, but
why should classroom teachers filled with enthusiasm
make good camera operators, or for that matter
producers and directors of television programmes?

Would the BBC and ITV companies offer such
high salaries if they could " produce " men and
women with sufficient expertise during a three-
month course? We doubt it.

Setting -up this huge project has cost £800,000 and
we are told that by 1971 the annual running costs
will exceed £350,000. A dozen or so professional
TV cameramen, directors and producers to form the
backbone of the service, which already employs over
forty technical and admin. people as well as forty-
five seconded teachers, would add approximately
£50,000 to the annual bill.

Wouldn't this be worthwhile? Half the teachers
seconded to the service could go back to the class-
room-where they are certainly needed-and then
the Authority would have a chance of exporting its
films and make the service self-supporting.

Fuller details of this project appear on page 87.
W. N. STEVENS. -Editor
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AMATEUR COLOUR TRANSMISSIONS
AMATEUR TV enthusiasts Tony Jacques, G6ACW/T, and

Gordon Sharpley, G6LEE/T, claim to have made the first
PAL colour transmission for amateurs. Mr. Jacques modified his
modulator to accept negative modulation and fed it with the
output of a Philips PAL colour pattern generator. At Mr.
Sharpley's end a 70cm transistorised converter was modified to
38Mc/s i.f. to suit the colour receiver. The colour receiver
consisted of a much modified G.E.C. model fitted with a transistor
decoder. The path length between the two sites was 14 miles and
an "eight over eight " antenna was used at both ends.

First a chequerboard pattern was received then colour bars
followed, both being quite satisfactory except that transmitter
losses had reduced the saturation to rather pale colours. Burst
lock was quite good.

PLESSEY U.H.F. TV
TRANSPOSERS

THE Radio Systems Division
of Plessey Electronics Group

exhibited at the I.B.C. exhibi-
tion two versions of a u.h.f. tele-
vision transposer. The PT378
and PT478 television transposers
are designed for use in areas of
poor reception on Bands IV and
V occurring because of obstacles
in the optical path from the
main transmitter.

The equipments are fully auto-
matic in operation and have
been designed for use at
unattended sites. The transposers
receive on a channel in Band IV
or V a complete television
transmission, transpose the fre-
quency, amplify the signal and
retransmit it on another Band
IV or V channel. Any existing
or projected colour system can
be accommodated.

SOLDERING HINTS
FROM WELLER

WITH
every Weller ` Expert '

soldering gun comes a use-
ful booklet on soldering hints
and tips. This booklet is fully
illustrated and shows the many
applications that the `Expert',
produced by Weller Electric
Ltd.. can be put to. A compre-
hensive chart is included that
shows the correct flux for various
base metals, and this is followed
up with the six golden rules of
soldering.

Illustrations show the ` Ex-
pert ' in use on wiring, transis-
tors, plastic, metal sheet,
jewellery, model trains and
track, leather and wood, thermo-
plastic and floor tiling. The
booklet also lists and illustrates
the various accessories that are
available for the ` Expert ' and
heavy-duty guns.

U.H.F. AERIALS AT CRYSTAL PALACE
ON 17th August, 1968 a new u.h.f. transmitting aerial was

brought into service on the BBC 645 -foot tower at Crystal
Palace. This new aerial, designed and supplied by EMI Electronics,
now radiates BBC -2 programmes and will later transmit the BBC -1
service duplicated in the u.h.f. band. A similar aerial currently
being installed at Crystal Palace for ITA programmes duplicated
in the u.h.f. band will be brought into service concurrently with
the start of the BBC -1 service.

The aerials are mounted co -linearly on a 63 -foot extension to the
645 -foot tower and enclosed in a 5 -foot diameter glass -fibre
reinforced plastic cylinder. Each aerial consists of four tiers of
three Emislot panels mounted on a lattice spine. This arrange-
ment produces an omnidirectional radiation pattern and a nominal
aerial gain of sixteen.

ALL ABOUT THE RRE
THE Ministry of Technology's
i Royal Radar Establishment

at Malvern, Worcs., is the largest
centre for electronics research
and development in Great
Britain. It is the Ministry's aim
to ' encourage collaboration
between industry and the
Government research establish-
ments to find solutions for tech-
nological problems and RRE
has set up an Industrial Applica-
tions Unit to provide a consul-
tancy service for industry with
experimental and research
backing on a wide range of
subjects.

The Establishment has now
produced a booklet entitled
RRE Activities Guide giving an
overall view of the programme
of work at Malvern from basic
physics research to the develop-
ment of advanced electronic
equipment. Copies of the book-
let are available free of charge
from Industrial Applications
Unit, Royal Radar Establish-
ment, Ministry of Technology,
St. Andrews Road, Great Mal-
vern, Worcs.

EMI COLOUR VIDEO TAPE
THE main feature from

EMI Tape at this year's
I.B.C. was a comprehensive
demonstration of the perform-
ance available from EMITAPE
625, a new video tape developed
and tested specifically to meet
high -band colour recording
requirements.

BRIGHTER COLOUR
.BUCKBEE-MEARS CORP., a

US manufacturer of metal
shadowmasks for colour receiver
tubes, have suggested a rela-
tively simple way to achieve a
10% increase in colour tube
brightness without changing
phosphor formulations or sacri-
ficing resolution. Their proposal
is to make the holes in the
shadowmask hexagonal rather
than round thereby making the
mask more transparent to elec-
tron beams.
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HAND -WIRED 19 in. COLOUR RECEIVER FROM
LAST of the major TV setmakers to introduce

a colour TV receiver is KB who revealed
their colour chassis type CVC1 at the recent trade
shows. First model to use the chassis is the CK400,
a 19in. receiver (tube type (A49 -11X) announced
at 275 gns. The chassis is a hand -wired, dual -
standard hybrid one to the PAL -D specification,
with a complement of 11 valves, 38 transistors, and
34 diodes and rectifiers.

Features include automatic tint adjustment
between colour and black -and -white, a two -stage
automatic brightness limiter circuit to preserve
tube life, a preset tint control, and silicon tripler
e.h.t. rectifier with v.d.r. stabilisation (the v.d.r.
also provides the focus potential). The luminance
output stage is transistorised whilst valves are used
for the colour -difference signal output stages.

Features of the decoder include: PAL alternate
line R -Y signal inversion in the signal path by
means of a ring modulator controlled by the ident
amplifier stage; separate burst gate pulse generator
for accurate burst gating; colour killing in the
R -Y and B -Y preamplifier stages; and the use of
buffer amplifiers between the reference oscillator
and the synchronous demodulators. The auto-
matic colour -monochrome tint adjustment feature
is achieved by means of a special grey -scale shift
circuit which operates on the colour -difference
preamplifier stages.

ITA FELLOWSHIPS
FOR 1968-69
THE Independent Television

1 Authority announces the
award of the first six of its
twelve School Teacher Fellow-
ships in Educational Television
for 1968-69. The Fellowships
are tenable for one academic
term at universities participating
in the scheme and are open to
practising men and women
teachers under 30 years of age.
The names of the teachers so
far appointed, the schools at
which they teach and the uni-
versities to which they will be
attached are as follows: Miss
M. Thomson. Moatbridge
School, S.E.9 (University of
Birmingham); Miss M. Jackman,
John Burns Primary School,
S.W.11 (University of London);
Mr. C. R. Bell. Arbury Junior
School. Cambridge (Cambridge
Institute of Education); Mr. R. J.
Clay, Beckenham and Penge
Grammar School for Boys (Uni-
versity of Leeds); Mr. B. P.
Kerr, St. Aloysius Special
School, Belfast (The Queen's
University, Belfast); Mr. D. K.
Thompson, Koldo Senior
Secondary School, Kampala,
Uganda (University of Leicester).

Six universities have yet to
appoint Fellows for 1968-69.

ITT KB

ITT KB Model CK400 colour receiver

BOXING DAY RACING
BY special arrangement the

BBC will cover Kempton's
premier National Hunt event,
the King George VI steeple-
chase, on Boxing Day.

TV SCIENCE CONFERENCE
THE first TV science confer-

ence organised by the BBC
and sponsored by the European
Broadcasting Union was attended
by delegates from 19 countries.
The conference was held at the
Royal Society, London.

B & 0 COLOUR TRAINING
APROGRAMME of training

courses has been specially
arranged for all Bang and Oluf-
sen dealers who will be stocking
the new Beovision 3000 colour
TV receivers.

The course will acquaint
dealers with all the details of the
Beovision 3000, enabling them
to give an informed and compre-
hensive sales service to their
customers. It will provide a
concise technical service training
for engineers.

PERISCOPE TO AID COLOUR TV TECHNICIANS

PHILIPS
have introduced a new device to assist technicians when

making static convergence adjustments at the rear of colour
TV receivers. As extremely careful observation of the exact
centre of the c.r.t. is necessary to check the effect of these adjust-
ments it is obvious that some sort of periscope is required and
Philips new Static Convergence Periscope has been designed for
this purpose.

Apart from considerably reducing setting up time, the instrument
also incorporates these features: optically flat mirrors to give an
undistorted image; shrouded optics to avoid unwanted reflections
and make unnecessary the darkening of the room; an adjustable
lower mirror to accommodate a wide variety of cabinet styles
and tube sizes; a weighted support arm to ensure good stability;
and complete portability, the support arm acting as a lid when the
instrument is not in use and protecting the mirrors in transit.

Made from lightweight yet robust plastic, the Static Convergence
Periscope costs £3 10s. (net trade) and is available through
Combined Electronic Services Ltd., Queensway, Waddon Factory
Estate, Croydon.
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PRINCIPLES OF

NVERGENCE
T. JOHN

FOR correct colour and monochrome displays
the beams from the three guns in a shadow -
mask tube must converge, i.e. come together,

at the shadowmask. After passing through the
holes in the shadowmask the beams then diverge
slightly to strike the green, red and blue triads
of phosphor dots on the screen. If the beams
do not converge the result is colour fringeing on
outlines in the picture. This is because the three
beams are modulated simultaneously so that if, for
example, one beam lags behind the others then
the information it carries will not change at the
same point on the screen as the other two beams,
causing a colour error wherever there is a change
of colour in the scene being reproduced on the
screen. This type of error must be clearly dis-
tinguished from purity errors which result in
patches of incorrect colour over parts of the screen.

The basic reason why convergence correction is
necessary is that the three beams come from
different positions, though as we shall see there
are several additional complications. Looking
from the front of the tube, the three electron guns
are mounted in a triad formation, the blue gun
being at the top, the red gun below left and the
green gun below tight, as Fig. 1 suggests. The
aim is to superimpose the beams for correct

Relative positions
of three guns

'Red and
green beams
superimposed

RED GREEN

Blue beam moved to
same horizontal
position as red and
green beams by
radial movement

Radial movements superimpose
red and green beams

Fig. 1: Principle of static convergence.

convergence and this is done by applying magnetic
fields which deflect the beams from their initial
positions. As Fig. 1 shows magnetic fields which
produce radial movements of the red and green
beams will superimpose these two beams. With
the blue beam we come to the first complication:
it is most unlikely that radial movement alone of
this beam will move it to the same point where
the other two beams are superimposed. For this
reason provision is made to move the blue beam
in two directions, radially so as to move it to the
same horizontal position as the converged red and
green beams, and sideways to ensure that it can
be correctly superimposed upon the other two
beams. This is the reason for there being two
convergence assemblies on the neck of a shadow -
mask tube. The large assembly just behind the
deflection coils provides radial displacement of the
three beams, and in addition an assembly called

Blue beam requires
radial and lateral
movement to ensure

correct superim-
postion with
converged red and

green beams

the blue -lateral convergence assembly is mounted
at the rear of the tube neck and provides hori-
zontal displacement of the blue beam.

Each convergence assembly is provided with
permanent magnets which can be rotated to obtain
movement of the beams along the lines just
described. However this is just the beginning of
the story. These permanent magnets are adjusted
to converge the beams at the centre of the screen:
adjustment of these magnets is termed static
convergence adjustment. But for two main
reasons the three beams will still not be correctly
converged towards the edges of the screen.

This is firstly due to the geometry of the tube.
The problem is illustrated in Fig. 2. If the screen
of the tube was spherical, as shown by the broken
curve, with respect to the deflection centres-
the points at which the beams are deflected by the
scan coils-then the convergence as set by the
static convergence magnets would be substantially
correct over the whole face of the tube. We'd
get a most unsatisfactory picture, however!
Modern tubes, both colour and monochrome,
have a fairly flat face and this means, as can be
seen from Fig. 2, that the three beams must
converge at a different distance from the deflection
centres at different points over the face of the
tube, the distance being greatest at the corners
and least at the centre.

This problem is overcome by applying con-
tinuously varying convergence correction-or
dynamic convergence as it is called-to the beams
in addition to the static convergence provided
by the permanent magnets previously mentioned.
This dynamic convergence is obtained by incor-
porating in the convergence assemblies electro-
magnets fed with correction waveforms at line
and field frequencies.

Figure 3 brings out the fact that the dynamic
convergence correction required is least at the

Beams have to travel
further to reach shadowmask
away from centre of tube

Beams from
guns

Deflection centres

Del [cation coils

Radius of
deflection
centres

Shadowmask

Screen

Fig. 2: The basic reason why dynamic convergence is necessary
is because the geometry of the shadowmask and screen differs

from the radius of the beam deflection centres.
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TIME

Radius of
deflection centre

Parabolic
correction
waveform

Fcce of
tube

Fig. 3: The basic correction waveform required to compensate
for the difference between the geometry of the tube face and

the radius of the deflection centres is the parabola.

centre of the screen and greatest at the edges.
It also shows the basic dynamic convergence
correction waveform needed, the parabola. Thus
the radial convergence assembly is fed with what
are basically parabolic correction waveforms at
field and line frequency in order to obtain correct
dynamic convergence, the blue -lateral assembly
being fed with a basically parabolic correction
waveform at line frequency. These waveforms,
being at field and line frequency, can be conveni-
ently obtained from the line and field timebases
and produce varying magnetic fields in the neck
of the tube to provide the required dynamic
convergence correction.

The situation however is complicated by the
fact that the three guns are mounted, as we have
seen, at different positions relative to the axis of
the tube. This is the second main reason why
static convergence alone is inadequate. The result
of this is that the beams will tend to trace out
rasters of slightly different shape. The effect, in
exaggerated form, is shown in Fig. 4. This shows
how the shapes of the three uncorrected rasters
differ and the effect of this difference on the
centre horizontal and vertical lines of the picture.

To overcome this problem the basic parabolic
dynamic convergence correction waveforms need
further modification. The basic technique used
is to tilt the parabola (we can now see why many
of the convergence controls are labelled parabola
and tilt controls). As shown in Fig. 5 this can be
done by adding a sawtooth component to the
parabolic waveform. Clearly by adjusting the
shape and amplitude of the parabolic and saw -
tooth waveforms we have a very versatile system
of obtaining dynamic convergence correction.

-

Red

Blue

Green

Fig. 4: Because the three guns are mounted in different positions
relative to the axis of the tube the three rasters they trace out

are of different shape.

Parabola

Sawtooth

Tilted

I

I I

(a) (b)
Fig. 5: Tilting a parabola: (a) Parabola tilted by a negative -
going sawtooth waveform; (b) Parabola tilted by a positive -

going sawtooth waveform.

The basic approach just outlined is generally
used to obtain the field frequency convergence
waveforms. A suitable parabolic waveform is
available at the cathode of the field output valve
and sawtooth components can be taken from an
additional winding on the field output trans-
former. However it is equally possible to go
about things the other way round, that is to start
with a sawtooth waveform at the required fre-
quency and to shape this until we have the
required parabola/sawtooth correction waveform,
and this is basically the technique used to obtain
the line frequency dynamic convergence correc-
tion waveforms. We still find ourselves confronted
with parabola and tilt controls of course since
what we are doing is basically the same thing.

It may seem that a parabola amplitude and tilt
control is required at field and line frequency for
each beam (with a separate blue -lateral adjust-
ment), i.e. some twelve controls. Things however
are both more simple and more complex! To take
the simplification first, the technique of matrixing
the red and green convergence controls has been
found to assist adjustments considerably. With
this system the red and green controls are arranged
so as to produce simultaneous vertical and hori-
zontal red and green beam movements instead
of individual radial beam movements. With
matrixed red and green convergence controls
we frequently find common RIG tilt and parabola
controls along with an R/G differential control. The
added complication arises because of shortcomings
in the deflection system: to provide compensation
here symmetry controls are generally featured to
balance the line and field deflection coils so as to
ensure that the red, green and blue rasters register
overall.

We have now covered the basic convergence
techniques (considerable difference in design detail
between models will however be found). Before
going on in the following article to how conver-
gence adjustments are made two related points
should be mentioned, picture centring and pin-
cushion distortion correction. In black -and -white
receivers these two features are provided by means
of adjustable magnets. On a colour receiver how-
ever alternative techniques must be used since
such magnets would interfere with the purity and
convergence of the picture. Centring is effected
by feeding an adjustable d.c. through the deflec-
tion coils. The level of the d.c. is set by a shift
control and a plug -and -socket system enables the
direction of picture shift to be changed. Pin-
cushion distortion correction is achieved by modu-
lating the field scanning current at line frequency
and the line scanning current at field frequency.
Circuitry linking the field and line deflection
coils is used for this purpose.

parabola I I I
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INSTALLING COLOUR P GP1LTFR2ED

SERVICING RECEIVERS
MAKING CONVERGENCE ADJUSTMENTS

MOST colour receivers on the market use the
same basic convergence circuit techniques
but there are detail differences in the way

that these are applied. It is therefore not prac-
ticable to give comprehensive guidance about how
to converge each and every receiver. However
the basic approach is the same for all, and if the
right principles are used in a systematic way the
art of converging a receiver to a high standard can
be learnt by anyone who is prepared to spend a
few hours practising. The differences between
individual models are then of very little signi-
ficance. It is simply a matter of becoming
accustomed to the different knob layouts and the
odd adjustment which is present on one model
but not on another.

First a word about general principles. Conver-
gence errors fall into two categories-static and
dynamic. If any misconvergence is present at the
centre of the screen there is a static convergence
error. Under normal conditions this can be cor-
rected only by adjusting the static convergence
magnets on the convergence yoke behind the
deflection coils. If, when these have been adjusted
and there are no errors at the centre, miscon-
vergence occurs anywhere else, and especially in
the corners, dynamic convergence errors are
present. These can be cured only by dynamic
correction applied by passing a.c. waveforms of
the appropriate parabolic and sawtooth shape
through the R, G and B gun convergence coils on
the convergence yoke. The amplitude and shape
of these currents are adjusted by means of variable
inductors and potentiometers, each of which has
a clearly defined effect on the picture.

Once the difference between static and dynamic
convergence errors is understood it is possible to
identify them at a glance, and you know im-
mediately whether to adjust the magnets or the
preset controls. This enables convergence adjust-
ments to be broken down into two logical
sequences and the operation begins to make sense.
Indeed this process is essential for quick and
efficient working.

The goodness of convergence can be assessed
on any monochrome picture that contains suit-
able detail all over the screen area, but beware of
tennis courts, test matches, and nice pastoral
scenes with lots of sky. The errors will not show
up clearly, and the excitement of a fine straight
drive for six will probably distract your attention
anyway! Test card F has been designed to show
up convergence errors, but in all cases it is far
better to use a crosshatch pattern from a local
crosshatch generator. In any case do not try to

adjust convergence on anything but a crosshatch
pattern. You simply cannot do it adequately on
a picture. It may just pass muster temporarily,
but this is not the standard of workmanship that
will satisfy the skilled engineer (or the customer
for long).

Most pattern generators also provide a dot
pattern as an alternative to the crosshatch.
Although a few engineers prefer the dots, it is
suggested that the crosshatch is a better pattern
to use because it is more suited to the basic pro-
cedure of convergence, as we shall see later.

Static Convergence
Let us assume that we have a crosshatch pattern

displayed on a colour receiver which has been
carefully tuned and adjusted to give thin clear
lines of only moderate brightness on a black back-
ground. Avoid turning up the contrast to the
point where defocusing occurs, because fuzzy lines
obscure the convergence errors that we are trying
to analyse.

The receiver should be in the workshop dark
area with very low ambient lighting. Complete
darkness is tiring to the eyes, and it is a good
plan to have a bench light switched on and aimed
away from the receiver to give subdued back-
ground lighting. The receiver itself should have
been switched on earlier so that it has had about
a quarter of an hour in which to warm up and
become more or less stabilised.

With all three guns switched on, it will be pos-
sible to see at a glance if any static errors are
present. If so they will be of the general form
shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows how they can be
corrected by means of the three radial magnets
on the convergence yoke (one each for red, green,
and blue) and the blue lateral magnet on the blue
lateral assembly on the tube neck behind the con-
vergence yoke. Note that the red and green beams
can only be moved diagonally, while the blue
beam can be moved up and down and also side-
ways. All four adjustments are necessary in order
to be able to converge all three beams from any
of the positions that they can occupy.

When looking at convergence errors always
make a point of not merely seeing them in
general terms but of analysing them in detail.
In the case of static errors ask yourself: does
red need to be moved up or down its diagonal
path in order to converge on green? Similarly,
does green need to be moved up or down its own
diagonal to converge on red? When red and
green have been converged will blue be above
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Fig. 2 (left): Typical static
convergence errors (magni-

fied).

or below red/green, and will it be to the left
or to the right of red/green?

This analytical approach tells you quite clearly
how much movement, and in which direction, is
needed of each beam. It is then quite a simple
matter to adjust the magnets to get the required
result. Generally speaking it does not help much
to use a mirror. It is better to dodge about
between the front and back of the receiver alter-
nately adjusting a magnet and looking at the pic-
ture. Only adjust one magnet at a time and then
observe the result, as otherwise you are liable
to get confused about cause and effect.

Always adjust the red/green convergence first
because this is a little tricky, and it is easy to
converge blue afterwards. It usually helps to
switch off blue whilst doing red/green so that the
misconvergence can be seen more clearly. Note
that you are trying to get red/green into one of
the positions shown in Fig. 4 so that one more
touch on the appropriate magnet will complete
the process.

When you have got the red and green images
coincident at the centre of the screen you then
turn on the blue gun and move the blue beam
up and down and sideways until all three beams
are nicely converged at the centre. However,
some of the magnetic field surrounding the blue
gun also inevitably passes through the red and
green guns, and so their convergence will be
slightly upset if the blue beam needs appreciable
adjustment. This effect may well pass unnoticed
because the operation is normally carried out in
a series of repetitive steps.

It is perhaps worth emphasizing that static
convergence refers only to a very small area in
the centre of the screen. It is a good plan to
choose the crosshatch intersection nearest to the
centre and to work on that alone, ignoring the
whole of the rest of the picture.

If you are going to adjust the dynamic con-
vergence afterwards do not spend too much time
on static because you will have to do it again
anyway. Adjustment to the nearest millimetre
or so is adequate. The final adjustment later
should be carried out very carefully in order to
achieve perfect registration.

Dynamic Convergence
Having achieved satisfactory convergence over

a small area at the centre of the screen by ad-
justing the magnets, the next operation is to con-
verge the red, green, and blue images over the
rest of the picture area by means of the preset
dynamic controls. Note that in the case of
dynamic convergence all production receivers are
fitted with matrixed circuits that cause the red

Red and Green
move diagonally

Fig.3: Procedure for correcting
static convergence errors.
First converge the red and
green horizontal and vertical
centre lines. This is achieved
by diagonal movements. Then B
converge blue on the con-
verged red and green (yellow)
fines. Vertical and lateral
movement of the blue beam

is required for this.

---1 ---------

Converging Red and Green

B

RIG

R G. B

Converging Blue on Red/Green
(Note lateral and vertical

movement of Blue )

and green images to move up and down, or side-
ways, relative to each other instead of diagonally
as with static convergence. This simplifies the
process considerably and makes it much easier to
analyse what needs to be done.

The first thing to do is to read the manufac-
turers' instructions and to identify the various
controls and become thoroughly familiar with
their action. Look for any special instructions
about differences in procedure between 405- and
625 -line convergence adjustments. The dynamic
field and all the static magnet adjustments are
common to both line systems but the dynamic
line controls are usually, but not always, dupli-
cated on both 405 and 625 and have to be adjusted
separately. The dynamic convergence operation,
therefore, falls into two parts; field and line on one
system, and then line again on the other making
sure that you do not inadvertently touch either
the field or the static magnet controls again.

R

T

I -
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OR

IR
R

I-

IR

Fig. 4: Static convergence of the red and green beams-the
final move.
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Fig. 5: Typical dynamic convergence errors.

As we mentioned before, different makes of
receiver have slightly different combinations of
controls, but in all cases the same basic functions
have to be carried out. Let us go through a
typical sequence of operations in order to estab-
lish the principles of dynamic adjustments.

Tune in and adjust a 625 -line crosshatch pat-
tern carefully, and then set the focus control to
get clean white lines on a black background. Now
look at the pattern and analyse the convergence
errors. They will probably appear as in Fig. 5.
At this stage of the game you are interested only
in the quality of convergence on, and across, the
horizontal and vertical centre lines of the picture.
There are no controls for adjusting convergence
properly in any other part of the picture.

Dynamic RIG Field Convergence
Switch off the B gun and study the R/G errors

more closely (on the horizontal and vertical centre
RG RGor or
G R GR

to to-

(Blue beam switched off)

Fig. 6 (above): Dynamic con-
vergence of field RIG vertical

lines.

Fig. 7 (right): Dynamic con-
vergence of field RIG horizontal

lines.

R Gor

Ror

4

4

to

to

lines). Now concentrate on the field convergence,
which means errors on the vertical centre line, and
find the field controls. There will probably be
R/G parabola and tilt controls having the effect
shown in Fig. 6. (The names of the controls are
not important. They are used only for purposes
of identification.) Learn to adjust the controls
simultaneously (one in each hand if possible) or
repetitively in turn, so that you can quickly and
and easily converge R/G to get them neatly super-
imposed or parallel to each other over their
whole length. Note that you can use the static
magnets at any stage of the dynamic convergence
operation in order to make parallel lines become
superimposed. Indeed this is the normal tech-
nique. Make the lines parallel, and then use the
static magnets. This point should be taken for
granted throughout. Now identify the R/G para-
bola balance and tilt balance controls which
operate as shown in Fig. 7. Again the drill is
to adjust them simultaneously, or in turn, to get
good convergence of all the horizontal R/G lines
at the points where they cross the vertical centre
line of the picture (ignoring what happens in the
corners) using the static magnets as well if needed.
You should now have a zone of good converg-
ence in all directions up and down this centre
line.

and

Dynamic RIG Line Convergence
Now turn to the line convergence controls and

adjust the R/G parabola control to get the R
and G lines nicely superimposed along the hori-
zontal centre line of the picture as shown in Fig. 8.
Next adjust the R/G tilt balance control to get
good convergence of all the vertical R/G lines at
the points where they cross the horizontal centre
line (again ignoring the corners), Fig. 9. You
should now have a zone of good convergence in
all directions along this centre line.

Dynamic B Field Convergence
Having achieved good R/G convergence, exactly

in accordance with the procedure inherent in the
choice of circuitry, switch on the blue gun and
analyse the B-R/G errors on the vertical centre
line. The errors will probably be similar to those
shown in Fig. 10. Using the B field controls
obtain good B-R/G convergence up and down the
vertical centre line in the same way as for R/G.
See Fig. 11.

4

R 0or

to and
50

G

G or R

( Blue beam switched oft)

to to -
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Fig. 8: Dynamic convergence of fine RIG horizontals.
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Fig 9 (above): Dynamic convergence of
B R/G

fine RIG vertical lines. R/G or B

Fig. 10 (right): Typical B -RIG field
convergence errors.

B R/G
Fig. 11 (below): Dynamic convergence of or

field B on RIG lines.
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Dynamic B Line Convergence
The pattern is now familiar. We are trying to

superimpose all the blue lines on all the RIG lines
on and across the horizontal centre line of the
picture. However, there is a difference. The
horizontal B line will seldom be straight and
parallel to the R/G. Use the B line controls to
get B as parallel to R/G as possible, and then
adjust the B static magnet to superimpose B on
on R/G. See Fig. 12.

Now turn to the B lateral errors. See Fig. 13.
Adjust the B lateral (line) control for best con-
vergence of B on RIG. If you cannot get good
convergence but the errors are about equal at
each end of scan it will either be because the
correction is in the wrong sense or because none
is needed. In the first case it is necessary to
reverse the connections to the blue lateral coil
assembly on the c.r.t. neck behind the convergence
yoke. In the second case the coil should be dis-
connected. Do not forget to keep an eye on the

Ric

RIG R/G

B

R/G

B

II
B R/G B

or
R/6 B B R/G

Fig. 13: Dynamic convergence of blue laterals.

B convergence at the middle of the screen, and to
adjust the B static magnet in the B lateral coil
assembly as necessary.

If you can get proper convergence at either
end of the scan but not both together, cure the
asymmetry by rotating the whole convergence
yoke a few degrees in the appropriate direction.
(It is clamped in place by a screw.) This adjust-
ment will alter the R/G convergence slightly and
may also affect the purity. If necessary readjust
the purity now.

The Complete Routine Procedure
We have now covered the basic convergence

adjustments in their proper order, but we have
only been through them once. In most cases it is
good practice to make a quick adjustment first

Switch off Blue gun Switch on Blue gun

B and R/G

II

Red-Green errors

Adjust 1- 4-

2

3

B and RIG

R/G

B- RIG errors

Adjust 5-7

B to R/G

5

B

R/G

6

B to R/G

7 I I

1.12
B

RIG Converged R -G -B Converged

_RIG Fig. 12: Dynamic convergence Fig. 14: Complete dynamic convergence procedure step-by-step.
B of line horizontals-B on RIG. Adjust each error in sequence 1-7.
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to remove the major errors, and then to go through
it again carefully to get a high standard of con-

vergence on the two centre lines. Repeat if
necessary.

When described on paper the process seems
rather laborious, but it is surprising how quickly
it can be carried out by an experienced operator.
Just to put things in perspective, the sequence of
operations is summarised diagrammatically in
Fig. 14. If it is always carried out in this order
the procedure will become habitual and you will
not have to fumble about trying to find the right
knob.

Correcting Residual Errors
When the basic static and dynamic convergence

procedure has been completed there will still be
some residual errors. What can be done to correct
them and just how good should the convergence
be anyway?

These are probably the most difficult parts of
the problem facing the beginner. The difference
between a good operator and a bad one is not
so much in the quality achieved, although there
will certainly be a difference, but in the time taken
to do the job. The experienced man knows when
to stop: the beginner goes on for ever (or so it
seems!) and finally makes it worse. It is all a
matter of practice and methodical working.

So, how good should it be? It will not be
perfect because this is simply not possible on a
shadowmask c.r.t. However at normal viewing
distances the misconvergence should be barely
perceptible. In the extreme corners of the picture
the errors may be up to 3mm. but are more com-
monly about 1-2mm. They vary from corner to
corner and depend upon the particular combin-
ation of deflection coil and c.r.t. and the skill of
the operator.

The key to efficient working and to the problem
of improving the residual errors lies in knowing
which errors can be corrected and which cannot.
To establish the point clearly, let us say again that
there are no controls for adjusting the converg-
ence in the corners of the picture. Furthermore
although controls are sometimes provided for
curing crossover on the horizontal and vertical
centre lines of the picture there are no means of
doing the same thing near the outer edges of the
picture. This is because crossover is inherent in
the three-dimensional geometry of the c.r.t. and
the spatial distribution of the magnetic fields from
the deflection coils. Once good convergence has
been obtained on the two centre lines of the
picture all that can be done to improve matters
is to redistribute the errors slightly so that they
are spread more evenly around the outer edges.
Note that in nearly all scenes the critical area is
the central foreground, as shown in Fig. 15, and

Fig. 15* The central fore-
ground of the picture must be

carefully converged.

Error Compromise correction

R/G

R/G

I H 1111 I RiG f1+1-1- I 11

A

R/G

1

RIG RIG

B B

Fig. 16: Spreading the residual errors to produce a better
overall effect. Only a small amount of compromise is permissible.

particular care should be used to get this right.
Bear in mind however that only a small amount
of compromise is permissible.

Fig. 16 shows on the left some typical errors
which will be familiar to anyone who has tried
to converge a picture. In most cases an improve-
ment can be made to the overall effect by the
techniques illustrated on the right-hand side of
the diagram. In order to do this it is essential to
have a clear understanding of what each control
does, and if you are not too sure be prepared to
return each control to its original setting. Do not
let go of the knob until you are satisfied that you
have, in fact, made an improvement. This is a
sound principle in all convergence operations.

Another compromise which occasionally has to
be chosen concerns static convergence. Having

continued on page 76



THE INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING
CONVENTION
THE International Broadcasting Convention

1968 was a big success. The event was
fathered by the Royal Television Society and

developed in conjunction with the Electronic
Engineering Association and the Institution of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, UK and
Ireland. For 1968 the collaboration was expanded
to include the Institution of Electronic and Radio
Engineers, the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
and the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers of USA.

The result was the organisation of an event
which was bigger and better than the IBC Con-
vention of 1967. It was the most interesting
technological convention 1 have attended, even
including the splendid technical conferences in
New York and Los Angeles organised by the
American Society of Motion Picture and Tele-
vision engineers in 1967 and 1968.

The convention was confined to people in the
television and film industries, for the exchange of

was paid by delegates, even though they may be
interested only in individual sections, specialising
in particular fields such as: studio and origination
equipment; propagation equipment including
aerials, transmitters and transposers; signal distri-
bution and wire relay; receiving equipment;
recording, films and v.t.r.

Two lecture halls were set up at Grosvenor
House Hotel to deal with the presentation of
about 100 papers, and it was unfortunately not
possible to be in two places at the same time.
However, the allocations of subjects were cleverly
worked out to one theatre or the other to mini-
mise clashes of different individual interests. In
addition there was a practical and elaborate exhi-
bition of equipment, including at least three small
television studios with associated demonstrations
of colour television better than has ever before
been seen under one roof.

The year's improvement in the quality of colour
results from live TV cameras, video tape, transfer
to film, telecine, vision mixers, sound tape, etc.
has been colossal. It was altogether a fine
example of the importance of the engineer in this
age of technology. Incidentally the Convention
occurred at the same time as the opening of the
Inner London Educational Authority's TV studios
and closed-circuit network, a happy and possibly
significant coincidence: engineers clearly now have
a say in the trends for the future.

SATELLITES
It is only possible to mention a few of the

excellent lectures presented. A splendid opening
(and an indication of things to come) dealt with

1968
ICONOS REPORTS

The Use of Satellites for Television Programme
Distribution, presented by J. Hodgson and J. K.
Howett (GPO Telecommunications HQ). This
disclosed methods proposed for dealing with areas,
large or small, on the earth's surface. With a
satellite at 350,000 miles a 2° beam could just
about cover the British Isles for relaying via TV
organisations to viewers or, much further in the
future, for direct broadcasting to homes. Digital
System for Satellite Links was put forward by
L. S. Golding (Satellite Labs., USA), while W. T.
Brandon (Mitre Corporation, USA) explored
details of the educational application for such
links in Africa and South America.

Dr. Theile (Rundfunktechnik, Munich, Ger-
many) gave a splendid survey of TV systems from
the early development to the present time. Further
detailed study in the changes from monochrome
to colour was dealt with by K. Blair Benson and
R. S. O'Brien (CBS Network, USA). The
Columbia System's engineers presented several
important papers during this convention consoli-
dating the fine impression they made on British
delegates who had attended American conventions
last year. BBC Research Department's first of
many contributions dealt with An Advanced Form
of Field Store Standards Conversion, the success
of which was spurred on by unofficial competition
between differing methods within their own
organisation. This paper revealed TV cameras
with a digital integrated target as a pure instru-
ment of photography.

STUDIO AND ORIGINATION EQUIPMENT
Studio equipment has always been a contro-

versial subject because of the differing points of
of engineers and television producers. These

were clearly dealt with in a general survey study
by Dr. H. Schonfelder (Fernseh, Darmstadt,
Germany) and later in a detailed paper by J. L. E.
Baldwin (ITA London). Coders and decoders
for the NTSC, PAL, and SECAM systems were
covered by several authors, this subject involving
colour video master controls, switching, special
effects and propagation.

The BBC came up with valuable assessments of
acoustic materials for scenery in television studios
which Mr. N. N. Burd illustrated with excellent
slides of reverberation tests, the only acoustic
subject in the Convention. Thames Television
returned to a controversial field in the matter of
coded forms of television pulse distribution, for
which many different methods were put forward
in papers by a good many different authors. Mr.
Bryan's approach was extremely concise and con-
vincing, as was (from another point of view) A. N.
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Heightman's timing pulses along a single distribu-
tion cable.

TV studio planning depends upon the equipment
currently available at the time the building is con-
structed-and, conversely, the equipment fits itself
into the shape of the studio. Layouts of studio
stages and the concealed iceberg -like ancillary
premises have consequently changed with the
years. Conversions of theatres, music halls and
churches to television studios are out: purpose-
built studio complexes are in. BBC Engineers,
notably Messrs. Longman, Ward, Parker, Castle
and Ackerman, had logical views on various
aspects of studio layouts, pet subjects of every
executive in the television industry, artistic,
administrative or technical. The person who prob-
ably has the least to do with it all is the lady
or gentleman who lays the foundation stone.

RECEIVERS
Naturally, everyone expected a new angle on

black -level clamp circuitry from P. L. Mothersole
(Mullard), whose influence in improving mono-
chrome television pictures has always received
admiration except among those TV receiver manu-
facturers who cut the tonsils, adenoids, appendices
and all other parts of the body of a TV set with-
out actually killing it. Mothersole's paper dealt
with the future period when 625 -line sets (minus
405 -line facilities) will be with us. He even
mentioned the thoughts we all have about a
re -allocation. of frequencies in the v.h.f. band. It
was all good sound sense, following in the steps
of BBC's D. C. Birkinshaw.

Concerning receiver design it was not surprising
that Bernard J. Rogers (Rank -Bush -Murphy) had
a number of constructive points of view to make.
He warned the audience that he was not proposing
to read the written paper included in the Con-
vention's thick volume of pre-prints. Instead he
gave a delightful off-the-cuff lecture on A Colour
Decoder Using Integrated Circuits in a TV
Receiver. Integrated circuits have been used
widely in electronic circuitry elsewhere but are
distinctly novel in television receivers. The
integrated circuit described provides R, G and B
outputs to drive the colour picture tube cathodes.
Apart from improved definition (as was seen on
an exhibition stand), this improvement makes
"tweaking" adjustments easier and more positive,
thereby easing maintenance.

TELECINE
The presentation of films of all types amounts

to about 80% of the programme time in the
USA said J. A. Flaherty (CBS Television, New
York) in an interesting survey on Recording and
Play-off Methods. In view of the recent improve-
ment in colour v.t.r., this was surprising; until,
that is, one realises that the major TV networks
use v.t.r. for re -transmitting the same programmes
three hours later from their West Coast trans-
mitters.

Several other authors put their own points of
view forward, backed by technical logic. Com-
mercial considerations however seemed to call for
16mm. and/or 35mm. colour film prints, inasmuch
as every TV station has facilities for playing film
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off. All can cope with black and white, and a grow-
ing number are now able to deal with colour.
J. Roisen of Ampex Inc. (USA) and Clarence
Boice (Visual Electronics, USA) both gave fascinat-
ing papers on slow-motion video recording, includ-
ing the use of magnetic disc equipment. Tone
Reproduction was dealt with by Dr. G. B.
Townsend (Thames Television), referring to tonal
values in colour, not sound.

The inevitable rival claims of flying -spot and
vidicon (photoconductive) telecine play - off
machines each had supporters. H. N. Kozanowski
(RCA, USA) naturally spoke strongly in favour
of the vidicon type, bearing in mind the difficulties
in the USA due to the mains supply being 60c/s.
However, N. N. Parker -Smith and D. A. Pay of
Marconi referred to the advantages of Plumbicon
cameras for use on colour telecine. Engineers
from both ITV companies and the ITA itself
seemed to favour the flying -spot method for
colour, and the excellent results seen on the
exhibition stands supported this point of view.

EXHIBITION
There is little space left to refer to the ambitious

exhibition of equipment display on 44 stands, the
most spectacular being presented by EMI, Rank
Taylor Hobson, Marconi, English Electric and
RCA. All stands were crowded, even during
lecture sessions. particularly Ampex, Hayden
Laboratories, Evershed Power Optics, Leevers Rich
and Tektronix. After all there were no less than
740 delegates, 163 being from abroad, with large
contingents from the USA, Japan and Russia. The
wives of many visiting delegates were catered for
by organised visits to some of the stately homes
of England. The ladies attended the crowded
banquet on the Wednesday evening, joining their
husbands again on the Friday, which was entirely
devoted to visits to studios, equipment factories
and film -processing plants. The Officers of the
joint technical societies who organised and ran
this big -scale Convention must have felt worn out
by the end of the week. But their hard work was
well worthwhile.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
THE MINI -3

Build this miniature personal receiver. A
well -tried three -transistor circuit with re-
flexed r.f./a.f. stage.

AUDIO SUPPLEMENT
Practical guidance on installing and servic-
ing audio equipment.

PRACTICAL TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
How to make use of standard handsets
and desksets for home intercom systems,
including practical telephone circuits.

in the DECEMBER issue

on sale November 7th



fault finding
ON first thought it might seem that vision

detector circuitry is the simplest part of a
television receiver, being basically a half -

wave power rectifier modified to cater for the
high frequencies involved. This is of course per-
fectly true, but the factors which determine
component values plus the various ways in
which current designs cater for both positively
and negatively modulated carriers, provide inter -
carrier sound take -off points and overload protec-
tion on u.h.f. means that the detector stage affords a
real insight into modern receiver design and func-
tioning. The thermionic or semiconductor rectifier
used in the basic half -wave rectifier circuit should
have minimum forward resistance to minimise

BY S.GEORGE
12R losses, maximum reverse insulation or non -
conductivity for high efficiency, and an anode -
cathode insulation able to safely withstand the
peak inverse voltage.

When we come to rectify a high -frequency
signal, i.e. the v.h.f. i.f. at 34.65Mc/s or the u.h.f.
i.f. at 39.5Mc/s, however, circuit stray -capacitances
and the rectifier anode -cathode capacitance
become vitally important. We should all be
aware that in a video circuit handling up to
3.5Mc/s on v.h.f. and up to 5.5Mc/s on u.h.f. the
stray -capacitance across a load resistor whether
associated with the detector or the following video
pentode is of significance and the value of the
load resistor must not exceed a few thousand ohms
if we want a reasonably linear frequency response
up to these top figures. Typical values for such
load resistors are 3.91a2 on v.h.f. and 2.2 to 3kf2
on u.h.f. This means that as the forward
impedance of the valve or semiconductor diode is
in series with this load across the last i.f. trans-
former secondary (see Fig. 22) it must be of low
value so that most of the signal will be developed
across the load resistor.

With valves low a.c. resistance mainly implies
close anode -cathode spacing which in turn means
high interelectrode capacitance. This in turn
brings further disadvantages for at the high i.f.s
involved such capacitance has a small reactance
so that on the negative half -cycles when the valve
gives zero actual conductance there is a consider-
able capacitive feed across the electrode spacing
resulting in low efficiency. For example the
anode -cathode capacitance of an EB91 is close
to 3pF and if the stray load capacitance is 6pF
as these two capacitors are virtually in series
nearly one third of the negative half -cycle will be
developed across the load when ideally there
should be zero signal.

When two capacitors are in series an applied
voltage is distributed across them in in -

PART 6

VISION DETECTOR

Fig. 22: Basic signal rectifier circuit. For high detection
efficiency diode forward resistance must be low compared to
RL and its internal capacitance must be low compared with CL.

verse proportion, so that by making the valve
interelectrode capacitance smaller or the load
capacitance greater we can reduce the effect of
this unwanted " feedthrough ". Clearly we do
not wish to greatly increase the load shunt
capacitance, although there must be some value
present to act as a reservoir capacitor and to
filter out the i.f. component of the rectified signal.
For this reason miniature diodes of the 0A70
type are now almost universally used as vision
detectors since their internal capacitance is only
about one third that of the EB91/6AL5 type of
valve diode. The reverse resistance of such
germanium diodes is not nearly so high as that
of valves, but in the low -impedance circuits
involved this factor is of no real significance.

The need for low detector loads therefore
demands a rectifier with low forward resistance to
avoid undue signal loss during conduction and a
low rectifier capacitance to maintain high
efficiency and reduce the i.f. carrier component.
The frequency of the i.f. carrier compared to the
highest modulating frequency also introduces
another problem, for this ratio is only 34/3.5 or
nearly 9/1 on v.h.f. and 39/5.5 or just over 7/1
on u.h.f., making it difficult to secure adequate
i.f. filtering without impairing top -end video
response. As a comparison radio receivers with
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an i.f. of 465kc/s and with an assumed audio
response of 10kcis have a carrier to modulation
frequency ratio of 46.5/1, making filtering so
much easier.

1. F. Filtering
To remove in radio receivers

a simple RC filter is employed, but in television
receivers to maintain efficiency and a good h.f.
response a more sophisticated approach is used
by including small coils or chokes in the imme-
diate post -detector circuit. These resonate with
the stray -capacitances and act as a rejector to the
i.f. carrier. In many designs they also resonate
with the input capacitance of the video amplifier
at the top end of the video range to boost
response in a similar manner to the use of
peaking coils in the anode circuit of the video
valve.

Of course the significance of this stray -capaci-
tance depends on the resistance of the circuit in
which it is present. If it was possible to use
detector loads much lower than the generally
accepted norm of 3-4k0 the stray -capacitance
would have proportionately less effect, but the
output efficiency of the circuit would be corre-
spondingly reduced.

Component Values
A further point to be considered is the effect of

the value of detector load resistor on the preceding
i.f. stage. The lower the resistor ohmmage value
the greater the damping imposed and therefore
the smaller the stage gain. The choice of com-
ponent values must always be a compromise
between the conflicting requirements of hieh
detector efficiency, adequate i.f. filtering and main-
tenance of video -frequency response. Further-
more when selecting capacitor values the designer
must allow for variations in stray -capacitance
from model to model and endeavour to swamp

To
grid of
video

pentode

restorer
diode

BA115

To grid of AE triode

Fig. 23 (left): Typical single
diode dual -standard vision de-
tector circuit. This example
is taken from the Philips
Style 70 series of receivers.
The output is direct coupled to
the video amplifier grid on
v.h.f. On u.h.f. however a.c.
coupling is used, with d.c.
restoration by the BA115 diode.

this to some extent so
that individual receiver
performance is fairly
constant. For this reason
when replacing compo-
nents in the vision de-
tector stage it is vital to
use exact replacements
and to take care not to
displace wiring. When

components of the order of 2pF, 3.3pF and 5pF
are used, as is commonly the case, even small dis-
placements in their position can materially alter
the total circuit capacitance and therefore the
response of associated tuning coils.

Finally, as the level of signal strength at the
detector reaches quite a high figure, 5V being an
average value, the whole stage must be well
screened to prevent radiation to other sections of
the receiver and to prevent the ingress of sound
i.f. and other frequencies which could well cause
patterning effects. To this end the vision diode
is generally mounted inside the last i.f. transformer
can, while in older receivers employing an EB91
this valve is always fitted with a screening can.

Time Constants
So far we have regarded the detector load as

a resistor shunted by a capacitor of quite low
reactance to the frequencies involved, but the
combination of these two components and their
relative values can also be viewed in terms of
their mutual time constant. This should be small
enough to permit the detector output to follow
the highest video frequencies yet long enough not
to follow the i.f. carrier. On v.h.f. with a vision
i.f. of 34.65Mc/s the duration of one cycle is
approximately 0.03µS while the highest video
frequency of 3Mc/s has a one cycle duration of
approximately 0.3µS. Thus the time constant of
the detector load must be between these two
figures, and we can assume an average of 0.1µ.S.

With the customary series -diode detector circuit
however there are really two time constants
involved, one when the instantaneous value of the
signal is rising and charging the load capacitance
via the low forward resistance of the diode, and
the other when this capacitor discharges through
the much higher load resistor when the applied
signal is decreasing. Other factors being equal
therefore the leading edge of a sudden increase in
carrier strength-towards peak white on v.h.f.-
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Fig. 24 (right): Dual -standard vision
detector circuit using separate diodes on
v.h.f. (01) and u.h.f. (D2), with a.c.
coupling on both standards to the grid of
the video output stage. This circuit is
found in the A/ba 1990 series of receivers.
The triode section of the PCL84 is diode -
connected and used on u.h.f. as an
overload diode to supplement the a.g.c.
potential.

will be more clearly defined than
6 a following equivalent reduction.

However in practice this effect
may well be masked by the
receiver's overall frequency
response so that the detector time
constant is always taken to be
the product of load resistance and
shunting capacitance. Assuming
an average load resistor of 5k1)
and total shunt capacitance, strays
plus that of the reservoir, of 10pF, the time
constant will be:

CR = 10 x X 5 x 101 x 106µS
= 0-050.

In contrast, the time constant of the v.h.f. sound
detector will be very much larger. Taking the
Bush TV135R as a typical example, the load
resistor is 100k1-1 with a shunt capacitor of 47pF.
Rounding off the latter value to 50pF to include
strays, the combination's time constant will be:

CR = 50 x 10-12 x 500 x l0 x 1060
= 500µS.

Clearly the latter could never respond to video
frequencies taking no more than 0.030 for the
complete cycle.

Practical Designs
So much then for a broad outline of the main

factors involved in detector circuit design; now
to see how designers cater for both the negatively
and positively modulated transmissions in current
dual -standard receivers. There are three possi-
bilities open to the designer and all are used in
practice. The first is to employ one vision diode
but with circuit switching to take the output from
the cathode (positive going) on v.h.f. and from
the anode (negative going) on u.h.f. The second
is to use two separate diodes with rather simpler
switching than with the first approach for selection
of the required output on system change. The
third possibility is to use one diode with the
output whether negative or positive going fed to
a video amplifier phase-splitter stage. This latter
system is used in recent Pye group transistorised
models and also widely in colour receivers.

A typical example of the first approach, as
employed in the Philips Style 70 series of models,
is shown in Fig. 23. Note that d.c. coupling is
maintained to the grid of the video pentode on
v.h.f., a.c. coupling d.c. restored by a BA115 diode
being used on u.h.f. This means that no change
of bias to the valve on system change is required

0A70
HT.+

To controlled valves 4
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0(5- \--wom-
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of
1111-7t
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video
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and as the anode is directly coupled to the c.r.t.
cathode the d.c. level is virtually maintained
throughout the circuit on both v.h.f. and u.h.f. The
u.h.f. intercarrier sound signal is tapped from the
detector stage instead of the more common tech-
nique of taking it from the video amplifier anode
circuit. The coupling also feeds bias to the sound
i.f. valve from a point in the grid circuit of the
triode a.f. amplifier. The various chokes filter out
the i.f. content while only two s.p.d.t. sections of
the system switch are required.

A two -diode circuit, the second design approach,
is shown in Fig. 24 and applies to the Alba T230
series. DI provides the positive -going output on
v.h.f. with D2 providing a negative -going output
on u.h.f. The detector load is the 3.3k,f1 resistor
connected from the switch arm to chassis, but
it should be noted that the u.h.f. diode is also
loaded with a 6.81d/ resistor so that on this
system the effective load is the reciprocal addition
of the two to correspondingly shorten the time
constant on u.h.f. to cater for the higher maximum
video frequency.

The triode section of the PCL84 is connected
as a diode and acts in the same way as the more
usual germanium overload diode to augment the
a.g.c. voltage during predominantly dark scenes on
u.h.f. when the potential developed at the sync
separator grid will be low. Dark picture values
on u.h.f. represent high carrier amplitudes and
although this will result in a high detector output
a generally dark scene will have little variation in
amplitude and thus a video signal of small a.c.
content will be fed to the sync separator to produce
a small negative voltage at its grid. During such
periods the overload diode conducts and applies
the high mean d.c. value of the detector output
to the a.g.c. rail. The 220k0 resistor in series
with the valve's cathode serves to isolate the
valve's general capacitance from loading the u.h.f.
detector circuit, but due to the negligible current
flow through the valve has no real effect on the
potential applied to the a.g.c. line.

Video Phase Splitter
Probably the most interesting technically and

certainly the most recently introduced is the third
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Fig. 25: Single diode (01) u.h.f.lv.h.f. vision detector as used
in the Pye group 1967-68 hybrid chassis. A separate detector
(02) is used for the 6Mcls sound signal on u.h.f. The video
phase splitter stage Tr2 provides a positive -going output at
its collector on v.h.f. and a negative -going output at its emitter
on u.h.f.

approach which employs one vision diode on
both systems to feed the base of a transistor
phase-splitter. The example shown in Fig. 25
is taken from the Pye 1967 series of receivers.
A negative -going output from the diode (D1)
anode varies the instantaneous base -emitter poten-
tial of the phase-splitter whose standing bias is
fixed by the separate v.h.f./u.h.f. preset contrast
controls. Transistor output with phase unchanged
is taken from the emitter on u.h.f. and with 180°
phase change from the collector on v.h.f. via a
s.p.d.t. switch and 0.22µF coupling capacitor to
the grid of the PFL200 video amplifier.

Since the collector load resistor is 68011 while
the emitter load resistor is 47011 the amplitude
of the v.h.f. signal is relatively higher than that
on u.h.f. The emitter of the phase-splitter is also
directly connected to the base of an a.g.c. ampli-
fying transistor, not shown in the illustration,
so that the current through this and hence the
level of a.g.c. control is determined both by the
adjustment of the preset contrast controls, and
the rectified signal strength. The diode load on
both systems is 3.3k11 while a separate 0A90
diode (D2) provides the intercarrier sound via
an i.f. transformer tuned to 6Mc/s.

A phase-splitter arrangement very similar to the
type described is used in several colour receivers
but with an additional tuned circuit in the emitter
lead both to extract the 4.43Mc/s subcarrier signal
for amplification by the chrominance section and
to provide negative feedback at this frequency to
the luminance signal developed across a resistor
in the collector lead. In some receivers this tuned
circuit is taken out of circuit during monochrome
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BC108
Phase
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8.2
k

680
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625o
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reception to preserve the full black -and -white
signal bandwidth.

Servicing
The detector stage gives little trouble in practice

the most prevalent fault being reduction or even
complete loss of signal output due to a faulty
germanium diode. Although such diodes often
went high resistance in older receivers the
incidence of such failures is steadily falling so
that they are now becoming quite rare. As
previously mentioned they are generally mounted
inside the last i.f. transformer can, but there is
seldom need to remove this or even actually to
get at the component to measure its forward/
reverse resistance ratio since this can usually be
measured by ohmmeter application across the
video grid and chassis when the receiver is
switched to v.h.f. where direct coupling is generally
employed.

When checking in situ remember that while
the lowest reading indicated mainly represents the
forward resistance of the diode the high reading
obtained on reversing the meter leads will be
mainly that of the load resistor. It is essential
to remove the video valve when making this
test if the set has just been switched off, for a
surprising degree of conduction can occur across
the grid and cathode of a warm valve if ohmmeter
polarity is the right way round.

Leads or components shorting to the i.f. trans-
former can sometimes cause intermittent operation
while a dry jointed or open -circuit filter capacitor
can cause background patterning. Should strong
signals of mainly dark picture content cause loss
of sync on u.h.f. the overload diode could be
suspect although because of the high resistance
of the a.g.c. circuit its forward resistance could
materially increase without introducing visual
evidence.

TO BE CONTINUED
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

E should expect at this time the end of
the SpE season for the year. but in fact
it still seems to be holding on and

there have been relatively better openings during
late August than I would have been prepared to
predict last month. The period under review this
month is shorter than usual as we are going away
on holiday to the Continent on September 6.

With the certain further if temporary decline
of SpE reception until next year I feel that this
would be a good moment for all of us to prepare
optimistically for the late Autumn Trops by
getting receivers, preamps, aerials. etc., overhauled
and ready for possible end of the year openings.
Really first-class gear with high overall gain wiii
be required. Trop signals are seldom as the high-
level bursts of SpE, so may I suggest that we all
get well organised!

Here is the log for the shortened period 17/8/68
to 5/9/68:

17/8/68 USSR RI. Poland RI.
18/8/68 USSR RI and R2, Poland RI and R2,

and Norway E2 and E3.
19/8/68 Poland R I.
21/8/68 USSR RI, Spain E3 and Italy IA.
?7/8/68 USSR R I.
29/8/68 USSR RI, and Italy IA and IB.
30/8/68 Sweden E2.
31/8/68 Norway E2 and E3, Sweden E2. Poland

RI and R2.
2/9/68 West Germany E2.
Since the F2 season should theoretically extend

for some time yet into the winter and although it
has not been as promising as the last one in
1957/58 it is the best that we shall get for some
10 years, so just in case we have in the past
been giving lists of possible "exotics" since details
of stations outside Europe are rather difficult to
obtain. This month we have some information
of this nature, thanks to E. Baker of Blyth. As
far as I know this will be the first time that these
details have been available in the West.

Republic of China TV. Bands I/11. 625 lines,
negative modulation, 50 fields/sec.

Channel CI: Vision 49.75Mc/s, sound 56.25Mc/s.
Harbin, Sian, Taijun and Nanking.

Channel C2: Vision 57.75Mc/s, sound 64-25Mc/s.
Peking. Changchi. Canton and Hangchow.

Channel C3: Vision 77-25Mc/s, sound 83.75Mc/s.
Peking and Tiensin.

Channel C4: Vision 93.25Mc/s. sound 99.75Mc/s.
Shanghai, Shenyong and Wuhan.

In addition to these regular ones there are a
number of experimental transmitters in other
towns on the same channels. I am giving this

list in spite of possible suggestions that they will
never be received: that may be so but I know
for a fact that a Cl station was received in
Belgium in 1958.

Just in passing Cl =RI Russian channel, and C3
and C4=R3 and R5 Russian channels respectively.

We have just heard from F. Dombrowski in
the States that SpE over there was in fact better
than last year. You lucky people, it only goes to
show that SpE is more fickle than ever! There
seems no valid reason for the improved conditions
across the Atlantic.

R. Bunney notes that the standard Swiss PTT
card now carries a contrast wedge across the
lower part of the circle.

We have reported before on the reception of
Russian space stations located in Siberia. I now
give the following list of frequencies for the six
channels in use: they are 33.42, 36.50, 37-00. 38.25
and 43.75Mc/s, and are used for two-way voice
communication space shots. This is a "forward -
scatter" net.

An experience that I myself and other DXers
have had, and which can be very misleading.
applying in particular to the 1.f. end of Band I,
channels E2 and R I. is that a steady although
rather weak 625 negative -going picture is seen on
the screen, and from the type of signal I for
one have thought in terms of a Trop signal on
E2 from TVE Spain! Alas, further investigation
showed that it was a BBC -2 programme. The
domestic TV in another room was on this service
and on switching it off the E2 signal disappeared.
confirming that it was due to re -radiation probably
breaking through at i.f. frequency. I hear from
a friend in the trade that this has happened from
BBC -2 preamplifiers as well, even with no set
connected. So be careful: it can fool anyone,
even more than once, as I know to my cost!

M. Dalbv of Stroud has had the rare one.
Bucharest R2. He continues with Swiss E2 and
E3. which have been difficult this year, and
Denmark E3, which is another missing one for
most of us. was received on 18/7/68 and 13/8/68.

A newcomer, Mr. L. Hunter of Eastleigh, made
a fine start with France, Belgium, Spain, Portugal,
Norway, Sweden, Italy. Poland. Czechoslovakia.
USSR, Austria, Hungary and E. Germany. and
even Finland. This is nearly all countries in
Europe already!

Well done J. Bentley of Huddersfield: Rumania
via Bacau Ch. RI is excellent reception.

A further new correspondent who has made a
good beginning is H. Adams of Birmingham. He
already has France, W. Germany, Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Austria, Hungary, Norway and Switzerland,
and his query about an E2 625 positive signal
reveals that he has had Belgium as well. so he
too has had nearly all Europe too in this poor
season.
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-continued

Field Timebase
V12 PCL82 is the field oscillator -output valve.

The usual fault symptoms produced by this stage
are: A white line denoting a complete collapse
of field operation which should direct attention
to the PCL82, continuity of the field output trans-
former, deflection coils and the thermistors CZ9A
(RV 10 only-short these out for test). Bottom
compression again should direct attention to the
PCL82, then to the C88 50µF 25V electrolytic.
Check C89 if necessary and also R110. If the
bottom of the picture is folded up check the
PCL82 and the capacitors C92 and C95.

It has already been mentioned that there are
two thermistors in the field output h.t. supply of
Model RV10 only. In all other models there are
two VA1008 thermistors in the boost line feed
to the oscillator (height control) circuit. If there
is any doubt about these, shunt them with a 150k1/
resistor, i.e.. connect across R148 IM12.

Vision Faults
Perhaps the most common fault which occurs

in the vision strip is a heater -cathode leak or
short in the 6AL5 (EB91) V5. This causes loss
of vision signal, a very bright but shaded raster.
The brilliance control has little effect or appears
to work in reverse, the e.h.t. being overloaded as
it is advanced. The PCF80 V6 video amplifier
(pentode section) is also inclined to give a little
trouble, normally nothing more than loss of emis-
sion giving rise to loss of contrast, and in fact
can lead one to believe that the tube is failing.
The fact that the brilliance can be advanced to
show a bright raster is however a pointer that the
trouble is more likely to be in the video amplifier
or detector diode DI. Sometimes however V6
can develop an internal short which means that
a replacement PCF80 may not cure a loss of
picture fault since the detector diode Dl is often
damaged by the heavy current flow caused by the
defective valve. The diode can be checked with-
out taking it out of the L39 -L40 coil can by con-
necting a meter switched to the ohms range on
one side to chassis and the other to pin 2 of the
PCF80, then reversing the leads. The reading
one way should be about 6kI and the other
practically zero. If a zero reading is obtained
both ways the diode is shorted. If a reading of
61(12 is obtained both ways the diode is open -
circuit.

by L. Lawry -Johns

V4 6BW7 is the vision only i.f. amplifier. The
valve itself rarely gives trouble but the pin 8

decoupling capacitor C47 may give trouble. This
results in a " no signal " condition where the
sound is normal but the screen is bright with no
picture. Shunting C47 with a good 0.001µF
capacitor (pin 8 to chassis) will prove whether
this is in fact the cause of the trouble.

V3 (9D7) is the vision -and -sound i.f. amplifier.
Not much trouble is to be expected in this stage
but we would point out that the equivalent of
a 9D7 is an EF85. If an EF80 or 6BW7 is used
in this stage some degree of sound -on -vision may
be experienced.

Sound Stages
V 10 PCL82 is the audio output valve. This

can give a little trouble depending upon the fault
which develops. It can be responsible for no
sound at all, intermittent sound, particularly when
tapped, or distorted sound due to it running into
grid current. This would result in a positive
voltage being present at pin 3 and the pin 2
(cathode) voltage being higher than normal. A
leak through C77 would give identical symptoms,

L56
L57
L58

6BW7

L34
L35

9D7

L31

0

0

0

6AL5
L54
L55

L38
L40

L36

0

0

PCF80

0

V4 6BW7

0

L32 {]

L41
L42

L37 ri

L45
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Fig. 2: Above chassis layout of the if.. stages.
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Fig. 3: Modifications to the a.g.c. circuit in
Model RV80 which incorporates an ORP12
light-sensitive resistor to provide automatic

contrast control.

R
107

however. In the event of weak sound check C75
and C78 as well as VIO, also R86.

The noise limiter diode D3 is a GD9. The
resistor R8I (10M1i) can go high causing severe
distortion particularly on strong signals. The
sound only i.f. amplifier is V9 6BW7 which doesn't
give trouble as a rule but which should not be
neglected in the event of absent or weak sound
when the audio stages are obviously healthy.

Tuner Units
Two types of tuner may be encountered as a

rule but early versions may be found with a
third. These may have the Plessey-Brayhead

R321 R54

Boost
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R113
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R

F
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Fig. 4: Modified field timebase used M Model RV10.

turret tuner which follows conventional lines and
requires little comment. Oscillator adjustment is
through the front and the coil biscuits clip in
in one piece. The studs should be regularly
cleaned. The main type which is fitted is the
Fireball. Again this is so well known that com-
ment is hardly required. To clean the studs on
this, remove the cover, undo the 2BA nut and
remove the coil disc. Oscillator adjustment is on
the PCF80 side. No other adjustments should
be made. It is possible to adjust the oscillator

-continued on page 71
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BANDIII LOFT AERIAL
R. L. GRAPER

DESIGNED FOR EASY INSTALLATION IN THE LOFT

THIS aerial was made for loft use only and
will be found to give excellent signal pick-up
due to the large diameter tubing used. The

central tubing was fin. diameter Duralumin and
the dipole constructed from fin, diameter copper
tubing. The elements of the array were cut from
brass curtain runner sections. It is more suitable
of course for use with a receiver having a separate
Band 111 aerial input socket, and is ideally suit-
able for use with any of the older types of
receivers having a preamplifier or converter. The
main purpose of this article, however, is to describe
the novel form of construction used.

A conventional array of dipole, reflector and
four directors is used, the dipole being fixed to
the central tubing by a stout block of fin. ply-
wood, see (1) in Fig. 1. The form of construction
is a simple but very rigid one, and a novel feature
of the design is the method of fitting the reflector
and director elements. These can be folded almost
parallel with the central tubing (3) allowing the
aerial to be passed easily through the loft aperture
after which the elements can be swivelled back to
their correct positions at right angles to the central
tube. The dipole (2) is fixed but even this could
be quite easily dismantled and reassembled in the
loft, a spanner being all that is necessary.

The design calls for the use of fin. Duralumin
tubing for the central rod and at least fin. dia-
meter tubing for the folded dipole to allow the
bolt method of fixing. This, however, gives a larger
surface area which helps considerably in obtaining
greater signal strength, quite an asset in loft
aerials. The block (1) is made from fin. thick
plywood and is drilled with five bolt holes A, B.
C. D and E. The author used 2BA brass stud-
ding, with its appropriate hexagon nuts, cut to
fairly liberal lengths (ilin. long). However, 2BA
brass nuts and bolts can be purchased if preferred
and these are shown in the drawing.

Forming the dipole
Copper tubing fin. outside diameter was used

for the dipole. It should be cut to a length over
twice that of the actual length of the dipole to
allow for the folding and the 2in. spacing. With
care the bending can be done quite easily using
a blowlamp, but the tubing should first be filled
with silver sand and plugged at each end. This
avoids tube flattening at the bends. Before bring-
ing the two ends of the dipole in line a 3in. length
of dowelling should be inserted in one end, the
other end then aligned, and the dowelling slipped
in, giving a 1.1in. insert in each tube. The two
holes for connecting bolts, again 2BA, can then
be drilled. The dowelling both aligns the tube

ends and strengthens the bolt tightening. Bolts
A and C pass through the dipole and block while
D and E fix the block and central tubing together.
The central bolt B electrically connects the centre
tubing with the centre point of the folded dipole.
The block could be slightly grooved to give a
more rigid construction. After a trial assembly
the block should be given a good coat of shellac
varnish.

Director and reflector fixing
The other five elements of the array, one reflec-

tor and four directors, were cut from brass curtain
runner section. However, this section can also be
obtained in the lighter aluminium. Do not use
the plastic variety of course. These five elements
cut to the exact lengths are seated against the
specially designed aluminium brackets. These
are clearly seen in the drawing at (6) and (7) for
the first director and reflector respectively. Cut
similar brackets for the other three directors. One
bolt G passes through element, bracket and centre
tubing and is double -nutted to allow the element
to swivel to a position almost parallel with the
centre tubing. The bolt F is for finally fixing
the element at right angles to the centre tubing.

Aerial support
The array shown has two wooden rest blocks,

one at each end of the central tubing, fixed by
bolts H. As the aerial was constructed for Channel
11 (Anglia) which is horizontally polarised the
array must be supported with dipole and elements
in a horizontal position. If a vertically polarised
signal is to be received then the array must be
mounted vertically. The resting blocks would
then have to be fixed at right angles to the
elements.

The length of the central tubing (3) is depen-
dent upon the existing joists or rafters in the

Table 1 : Element dimensions in inches

Channel A BCD a b

6 33 311 29f 29 17 81
7 321 30 281 28 161 81
8 32 29f 271 27 161 81
9 311 29 261 26 16 8

10 291 28 26 251 151 7.4.

11 29 271 25 241 15 71
12 281 27 241 24 141 71
13 28 261 24 231 141 7.1
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1

Fig. 1: Full constructional details of the Band Ill loft aerial.

roof area. Any supporting blocks, pedestals, or
the like used to rest the array upon should of
course be rested themselves upon joists or rafters
and not on the lathes between them.

Whilst the aerial was made for separate con -

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS
-continued from page 69

coil through the bottom of the cabinet grille
with a fine trimming tool.

The RV80 has a push-button or pressmatic
tuner which gives a selection of two Band I and
two Band III channels. The on/off switch is
interlocked so that the receiver is switched on
when any one of the keys is depressed. The
tuner contains four coils any one of which is
lifted into contact when the appropriate button is
selected. Spare coils for alternative channels
should be found in a small bag on the rear
chassis strut. Fine tuning is by separate adjust-
ments for each key. Access is from the front
when the panel above the keys is removed. Oscil-
lator adjustment is through a hole in the selector
when the key is down. Inability to tune in the
required signal may be due to a faulty PCF86.
No signals can be due to a faulty PCF86 or
PCC89 whilst weak and noisy signals particularly
on Band III are usually due to a failing PCC89.

COAXIAL
CABLE

))
END VIEW

nection to the aerial socket of the receiver there
is no reason why it could not be incorporated
with the BBC -1 aerial using a junction box or
switching device. Many factors are involved and
this is a matter for individual experiment.

Power Supplies
The 750mA delay fuse is in the h.t. supply line

only, from R141 on the dropper to the metal
rectifier. There is no fuse in the heater circuit.

No Valves Lighting
Check mains supply to dropper, trace along

dropper sections R138, R136, then R153. If these
points are alive check heater chain, particularly
the PY83 and the 6AL5.

Some Valves Lighting Brightly
If some valves light up brighter than normal

but others do not light at all check final valve
in chain which is lighting for heater -cathode
shorts.

Valves Lighting, No Other Supply
Check h.t. supply to rectifier and suspect fuse

or R141. Check R139 and R140 if necessary.
NEXT MONTH: PHILIPS 9I58A SERIES



THIS year's trade shows were held at various
London hotels during the period 25th to

29th August. The exhibitions were extremely
well attended by dealers, some manufacturers sell-
ing all their next few months' production. Colour
TV was an attraction, but there seemed less
interest than there was last year, in spite of the
increased availability of the colour service.

The trade -only shows provide all that the
average retailer requires in the way of informa-

The first UK single -standard colour receiver was shown by
Philips-their model 511 above.

tion on new products. However, it seems to us
that the manufacturers have missed a valuable
opportunity. 1968 is the year in which colour
TV has really caught the imagination and interest
of the public, and not to stage a public national
exhibition to exploit the situation seems a short-
sighted policy.

A national exhibition would have provided first-
class demonstrations of colour TV, thus offsetting
the effect of the poor showing most dealers have
given to colour. Very few of the public have
seen a good demonstration of colour-all too
often sets are demonstrated in shop windows with
too great a level of ambient light and with too
much colour in the picture, caused by too high
setting of the saturation control.

This contempt for the public-for that is what
it amounts to-means that prejudice against colour
TV is created. Add to this prejudice the high
price of colour sets and one can understand why
most of the sets being sold are acquired as status
symbols. Perhaps when all the well-off have a
colour set the makers and retailers will be forced
into giving better demonstrations of colour TV.

Another factor must be the shortage of colour
receivers-order books are full for some consider-

able time ahead. This seller's market means that
makers and retailers can move sets very quickly
without much effort. However, the current easy
time will quite possibly be paid for later.

It is also rather unfortunate that right from
the start BBC -2 got the reputation of being a
highbrow service of interest to few people. There
might have been a grain of truth in this supposi-
tion at the beginning, but it is certainly not true
now, although many people still believe it. No
attempt seems to have been made to enhance
the image of BBC -2, and this state of affairs is
another reason for sales resistance to colour sets.
When ITV is available in colour, no doubt
demand for sets will rapidly increase.

Colour Quality
The general public seem to think that the

quality of colour reception is poor, having formed
this impression from the demonstrations in
retailers' windows. In case any reader has any
doubt, let it be said here that with a correctly
adjusted receiver viewed under optimum condi-
tions the quality of colour TV is excellent. Of
course, when films are transmitted the final results

A number of technical innovations are incorporated in the
Bang and Olufsen Beovision 3000 colour receiver.
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are determined by the quality of the film, and
in many cases this is none too good. However,
when live transmissions are seen, the quality and
clarity of the pictures are amazing and make
film colour seem primitive.

Current Trends
Colour TV sets started off with 25in. c.r.t.s.

then went to 19in. and now seem to be heading
for 22in. The new 22in. c.r.t. has an aspect ratio
of 4 : 3 instead of the old 5 : 4, and has a squarer
appearance giving a much more pleasing aspect
to the sets. We had hoped to publish tech-
nical details of the new tubes but unfortunately
the manufacturers refused to supply technical
information even though sets using the new tube
are in current production.

Black -and -white c.r.t.s of the new type are also
being used in current receivers. These tubes are
generally of the 20in. size.

The Norwegian firm of Radionette showed the
Kurer Planar I lin. transistorised dual -standard
monochrome portable (imported by Denham and
Morley). This model, priced at 79 gns., may be
powered from 220V -240V a.c. mains or a 12V
battery (an adaptor enables the set to work from
a 24V battery). The size of the set is 13fin. x
10in. x I lin.

H.M.V. introduced a 20in. black -and -white TV
using the new type of c.r.t. The cabinet is
veneered in walnut and has rounded corners.
This model (2649) is to retail at £79.

In the Ultra range were two colour TV sets using
the Thorn transistorised chassis. The 19in. model
6701 has a recommended price of £308 2s. and
is finished in teak like the 25in. model 6702
which is priced at £362 18s.

The Bush CTV174D and Murphy CV2210D
are 22in. colour receivers retailing at 299gns.
Both of these models feature an integrated circuit
used in the chrominance section to provide red,
green, and blue drives to the c.r.t. which thus
plays no part in the matrixing circuit (in most
sets to date the luminance signal is fed to the
cathodes of the tube and the colour -difference
signals are fed to the grids, the c.r.t. thus pro-
viding the final matrixing to give red, green and
blue at the screen of the tube).

Bush also showed a dual -standard 23in. consol-
ette (TV178) receiver priced at 92gns.

Murphy had a number of brightly coloured
black -and -white sets. They are produced in a
variety of designs ranging from abstracts to pop
art. The first receiver to be available in quantity
has its cabinet painted in a leafy pattern in

The H.M.V. Model 2649, featuring the new square screen
Mazda 20 in. picture tube.

shades of red. brown, orange and yellow on a
white background. Another set in the range has
the names of television programmes painted in
red and blue letters on the cabinet. These
receivers have 23in. tubes and will retail. at
100gns.

ITT KB showed two monochrome receivers
with the new 20in. square tube. The KV027
priced at 76-Igns. is veneered in teak and the
RV227 at the same price is finished in sapele.

Also unveiled by ITT' KB was their 19in. colour
receiver, model CK400 (see this month's Tele-
topics). This has a number of interesting features
including automatic tint correction so that mono-
chrome pictures are given the blueness character-
istic of black -and -white picture tubes while the
picture is automatically restored to the correct
white (illuminant C) when colour programmes
are viewed. The decoder board in the receiver
may be unplugged or removed arid the receiver
will still operate in monochrome. The conver-
gence controls are accessible from the front (after
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removal of a panel) to facilitate their adjustment.
All receivers in the KB range, including the

colour set, are hand -wired, a feature much
publicised by KB.

A colour 25in. receiver is now available under
the Masteradio brand name (G.E.C. group). This
model is of the console type, finished in teak,
and uses 34 transistors, 11 valves, and 42 diodes.

From G.E.C. came four new models, two
19in. and two 23in. The 2038 19in. set is
finished in teak like the 2039 23in. receiver, and
the 2032 19in. set is in walnut paldao, as is
the 23in. 2033. Similar models from Sobell were
the 1038, 1039. 1032 and 1033. As in all G.E.C.
and Sobell TV sets, the chassis slides clear of
the cabinet for easy servicing while remaining
in circuit.

New colour TV sets from Decca were the
CTV25/CE and the CTV22/C. The former set
is a 25in. model available in teak finish at 342gns.
and in walnut at 345gns. The CTV22/C uses
the new 22in. square c.r.t. and is available in
teak at 325 gns., in walnut at 329 gns. and
in rosewood at 339gns.

Two new black -and -white sets from Decca
were the 23in. DR23 finished in walnut and priced
at 84gns., and the 20in. DR20 also in walnut
at 79gns., the latter set using the 20in. square
tube.

The Pye group showed the new Ferranti 19in.
colour set model CT1167, priced at £299. Also
introduced were two 20in. monochrome sets. the
Pye 63 and the Ferranti 1176. both priced at
£83. The Pye 64 23in. black -and -white set was
also shown; this model is available in four cabinet
colours -white, red, brown, or black. The price
is £83.

In our report of last year's shows we forecast
the introduction of single -standard colour
receivers. This year Philips gave a preview of
their 22in. single -standard colour set model 511
which is to be released next spring. Philips
expect that prices for single -standard sets will be
about 10 less than their dual -standard
predecessors.

A new Philips dual -standard 22in. colour set
will also be released next year (model 503).

Philips also showed the black -and -white model
0230 with the new 20in. c.r.t. This set too
will be available next year. New this autumn are
models 9212 (19in.) and 3212 (23in.) which are
electrically similar to their predecessors 9210 and
3210, differing only in appearance.

The Stella 20in. monochrome receiver for
release next year is model ST2030.

A single -standard colour set was exhibited by
Bang and Olufsen. This set, the Beovision 3000.
covers Bands IV and V on the 625 -line standard
and is not suitable for 405 -line programmes
(although we understand that it covers Bands I
and Ill on the Continental standard). The set
has a 25in. c.r.t. and uses 14 valves. 52 tran-
sistors and 52 diodes. It retails at 398gns.

From Teleton Electro came a mains/battery
12in. portable. This dual -standard set, model
SWP3000, has a power consumption of 30W
at 240V a.c. and 13W at I2V d.c. It uses 33
transistors and 20 diodes and weighs 161 lb. The
retail price is £79 13s. 7d.

In the field of test equipment, Decca were show-
ing the impressive Karting colour TV service

.

]he 22 in. Murphy colour receiver model CV2210D features an
integrated circuit for signal processing in the decoder, providing

R, G, B drive outputs.

generator model 82512. Priced at about £200.
this unit provides eight video signals: an eight -
step grey scale; six colour bars in the standard
colours; B -Y component signal; R -Y component
signal; vertical lines; horizontal lines; crosshatch;
and dot pattern. The generator works on the PAL
or NTSC system as required, and gives r.f. output
signals which can be tuned over Bands IV and V.

Antiference were showing their new u.h.f. aerials
which combine their Trumatch feature and the
Belling -Lee shaped dipole. This new range,
entitled Trucolour, replaces all existing u.h.f.
aerials from the two brands. Antiference are also
making log -periodic Band III arrays -these have
wide bandwidth and will be of particular benefit
to those viewers receiving BBC -I and ITV on
Band III.

J Beam exhibited their comprehensive range of
TV aerials including the Parabeam u.h.f. series
which is claimed to give increased power gain over
similarly sized standard arrays. Technical details
of the thinking behind the aerials are contained
in a leaflet available from J Beam Aerials.

Forecasts
n our report of last year's shows we included

a few predictions. This is a more difficult under-
taking this year but we have a suspicion that
manufacturers will soon have to modify the cir-
cuitry of colour receivers in order to bring down
prices. If this is carried out by the introduction
of integrated circuits. picture quality and stan-
dards in general will probably improve even
though prices fall. However it is possible that
simplification and compromise will prove the only
methods of reducing price and that the picture
quality will deteriorate as a result. We hope that
of the two alternatives the former occurs.



by G. R. WILDING

YOU can expect almost anything to be wrong
when investigating faults in a set that has
received previous but unsuccessful service

attention. The owner of a Ferguson 21 -in. model
said her set had gone completely off but a friend
had managed to restore sound only and thought
that the line output transformer was faulty-could
1 attend to it?

On test although sound was present it was not
at normal volume and the general tone and faint-
ness of clicks when the tuner was rotated suggested
that the h.t. might be low. Accordingly we imme-
diately replaced the PY33 but only obtained
marginal improvement. The main trouble, how-
ever, was lack of raster so we removed the e.h.t.
protective can. There was no suggestion of a
spark at the PL81 line output valve anode and
no audible line whistle, but we found that the
top cap of this valve was loose and not making
electrical contact with the lead -out wire.

We fitted a replacement valve but there was
still no line whistle. We then noticed that the
ECC82 line generator was failing to warm up,
obviously due to a short-circuit across the heater.
A replacement restored line whistle and enabled
us to draw a small spark from the PL81 anode
and a rather larger but not normal size spark
from the EY86 anode. As the latter spark was
much greater than that obtainable at the PL81
anode it was fair to assume that the transformer
was in order and that the insufficient spark size
was due to reduced drive to the PL81 grid.
However, this valve was running cooler than usual
so that this idea could be discounted.

Inadequate screen voltage then seemed the most
likely probability and on testing we found it to
he rather less than 150V while the h.t. rail voltage
was about 155V. As the PY33 had been replaced
and was also running cooler than normal we
thought it best to check the value of the new surge
limiter which had apparently been fitted after the
set had gone completely off. To our surprise we

found it to be 1,00012 and on replacing it with a
5012 type normal h.t. voltage was restored with a
full-size raster!

Faulty Tuner Valves
By and large we change many more r.f. ampli-

fiers than frequency -changers. The ratio must be
at least 3: 1, for low contrast, grainy pictures
are almost always due to a low -emission r.f.
valve and although an ageing mixer will reduce
the overall gain they rarely do so to the same
extent as r.f. amplifiers and generally introduce
little extra grain.

The most common indication of a defective
mixer is that the sound and vision suddenly bursts
into life after the raster has appeared, due to
the failure of the oscillator section to operate
till it has reached a good working temperature.
Normally sound should be present and increase
gradually well before the raster appears since
the mixer reaches working temperature well before
the boost rectifier which due to its high heater/
cathode insulation takes about 50 seconds longer
than all other valve types to fully warm up.

Recently we were servicing a dual -standard
Ferguson receiver and found that on v.h.f. the
raster always appeared before sound and vision
broke through, and we were not unduly surprised
when the owner said that between 5 and 6.30 p.m.
the set often failed to work at all. Obviously the
slight mains voltage reduction during this time
was sufficient to prevent the mixer valve oscillat-
ing. The mixer in this model was quite a rare
type, a PCF805 or 30C18, and on replacing it
we found that sound always gradually developed
to maximum before the raster while there was
a slight increase in overall picture contrast.

The gain of a mixer, or its conversion conduc-
tance, does not directly increase with increased
local oscillation amplitude but peaks at quite a
low figure and is dependent on several factors.
With any particular mixer valve designers aim
at producing optimum oscillator amplitude over
the tuner range by the degree of coil coupling,
anode voltage and by choice of grid capacitor/
grid leak values.

Flywheel Sync Discriminator
Faults

Most modern receivers now have flywheel line
sync circuits and although they generally prove
very reliable in practice whenever the standard
of locking becomes impaired always first check
the dual discriminator diodes where fitted. In
most instances it will be found that one or both
has a high forward resistance, and on replacement
results will become standard again.

Sometimes defective diodes merely cause the
line lock position to be " edgy ", or may require
the line hold control to be constantly adjusted
during the course of an evening, but occasionally,
as in an H.M.V. 12 in. portable we had in for
service recently, it can produce an unusual side-
ways oscillation in which the picture appears to
move for a fraction of an inch each way at a slow
frequency. In many Bush, Murphy and Alba
models. however. a.f.c. diode failure can result
in complete absence of or intermittent line oscilla-
tion. We came across one recently which com-
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menced to operate normally for a few minutes
then stopped oscillating to result in the PL36 line
output pentode runing red hot due to lack of grid
drive. After changing all valves in the line
circuit we subsequently found on ohm -testing the
twin diodes that they were virtually open -circuit,
and replacement completely restored normal
results.

Various types of diode are used as a.f.c.
discriminators, although in emergency on outside
work we usually find that almost any miniature
diode will suffice for this purpose if exact replace-
ments are not to hand. Sometimes the two diodes
are encapsulated in one container while in other
models they may be connected back-to-back as one
unit with the commoned elements sharing a centre
lead out wire. Again if the exact replacement
is not to hand we use two similar type diodes
connected together.

When fitting such diodes care must be taken
to ensure that they are connected the right way
round. When in doubt ohm -test the faulty diode
on a high -resistance meter range in both directions
and, having found the lower forward polarity, no
matter how little less this is than the reverse
polarity, connect the replacement in similar
manner. Sometimes it may be virtually impossible
to detect any difference in the forward and reverse
resistance, and in such cases if the service manual
is not available the best move is to lightly solder
the replacements in and note effects. If put in
the wrong way round line locking can be com-
pletely ineffective or the picture may lock but have
the raster split vertically with a dark sync pulse
band separating the two sections. This latter fault.
as can be imagined. could lead to a great deal of
work and thought if tackled in a prior attempt to
rectify a line fault. The R.T.E.B. in their Servicing
Examinations place component defects in normal
commercial receivers. I only hope for the sake
of the candidates that they never think of this one!

Unstable Tuner
A fairly modern H.M.V. receiver was brought

into the workshop recently with the complaint that
the tuner was making very poor contact. Cleaning
tuner contacts is one of our most regular service
jobs but this particular one was especially bad
while we noticed that the picture intermittently
seemed to " blurr away " in a similar manner to
that produced by an intermittent heater/cathode
short in a tube. So it appeared that we could
have a defective c.r.t. or a video fault in addition
to the badly contacting tuner.

The latter was so bad, however, that it made
any sort of diagnosis difficult so we first removed
the chassis to clean both moving and fixed contacts.
On testing we then found that the picture inter-
mittency depended on fine tuner setting. When
it was peaked for optimum gain the picture was
fair but when the fine tuner was at either extreme
vision was intolerable.

We replaced both tuner valves but the fault
persisted and it became obvious that a decoupling
capacitor was open -circuit or dry -jointed. The most
logical suspect was a1.000pF capacitor decoupling
the screen of the mixer pentode section, and on
replacing it results became normal. It seemed in

retrospect that vision was fair when the fine tuner
was at maximum because then a.g.c. would be at
maximum to reduce the valve's gain and thereby
reduce the tendency towards instability.

Field Fault
We had a I9 -in. Pye receiver for overhaul

recently that had suddenly developed a raster which
only covered the top three-quarters of the screen,
and, after a brief period of running, the raster
further contracted to cover little more than the
top half. The PCL85 field timebase valve was
running excessively hot but a replacement produced
little improvement and also began to get unduly
hot so that it was obvious that we had a com-
ponent defect.

On removing the chassis for voltage tests we
found that the voltage on the grid of the pentode
section of the PCL85 equalled the voltage on the
triode section anode, due to a dead short-circuit
in the 0.03 I.LF coupling capacitor. We have some-
times found leaks in these capacitors but this was
the first time we had found a complete short-
circuit. As expected we found that due to the
extremely heavy pentode anode current the cathode
bias resistor was badly charred and much lower
than its correct value. On replacing this resistor,
the coupling capacitor and the PCL85 we again
obtained a normal raster.

TO BE CONTINUED

CONVERGENCE ADJUSTMENTS
- --continued from page 60

adjusted it correctly on, say, a 625 -line pattern
you may find that it is slightly out on 405 lines.
Obviously if you readjust it on 405 you will merely
be transferring the error to 625 -line operation
instead. Some receivers have extra potentiometer
controls to overcome this problem but in most
cases it will be necessary to settle on a com-
promise. In difficult cases the 625 -line picture
should have precedence because most viewers will
be watching many more 625 -line colour pro-
grammes than 405 -line monochrome ones.

Here is a final convergence tip that may come
in useful. On a small proportion of receivers
the static convergence changes from time to time
for no apparent reason. You adjust it carefully
on one occasion and next time you switch on
it is different. There is no point in readjusting
it every time because you simply cannot win.
The trouble is caused by an electrostatic charge
which builds up on the inside of the neck of
the c.r.t. and as this charge varies so does the
convergence. The way to overcome the problem
is to adjust the static convergence only when
the receiver has been switched on for at least
ten minutes. If you have to switch off for some
reason, wait at least 3-5 minutes before making
any static adjustments. It may also be possible
to stabilise the charge on the tube neck by switch-
ing several times between 405- and 625 -line
operation. Fortunately this problem seems to
disappear after the receiver has been in daily
use for a week or two.

TO BE CONTINUED
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Book Review
TV VIDEO AND SOUND CIRCUITS
By Thomas M. Adams. Published by W.
Foulsham & Co. Ltd. 158 pages. 81 x 54in.
Price 25s.
TV SYNC AND DEFLECTION CIRCUITS
By Thomas M. Adams. 160 pages. Other
details as above.

IT is impossible to consider these two books
separately; they are part of a series under the
general heading of Electronic Circuit Action

Series, which includes books on transistor circuits,
detector and rectifier circuits, and, of course, radio
circuits. But this pair knit together quite effectively.
The technique of " action " circuit or "circuit
action", call it what you will, is certainly different
and with a little assiduity helps the student to
follow those confusing current paths that occur
in high frequency circuits in complicated equip-
ment.

The author asserts that any circuit can be under-
stood with the minimum background of mathe-
matical terminology or even technical experience
by studying the electron currents. That may be
true of valve circuits, and probably accounts for
the absolute neglect of transistor receiver circuits
that sadly dates these two books. We feel Mr.
Adams may have been on less secure ground had
his multi -coloured diagrams been used to illustrate
solid-state television sets. Older hands will know
the frustration of having to " unlearn " valve tech-
nology and assimilate " holes " and impedance
matching rather than pure current flow.

Although a further restriction on the usefulness
of these books is their treatment of transatlantic
designs, yet from the aspect of TV principles we
may regard some of the common ground covered
here as a form of easy introduction. It is no more
and like transistors colour television gets not even
a mention in either book. In the " receiver "
volume after a chapter on the signal (American
style) there follow four chapters on the principal
sections, r.f. amplifiers, mixers and oscillators
(curiously flat to re -read in these days of transistor-
ised tuners!), it amplifiers and video stages. Then
comes Chapter 6 which deals with TV sound
systems using gated -beam and locked-oscillator-
quadrature-grid detectors. This chapter and the
next, dealing with ratio detectors and discrimina-
tors, are both worthy of study.

Similarly the book on Deflection Circuits merits
some attention if only for the detailed look at sync
separation and noise limiting, automatic frequency
control circuits and the operation of reactance
valve (sorry tube) circuits. At what is for present
days a fairly modest price one cannot wholly dis-
count the value of Mr. Adams' easily digested
lessons.

However despite a fresh approach, a good style,
no slipshod errors and a modest price we must give
this pair from Foulsham & Co. a thumbs down
sign. There are so many good books on the sub-
ject, not least from our homegrown authors, that
anyimport which ignores techniques by no meansnovel and contrives to make even the standard
techniques seem old-fashioned has to fail by com-parison.-H.W.H.
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COLOUR SERVICING
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PART 3

TESTER
MARTIN L. MICHAELIS, M.A.

T REMAINS to draw attention to further
points of detail. The h.t. voltage control
potentiometers VR2 and VR5 are not con-

nected between the output voltage and chassis as
in the basic circuit but between these points via
preset limiting resistance networks on either side.
The preset potentiometers are aligned so that the
manual controls just cover the range of stabilised
output voltages for each circuit without encroach-
ing into the high and low voltage regions in
which stabilisation is lost. Figs. 6 and 7 show
the ripple and voltage stabilisation characteristics
for the two circuits and also state the alignment
procedure for the limit presets.

Resistors R11, R19, R24, R26, RIO and R25
damp any chance v.h.f. resonant circuits which
may be constituted by the wiring and stray
capacitances. These could otherwise lead to
parasitic oscillation. It is very important to wire
these resistors close to the respective grid pins.
The three zener diodes D11, D12, D13 restrict
the source voltage for VI to the maximum rating
of 300V with respect to VI cathode. This restricts
the maximum stabilised output voltage to about
300V but improves the stabilisation factor since
VI is now operated from a prestabilised source
voltage.

R38 provides a minimum load current through
V3 when the output is open -circuit to maintain
stabilisation even for very small output currents.
The same function for V2 is fulfilled by V4 and
R9. R5, R12 and R13 are safety discharge resis-
tors to prevent retention of charge on the electro-
lytics when the unit is switched off. R29 and
R30 ensure that the d.c. resistance between the
heater and cathode of a valve .on test is never
more than 22kS2. This is the normally permitted
maximum value. Larger values or a floating
heater would lead to uncontrollable capacitive or
ionic potentials between heater and cathode which
may destroy the insulation. R29 and R30 do .not
restrict the permissible connections of T2 secon-
daries for obtaining the various heater voltages
because these connections can never do more
than place R29 and R30 across certain parts of
the windings: the additional current drain of a
few mA is quite negligible.

If a 3S2 10mA meter is unobtainable any other
IOmA meter with a resistance not exceeding 50.12
is satisfactory. If a meter movement of higher
sensitivity is to be used shunt it accordingly.
In every case choose R37 so that the total resist-
ance for 10mA f.s.d. sensitivity is exactly 500.
Select a +1% resistor for R35 and obtain the
correct value for R36 to within +1% by selecting
a 1052 and a 6.811 resistor for connection in series.

If a 220V neon pilot is to be used for LP1
connect it straight across R3 and omit R4, R8.
Make sure that the neon pilot contains a limiting
resistor built into the cap; otherwise include a
1MS/ 1W resistor in series with the lamp. All
power zener diodes should be rated for at least
750mW dissipation or any larger value. In other
words the product of zener voltage and maximum
permissible zener current in mA at 45°C ambient
temperature should be at least 750mW. This
product should be at least 75mW for the miniature
zener diode DID.

NEGATIVE BIAS CIRCUIT
D3, D4 form a full -wave rectifier circuit produc-

ing a negative raw d.c. voltage across the reservoir
capacitor C3. Zener diodes D15 and D16 prestabi-
lise this supply to -150V. R3I and the zener diode
D17 effect the final stabilisation to -100V. This
two -stage stabilisation is necessary to make the
final bias voltage quite independent of the mains
and h.t. load fluctuations reflected back through
the mains transformer and R9.

The preset potentiometer VR7 is aligned so
that the voltage across the track of VR9 is exactly
50V with VR8 turned to zero resistance. Now
connect a valve voltmeter (input impedance at
least 10MS2) to P4, turn VR9 slider to the end
of the track connected to VR8, and then calibrate
the linear potentiometer VR8 for zero to -4V

Gr2(e) 2
of V4.

GrI (a)

Fig. 5: Wiring of the meter switch S2. The contact wipers of
the switch must be narrow so that make -before -break operation
is ensured. A 3 -way, 6 -pole switch is used: connect the sixth
pole in parallel with section E to reduce variable contact

resistance in the meter shunting circuit.
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output readings on the valve voltmeter. This will
cover almost the entire track of VR8. Ignore the
rest. Now return VR8 to the zero resistance
setting and calibrate the logarithmic potentiometer
VR9 for zero to -5V output readings on the
valve voltmeter. These should cover at least
half the track of VR9. If they all lie in an
unresolvable point at one end of the track the
latter is connected the wrong way round. Reverse
it and start again. Finally calibrate the rest of
the track of VR9 against a separate scale arc
reading -10V to -50V.

The two potentiometer settings are directly
additive for all small bias voltages up to -9V.
Variations for slope measurements can be made
directly against the scales which possess sufficient
resolution in this range.

Bias voltages of -10V or greater should be set
with the logarithmic control VR9 alone, with
VR8 set to zero resistance. Slope readings are
then taken by increasing the bias voltage through
exactly 1V with VR8 and noting the resulting
drop of anode current. The settings of the two
potentiometers are no longer strictly additive here
so that VR8 must be provided with a further inner
scale arc as shown in Fig. 8. The range between
IV and 2V on the main outer scale is divided
linearly from zero to 50. To increase the bias
by exactly IV for any setting of VR9 in the 10
to 50V arc turn up VR8 from zero on its outer
scale (left-hand stop) to the corresponding point
on the inner scale arc.

THE TEST PANEL
Any six or more valveholder types can be

mounted on the front panel for the valves which
the constructor may wish to test. Three rows of
ten insulated wanderplug sockets each are mounted
below these valveholders as shown in Figs. 3

and 8. Each row is numbered one to ten and
the sockets in the top row are looped with the
shortest possible lengths of connecting wire to
the respective pins on all valveholders which carry
the same number in the international valve base
coding. Each socket in the top row is strapped
to the corresponding one in the second row via
a 10011 IW resistor. The second row is similarly
strapped to the third row via 24kf2 resistors (22kf2

Detailed view of the wiring between the valve bases and the
rows of valveholder sockets.

Rear view of the unit withdrawn from its cabinet.

or 271:12 will also do). A 0.1auF 500V low -induct-
ance capacitor is connected between each socket
in the top row and a chassis loop between the
two earth sockets.

The resistors and capacitors are provided to
suppress parasitic oscillation in screen and grid
connections of high -slope valves. Such parasitic
oscillation is shown up by sudden discontinuities
in the voltage/current characteristics, i.e., the
anode current jumps abruptly to some higher or
lower value as the bias or h.t. voltages are varied
through certain points. If such instability is
found with some high -slope valves in spite of the
general suppression measures incorporated solder
another 0.1,uF 500V low -inductance capacitor
between chassis and the pin on the valveholder
which happens to be the grid for this valve. If
this still does not cure the trouble add another
such capacitor between the cathode pin and the
same chassis point. Such additional capacitors
behind the valveholders should rarely if ever he
needed and as they will not interfere with testing
of other valves with different base connections
once fitted they may be left connected perman-
ently. If plug-in Perspex panels are used carry-
ing ready -wired connections between the voltage
output sockets and the valve holder sockets addi-
tional capacitors to suppress any parasitics can
be tried on these panels where necessary for
specific valves, but they will generally be less
effective there than directly at the valveholder
pins.

MAKING CONNECTIONS FOR TESTS
The connections between the bottom row of

voltage output sockets and the three rows of
valveholder sockets must be established as
follows irrespective of whether temporary con-
nections are made with insulated wires fitted with
wanderplugs or a plug-in panel is being wired
for repetitive tests of a certain type of valve. The
length of the wires used for temporary connec-
tions should be ten inches from tip to tip of the
wanderplugs.

Four special cables are also required, one con-
taining a 30V zener diode and another a 50W
rener diode for voltage reduction when required
as described in Part I. The third special cable is
for making connections from the bias socket to a
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Fig. 6: Performance of the H. T.1 30-200V output. To preset
the output from this circuit proceed as follows. With zero
output current drain (open -circuit) alternately adjust VR1
for 32V output and VR3 for 205V output between P5 and P6,
with VR2 at its left- and right-hand stops respectively. The
final adjustment is of VR3 for 205V output with VR2 at its

right-hand stop. Then calibrate the scale of VR2.

top cap grid. It is fitted with a wanderplug at
one end and a universal top cap at the other with
a 27kf1 1W series resistor directly at the top cap.
The fourth special cable carries a wanderplug at
one end and a top cap at the other without any
series resistor; it is intended for making connec-
tions to any other top cap electrode of a valve
apart from the control grid.

Commence making connections by linking the
two heater windings in the appropriate manner to
obtain the correct heater voltage between two
heater voltage sockets from which two cables are
then plugged in to the heater sockets of the valve
on the top row. Next link the zero (chassis)
socket of the voltage output row to the cathode
socket of the valve on the top row. If cathode
bias is specified make this connection via a resis-
tor of the specified value instead of direct. In
this case the grid will be earthed by taking a link
from the corresponding socket of the third row
to one of the green earth sockets adjacent to the
valveholders. Otherwise this same grid socket
from the third row or the top cap is linked to the

max.40mA

195 V

165 V

141 V

117 V

93V

69V

46V

28V

35 40

negative bias voltage socket. Then connect the
h.t. + 1 and h.t. + 2 voltage sockets to the screen
socket on the second row and the anode socket on
the top row, with or without the zener cables as
appropriate for the particular nominal test
settings.

HEATER TESTS
The connections are now complete. Check them

carefully. Then set the two h.t. voltage controls
and the bias controls to the nominal test settings
and again check carefully. Switch -on at the
mains switch and wait about one minute for the
internal valves and the test valve to warm up. If
the heater of the test valve flashes brightly for
a second or two immediately after switching on
but dims again to a normal appearance soon
afterwards do not worry. This is a common
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Fig. 7: Performance of the H. T.2 150-300V output. Procedure
for presetting the output from this circuit is as follows. With
zero output current drain (open -circuit) alternately adjust
VR4 for 155V output and VR6 for 300V output between P5
and P7, with VR5 respectively at its left- and right-hand stops.
Final adjustment is VR6 for 300V output with VR5 at its right-
hand stop. Then calibrate scale of VR5 with respect to output

voltage readings at intermediate settings.
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Fig. 8: Front panel layout. The front panel and chassis form an

effect when some valves are run on a fixed voltage
instead of in a heater chain and it is normally
harmless. However, if the heaters persist in run-
ning abnormally bright or do not light up at all
something is probably wrong. Switch off at once
and make checks.

Withdraw the valve and test with a multimeter
on the ohms range to determine whether the heater
is open -circuited. If not switch the multimeter
to a suitable a.c. voltage range and connect it in
parallel between the supply sockets from which
the heater sockets are being fed. Switch the valve
tester on before reinserting the valve to verify
that the heater voltage reads correct. Now insert
the valve in its test holder. If the multimeter
reading then shows a very large drop or vanishes
altogether there is a heater short-circuit in the
valve. Switch off at once.

GENERAL TESTS
Assuming that the heater operates correctly,

watch the meter as the valves warm up. If the
reading climbs to a value much greater than
nominal or the overload trip operates and the
neon pilot lamp lights there is a leakage fault
or electrode short present in the valve. If the
meter reading is more or less normal take readings
of the anode and screen currents and determine
the slope. Compare these readings with the
nominal values to assess the condition of the
cathode emission and vacuum of the valve as
described in Part 1. Good valve data tables
often specify the tolerable slope and current reduc-

integrated drawer unit which pushes cabinet.

tions beyond which the valve should be replaced.
It may also be expedient to compile such data
with respect to specific receiver models coming
into the service shop. For example when a
field output valve is encountered which just fails
to give a picture filling the full height of the
screen, test this valve and note its slope and
current discrepancies with respect to a good
specimen.

SHORTS AND LEAKAGES
Detailed investigations of electrode shorts and

leakages may be made on a hot or cold valve
by connecting a suitable h.t. voltage to one elec-
trode and one of the earth sockets to the other,
as well as the correct heater voltage to the heater
if the tests are to be made with the valve hot.
Note the meter reading or whether the overload
trip operates. Do not use test voltages greater
than those which a healthy valve is rated to
withstand between the electrodes concerned.

HEATER -CATHODE INSULATION
To test the heater -cathode insulation connect

an h.t. voltage (within the permitted voltage
ratings) to the cathode and one side of the correct
heater supply (cold tests) or both sides of the
correct heater supply (hot tests). Positive voltage
tests normally suffice but if a negative voltage
test is necessary reverse the polarity of connec-
tions heating the valve from an external floating
supply.

-continued on page 86
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TELEVISION production centres are at present

being built in all parts of the Kingdom; com-
plex structures of steel, bricks, mortar and

rockwool sound -proofing. Rapidly and efficiently
the BBC and the ITV companies have planned
and are now constructing studio stages and ancil-
lary premises second to none in the world. Com-
petition, technically and artistically, has been a
wonderful incentive to both the BBC and the
ITV companies. Film studios in Britain are
following the same trends, with purpose-built
stages suitable for feature films for the cinemas
as well as for TV plus live or taped television,
black -and -white or colour. Such optimism is
probably encouraging to other industries, though
the television production side has been subject to
more than the average amount of levies and
taxation. Nevertheless they are all still building
premises specifically planned for the job instead
of being adapted from old warehouses, theatres,
churches and factories as is still being done in
many other countries.

The list of new construction projects includes
the multistage complex in the centre (almost) of
Leeds, of which two stages were ready (almost)
for the opening of Yorkshire Television. This has
turned out to be a magnificent concept, superbly
planned, of which a detailed report will appear
later in these columns. Southern is well ahead,
building a brand-new three -stage colour TV com-
plex to replace their original conversion from a
cinema. ATV are now ready to go ahead with
a magnificent multipurpose show business centre
in Birmingham, which will also include three
stages. Tyne Tees are about to expand with new
colour TV stages and Thames Television, already
possessing the very advanced Teddington Studios
(adapted from film studios), is now in the plan-
ning phase of an elaborate studio layout off the
Euston Road, London. Practically every other
ITV company has allocated huge sums to carry
out the lush promises made in their written
applications to the Independent Television
Authority for the television franchise for their
areas.

The Franchise Trail
All these new buildings are growing up solidly

in fulfilment of the contracts solemnly signed and
sealed by the Independent Television Authority
with each of the successful applicants. The
manoeuvre of the contestant and the reactions of
all the parties concerned were amusingly portrayed
in " The Franchise Trail", a lengthy TV play
about the ITA's reshuffle of TV area licences.

Actors giving impressions of real -life appearances
of Lord Hill, Lord Goodman, Sir Hugh Greene,
David Frost, Lord Thomson, the P.M., Mr.
Gulbenkian and others, thinly disguised under
other names, must have induced many a laugh
from people actually in the television industry-
but with not much response from other viewers.
What are known in theatrical circles as " pro
jokes " don't often succeed with the general
public unless fortified with dramatic or comedy
situations such as occur in the daily life of Mr.
Everyman. The Hollywood -made " theatrical -
life " musicals have been successful because they
have resisted the temptation to satirise or
burlesque biographies of big film, stage or opera
stars. After all, you can't really burlesque
burlesque, a term which, fairly accurately, indi-
cates the larger -than -life laughter and tears of
stage, films and-yes-television.

Colour Separation
I watched part of the Morecambe and Wise

Show with two television receivers side -by -side,
one a very good colour set and the other an
average black -and -white set with a.g.c. The
colour set quality was superb, revealing the care
applied by director, designer and lighting men in
achieving satisfactory results for both " penny
plain tuppence colour" objectives. For example
the choice of plain blackgrounds of particular
shades of blue backing with appropriate decor
and wardrobe in the foreground added that
abstract (yet definable) thing called "presence".
Performers with magnetic personalities stand out
well enough even on flattish black -and -white TV
sets, but on a good colour set they seem to be
in the room with you, a kind of stereo effect.
Efforts to achieve good lighting modelling in
black -and -white are continuously being made by
both BBC and ITV, but however good the results
are on their studio monitors (and as sent out from
the transmitters), badly adjusted home TV receivers
(without black -level clamping) spoil the picture.

Not all lighting specialists have learned the
lesson of making the actors stand out clearly
from the backgrounds. In a day and age when
stage lighting equipment has never been so good
the handling of it by many so-called specialists
has never been so bad. The lighting of live
musical shows, opera and ballet are often ruined
by failure to use colour separation principles.
Psychedelic -type colouring of costumes of players
moving about in front of psychedelic -type scenery
is hard to look at and merely dazzles. If the
backgrounds are too busy, their lighting can be
dimmed.

Colour-and Colour Blindness
The presentation of colour as a contribution to

drama and comedy has been an important factor
in entertainment from the earliest days of strolling
players. Theatre and cinema have used colour for
years and television is now doing the same. But
every viewer doesn't necessarily see the same kind
of colour and a surprising number are colour
blind or possess vision which is partially colour
deficient. One of the most go-ahead regional ITV
companies made colour vision tests on 210 of the
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staff on their production and engineering depart-
ments. Of 183 men tested no less than 13 had
unsatisfactory colour vision, 5 of them being
totally colour-blind. Of 27 women tested only
one was partially colour deficient and none of
them were colour-blind.

Such results are "eye-openers" in more than
one sense of the word as some persons have
different reactions in peripheral vision, which is
what you see in the corner of your eye. This is
what musicians see of a conductor when they are
also reading the music on their stands and is
what railways have understood so thoroughly
for over ninety years since they first started testing
the eyes of engine drivers. Red has meant danger
ever since block signalling was made compulsory
on the railways and red displayed at all times
except when the line ahead is safe and clear of
traffic. Prior to that time white, amber or green
was normally displayed, except when danger was
definitely ahead. " Permissive" signalling of this
type led to many accidents and defective colour
vision played a part in these.

Turning to the less serious aspects of colour
vision, the humour and entertainment that has
been got out of colour by comedians and
musicians on the stage will certainly be presented
on colour television. Coloured handkerchief tricks
will mystify colour viewers, but will not
necessarily enthral owners of black -and -white
sets. In America, viewing NTSC colour in poor
reception areas would give totally different results,

psychedelic in concept and permissive for those
who reach for their sun glasses.

Educational TV
We all know that television whether on the

air, on closed-circuit, for taping or on film has
many uses other than for .entertainment. In
education it is becoming a useful instrument when
used in the right way and not merely as a gim-
mick. There is no doubt that educationalists in
Great Britain recognise that TV in any of its
forms has its appeal and impact, but few of
them have applied any of the "show business"
knowhow. American educatibnalists appreciate
this particular angle, though their equipment is
no better than ours. It is its operation that
counts.

The Inner London Educational Authority
opened up their television operations in September
in splendid form, using all types of television,
film. live or taped, with local or closed-circuit
facilities laid on over a big area. This is a big
step forward long overdue. The Authority is to
be congratulated on the importance at last being
attached to the engineering side of education,
with fit and proper technical policies being
worked out by engineers.
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COLOUR BROADCASTING -2
NEW lighting equipment was introduced

recently with colour in mind. In order to
save time rigging the two different types of

light-the soft light and the spot light-Mole
Richardson developed a dual-purpose lamp
which was introduced not long ago. One end is
a spotlight, the other end a soft light, and
the bulb can be directed towards either end.
Tungsten -halogen lamps such as the quartz -iodine
lamp are particularly good for colour as they are
up to three times as efficient. Hence a new version
of the dual light has been brought out for colour
work. Dimming lights in the normal way is not
possible in colour television work as when the bulb
is dimmed it tends to change the colour of the
light: in fact it gets more red as it dims.

Colour film lights and stock are usually balanced
for 3,200° Kelvin colour temperature, but for
practical reasons 2,800°K is becoming more popu-
lar as a basic temperature. As long as all light
on a given scene is within 200°K no variations are
noticed and a good colour
balance is achieved provided
the cameras are lined up on
this colour temperature.
Meters are provided to mea-
sure colour temperature and
guide the lighting supervisor.
200°K corresponds to varia-
tions of about in light out-
put. A greater range is
achieved by varying the spread
of the beam from wide to
narrow (flooding and spotting)
but newer lights use a second
bulb which is switched into
circuit to double the light out-
put of each lamp and further
extend the range which can
be covered without affecting
the colour temperature of the
lights.

Electronically the equip-
ment is much as the mono-
chrome television studio with
a few additions. Each camera
produces red, green and blue
outputs which are combined
in an encoder which adds the

correct proportions of each signal in a matrix to
give the correct luminance signal and by subtract-
ing this from each colour signal obtains the correct
chrominance signals (R -Y and B -Y). Most modern
encoders will take an external luminance signal
straight from a four -tube camera.

Each coder is fed with three further signals: the
colour subcarrier, burst gate (a pulse used to gate
out the colour burst from the subcarrier before
it is added to the encoded signal) and PAL ident
(or PAL flag-a half-line frequency square wave
which is used to switch the phase of the R -Y
component of the chrominance signal on alter-
native lines). All these are generated in the c.a.r.
equipment associated with the pulse generator or
the pulse generator itself. Several fully encoded
outputs are available from each encoder and these
feed monitors, vision mixer, etc. NTSC coders
are also fitted and switched in for 525 -line, 60c/s
operation. To line up the equipment a special
colour -bar signal is switched in. Colour bars
representing white, yellow, cyan (green and blue),
green, magenta, red, blue and black are easily
generated and being "pure" colours enable the
coders to be easily checked.

Most studios only use two colour monitors in
the control room, one for transmission and one for
preview. It is found that it is not possible to
match two monitors accurately enough to balance
a picture from different cameras so only one is
used and the vision controller switches between the
outputs of each camera, judging the results on the
one monitor. Most professional quality monitors
do not have decoding facilities so a decoder is
provided separately and this feeds red, green and

Colour signals can be synthesized from a black -
and -white caption by passing it through a device
which switches one colour for the white part of
the original picture and another colour for the
black parts. Some colour synthesizers give a
selection of colours, others an infinitely variable
adjustment. Special effects such as wipe between

Peto Scott Plumbicon colour camera in action at Wimbledon.
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different colours are also possible using similar
equipment.

A highly sophisticated and very effective over-
lay technique is possible with colour. Equivalent
to the "Blue Matte" technique used on films it
is called chroma key and uses a colour -difference
signal, usually (B-Y), to provide an edge where
switching takes place in the normal manner of
monochrome overlay. Thus if an actor is placed
against a pure blue background only on the
background is any large (B-Y) output obtained
and this drives a video switch so that the actor's
image appears against any selected background,
usually film. Such a technique is much more
successful than normal overlay, which uses a
black/white tonal separation to achieve the switch,
due to the small amount of blue in most images.

Although all the cameras previously mentioned
are designed to operate "hands off" not all are
as successful and in several studios it has been
found necessary to revert to the technique of
using a "racks operator" for each pair of colour
cameras unlike the black -and -white technique of
one man controlling all cameras in the studio.
Like early monochrome cameras each racks
operator controls two cameras but has access to
all c.c.u. controls, unlike the vision control opera-
tors who only control the lift, iris, gain and the
" paint pot" (if fitted) controls. It has been
found necessary to adjust many of the minor
controls in order to compensate for drifting and
to obtain the best quality.

Colour Telecine
Colour films form a large proportion of the

colour programme so that colour telecine is most
important. As with black -and -white there are
two types of telecine, the flying -spot and the
vidicon/Plumbicon channel. By using a white
phosphor for the scanning tube of a flying -spot
system and three photomultipliers, one for each
colour, a direct colour analysis of the film is
achieved. Problems of registering the images are
eliminated entirely so that no luminance channel
is needed. Modern monochrome telecine channels
are designed so that by adding two photocells and
corresponding amplifiers they convert to colour
working. For many years the flying -spot tech-
nique has been used to generate colour test signals
with a great deal of success. In America three
vidicon-tube channels have been used as the
flying -spot technique is not entirely suited to their
standard. Vidicons or Plumbicons are used but
their advantages over the flying -spot telecine are
less than the corresponding advantages on black -
and -white. Pye have produced a four-Plumbicon
colour channel used by the BBC News Division
although Philips channels will he used in the
BBC News Headquarters, and Marconi produced
a telecine version of the Mark VII camera using
vidicons instead of Plumbicons. With telecine it
is easy to provide sufficient light for good operation
of the vidicon tube and unlike the Plumbicon the
output of the tube is easily varied by altering
the target bias, simplifying an a.g.c. system con-
siderably. Both Rank -Citadel and EMI produced
flying -spot telecines. On most telecines automatic
control of lift and gain is available. This grades
each shot accurately and quickly.

Marconi Mk. VII colour camera at the BBC Studio 6.

Errors in colour reproduction always occur with
film owing to the dyes available and difficulties
in masking one colour from another. Compro-
mises are always needed when selecting chemicals
to perform several functions in the photographic
process but errors which do occur can be cor-
rected to a considerable extent as they are con-
sistent. It is possible to compute these errors
and then correct them electronically. Each film
has its own characteristic errors and a switchable
unit can correct these. Other errors can be
corrected in a unit called T.A.R.I.F. (Television
Apparatus for Rectification of Indifferent Film)
which has been developed by the BBC to correct
these errors in processing or exposure. Basically
it consists of an adjustable gain and gamma cor-
rection unit which can be switched to any primary
colour or its complementary colour. Even so it
is still not possible to correct entirely and errors
between film and television camera reproduction
may be observed particularly with bright colours
so that colourful uniforms for example are
avoided when they will appear both in a film
sequence and in the studio immediately following
the film when a direct comparison could be made.

Colour Video7tape Recording
Colour video-tape recording suffers from no

such handicaps and can at its best reproduce per-
fectly a colour studio picture. Achieving this
standard took a lot of development work over
many years. Before Ampex introduced their
quadruplex-head system colour v.t.r. on the linear
recording principle had been tried. Soon after the
successful quadruplex system came into being
work started on a compatible colour v.t.r. system.

An early system used in the USA took the
chrominance information off its subcarrier and
remodulated it on to its own specially generated
subcarrier. On replay a special demodulator was
used feeding an ordinary NTSC modulator. The
system was much more robust as regards stability
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and distortion but unfortunately it was necessary
to drastically limit the luminance bandwidth to
cope with the non-standard subcarrier. Sub -
carrier visibility was much worse than with NTSC
as a result of these techniques, as well as there
being a general loss of quality. In spite of this
the system functioned in a reasonably satisfac-
tory manner but work proceeded on techniques of
recording the standard NTSC signal. The prob-
lems were: moire or r.f. patterning; frequency
response-tied up with the first problem; differen-
tial phase and gain; and timing errors.

With a large amount of high-freqency signal
in the form of chrominance information moire
patterning was much worse than monochrome
working. Careful attention to setting up the
frequency standards and filters reduced this but
a better cure was effected by using the high -band
standard where the carrier frequency is raised
considerably. The frequency response of the
video signal had to be maintained for the whole
video bandwidth, particularly at subcarrier
frequencies. Stabilising circuits compensate for
changes and drifting of frequency standards.

Differential gain and phase distortion occurs
when the subcarrier is reduced in amplitude or
phase shifted by different amounts according to
the level of modulation in the video signal. It
may occur in an amplifier and is always found
where bandwidth is restricted. However selection
of modulation standards and careful design has
overcome this, even for the NTSC system. PAL
is much less susceptible than NTSC to these
forms of distortion.

Timing errors in the signal coming off the tape
are probably the main source of errors but with
modern techniques of working synchronously it
is possible to stabilise the signal off the tape
during replay to within 30 nanoseconds. From
this it is, possible to reduce errors to within 6°
of subcarrier by using a voltage -controlled variable
delay line just like the Amtec or a.t.c. circuits
in principle but with finer control. These
Colortec or Color a.t.c. units vary the delay
time through the line so as to bring the replayed
signal into exact synchronisation with studio pulses
and subcarrier.

The processing units have to handle the colour
signal without distortion, causing some problems.
For example, when does one switch from one head
to the next? Normally this occurs during the
back porch period but for colour television the
burst occurs then. One solution adopted by
RCA is to use two demodulators, one for the
sync pulses, switching during the picture period,
the other for the video and switching during the
sync periods. After both are demodulated they
are combined to give a switch -free signal.

Colour working demands a very high standard
of alignment. For example even minute variation
in tape thickness from one side of the tape to
the other can cause a type of colour banding so
that the machines are set up to each tape rather
than to a standard tape as is monochrome
practice.

Even helical -scan video-tape recorders can be
given a low -quality colour capability by using the
early remodulation of a special subcarrier
technique, and some of the advanced helical -scan
and other similar recorders give broadcast -duality

pictures. All the normal facilities of a v.t.r. are
available for colour working and operation is
similar in principle though as with most colour
apparatus technical line up must be more
rigorous and careful than is necessary for mono-
chrome working.

TO BE CONTINUED

PRACTICAL TV VALVE TESTER
-continued from page 81

H.T. rectifier valves are best tested by connect-
ing the proper heater voltage and h.t.-I- voltage
to the anode with the cathode earthed. Start
with a low h.t. voltage. A healthy rectifier
should already draw its nominal current with
a very low applied voltage. Such tests are rela-
tive and assessments can be made only by com-
paring the performance with that of a healthy
specimen.

TESTING MULTISECTION VALVES
Multisection valves should be tested one section

at a time. For example when testing a triode
pentode first connect and test the pentode section
leaving the triode pins disconnected, and then
connect and test the triode section leaving the
pentode section disconnected. The same applies
for testing double triodes, twin rectifiers or any
other compound valve.

SHORT-CIRCUIT CHECKS
The h.t.+ 1 output can be reduced to zero

but a minimum of about +20V is necessary to
make quite sure that the series neon V4 definitely
strikes when the valve tester is switched on. The
lowest value for which the overload trip operates
on a short circuit was found to be +30V. Thus
it is considered advisable for reasons of safety
to choose this value for the lower limit of the
control range of the h.t.+l output. This has
been specified in the alignment instructions
accompanying Fig. 6.

NEON V4 RATING
The neon tube V4 (type 90C1) is rated at

40mA maximum continuous current or 100mA
surge for 10 seconds. The surge current arising
for a fraction of a second before the overload
trip responds to a short-circuit on the h.t.+1
output when set to a voltage near the upper
limit may amount to several hundred mA but
this does not appear to damage the neon tube.
Dozens of deliberate short-circuits were produced
on the prototype under these circumstances fol-
lowed by a re -plot of the characteristics of the
neon tube. They had not changed to any percep-
tible extent. Nevertheless after making initial
checks that the overload trip responds correctly
to a short-circuit on either h.t.+ output at the
lowest as well as at the highest voltage settings
do not produce further short-circuits unnecessarily.
The 90C1 is a particularly robust neon tube
designed for rugged duty so it is inadvisable to
use a substitute. 111
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ETVsystem
NINETY THOUSAND children at three

hundred schools and colleges in the London
area now have their own educational televi-

sion service, and during the next twelve months the
network is to be extended to take in the remaining
thousand State -run educational establishments in
the Inner London area. This will give London
the biggest closed-circuit educational television
complex in the world and possibly make it the
largest closed-circuit television network ever to be
built.

A technical feasibility study for this massive
project was put forward in May 1965 and in the
following December the Inner London Education
Authority was given the go-ahead. Contracts for
the installation and commissioning of the distribu-
tion equipment were quickly negotiated by the
Authority and in under three years the Post Office
and private industry have linked three hundred
schools and colleges by coaxial cable and installed
eight hundred and seventy specially -designed 25in.
receivers.

Schools and colleges in Islington, Hackney and
Tower Hamlets are the first of the London schools
to be linked -up by a coaxial network laid by the
Post Office. The cable is at present capable of
carrying up to seven channels simultaneously. Two
of these will be used to relay BBC and ITV educa-
tional programmes-scheduled to begin in 1969-
and another is reserved for use by the universities,
the polytechnics, colleges of education and other
higher educational bodies in the London area. The
remainder are for transmitting programmes made
at the Authority's Laycock ETV Centre in High -
bury.

For the first year fourteen series involving nearly
two hundred programmes are scheduled. These
include a series for the fifteen -year -olds about
leaving school, first year French for eight -year -olds
and a series on London for younger children. For
adults there is a series on art and another on educa-
tional technology in which thirty programmes deal
with the use of audio-visual aids. Also there are
programmes specially for the teachine staff-one
deals with modern mathematics at GCE and CSE
levels.

The programmes are being transmitted through-
out the working week, from 10 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.,
and many of the programmes are being repeated
three or four times to suit the varied timetables and
also to enable teachers to preview the following
week's work. Advance programme notes are
provided.

All programmes are being relayed from a
temporary centre in Islington, but the Authority
plan to move into a permanent centre next Septem-
ber when nine hundred of the remaining schools

and colleges are to be brought into the network.
Work has just begun in converting a former school
in Battersea into a permanent centre for the
Authority's television activities. The cost of the
conversion is estimated to be over £200,000 and
the studios are scheduled to be completed early
in 1970.

LAYCOCK TV CENTRE
All studio programmes are made in the

Authority's Laycock TV Centre, where the formal
inauguration of " ETV London " took place on
12th September. Here there is a production studio,
another for training purposes, a control room fitted
out with video-tape recorders and transmission
switching equipment, another room for the modu-
lators and transmission equipment, a maintenance
workshop, and a two -camera mobile television unit.
Back-up facilities include a photographic depart-
ment, graphics and scenic department, rehearsal
areas, a film viewing and editing area, and produc-
tion and administrative offices.

The production studio is equipped with three
image -orthicon EMI cameras. Each of these is
fitted with two-, three-, five- and eight -inch lens
turrets and the camera control units are equipped
with " joysticks" for remote control. These are
grouped for operation by a single vision engineer
who also has 16mm. telecine under remote control.

The vision mixer used can cope with five inputs

The training studio and control room at the Inner London
Education Authority's Laycock ETV Centre
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and has a preview bank. Seven 14in. picture
monitors provide viewing of all inputs and give
preview and transmission facilities. Comprehensive
talkback facilities are also provided.

Although the studio is small by BBC and ITV
standards, it is fitted with a curved cyclorama
covering two walls. Air conditioning is provided
and the ceiling and walls are acoustically treated
for sound absorption. Extensive lighting equip-
ment is provided, with s.c.r. lighting control on
twenty of the outputs. A remote control panel for
the lighting dimmers is readily accessible to the
vision engineer.

A separate sound control room is provided for
the production studio. This has a twelve input
Elcom mixer which features preset level control,
foldback and echo. The inputs can be routed via
a "red" or "green" group, and group faders and
a main fader permit comprehensive mixing. A
jackfield covering all inputs and outputs provides
facilities for the insertion of frequency correcting
filters into any channel or group of channels.

The Inner London Education Authority also
operate a training studio at the Laycock Centre.
This is fitted with three Marconi vidicon cameras,
a vision mixer similar to that used in the pro-
duction studio, and a simplified sound mixer.

Here teachers seconded to the television service
are taught all the production roles of scripting,
directing and making educational TV programmes.
So far forty-five teachers have received intensive
training in a three-month course and are now con-
tributing to the service. They are seconded to
the television service for periods of up to two
years.

The heart of the Laycock Centre is of course
the master control room. This contains a 625 -
line broadcast type pulse generator and a number
of distribution amplifiers to support the studio and
technical areas with the necessary pulses. The
master mixer is of the auto -preview type and can
accommodate up to eight sources. It is normally
operated in the "married" condition, but separate
picture and sound switching can be employed if
required for special projects.

There are two four -head broadcast type video-
tape recorders (Ampex 1200) and the machine
normally used for recording is fitted with an
electronic editor. The other is normally used for
transmission and has an "Amtec " unit for cor-
recting head timing errors. Both machines can
be operated as synchronous sources and used for
studio insert purposes.

Two vidicon cameras provide the "interval
signal " which is transmitted between programmes
and the "one minute " cue which is transmitted
before each programme. There is also a test
pattern generator.

The network has a maximum capacity of nine
channels and is at present capable of the
simultaneous transmission of seven channels carry-
ing 625 -line monochrome or PAL colour television
signals. The channels are in the v.h.f. band (40
to 140Mc/s with a spacing of 10.5Mc/s) and the
vision and sound signals are modulated in an
identical manner to BBC 625 -line broadcasts.

Terminal amplifiers are used in the usual way
to distribute the signals throughout the educational
establishments taking the service. They provide

a signal level of between lmV and 3mV at each
reception point, with an isolation of at least 40dB
between individual points.

RECEPTION

The 25in. receivers used in this huge project
have been produced by Decca Radio and Tele-
vision Ltd. to a tight specification laid down by
the Authority. They are said to be of a much
superior quality to the normal domestic receiver
with improved picture linearity, higher brightness
and a black -level clamp. The receivers are suit-
able for 625 -line programmes only and incorporate
a transistorised tuner specially designed to ensure
good adjacent channel rejection. Over 3,400 of
these receivers will be in use when the service
becomes fully operational.

Continuity of service is extremely important to
the Authority which has taken steps to ensure
that programmes lost for any reason are, quickly
restored. A simple routine has been devised to
enable the teacher to quickly decide whether a
fault is due to the receiver or the network, and
a supervisory system has been set-up to give
immediate indication and location of network
faults. The Authority has round-the-clock main-
tenance contracts with the Post Office and Decca
to back-up its own staff.

OUTSIDE BROADCAST UNIT
The Authority has its own outside broadcast

unit-a sixteen -seater bus which has been adapted
to accommodate a four -man crew and equipment
including two cameras, microphones, sound and
vision mixing equipment, talkback equipment and
video-tape recorders. Two of the crew operate
the cameras while a director and technician select
either of the two pictures offered and make the
recording.

The presence of microphones, cameras and their
operators is not much of a problem with younger
children, but the unit has found that adolescents
take longer to settle down. Teachers who have
been televised with their classes say that they find
the cameras less distracting than the presence of
student teachers in the classroom.

The capital cost of this outside broadcast unit
was £14,300 and the annual running costs, includ-
ing depreciation, are about £11,000. A second
unit is to be introduced to serve the University
of London Institute of Education and other
colleges of education in the London area not
maintained by the Authority. The cost of this
will be recovered from the users.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

Constructional features in the NOVEMBER
issue

RHYTHM GENERATOR
HI Fl TRANSISTOR MICROPHONE

FROST ALARM

on sale NOW
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their technical
difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply diagrams or provide
instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply
alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from page 92 must be attached to
all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

PILOT TV110F
I am having trouble with the field height. The

picture creeps up and down, but if I turn the
height control fully to its limit everything is OK
except that the picture is too far down. I have
replaced the PCL83.-G. Walker (Newcastle -on -
Tyne).

This effect could be caused by a faulty field
output valve. This is best checked by substitu-
tion. However, if the valve is proved to be in
order, check the condition of the height control
and the feed from the top of this to the h.t.
line. A resistor here could change in value as it
warms up.

HMV 1919
The picture on this receiver rolls over and over.

I have had this seen to a few times. Firstly it is
OK, then after about a week or so it starts again.
-P. Cornwall (London, E.17).

If the picture tends to lock within range of the
vertical hold control, the trouble lies in the circuit
from the sync separator stage to the field gener-
ator. Checks should be made of the associated
components here, including resistors, capacitors
and diodes, as one or more may have failed or
changed in value. If a lock tendency is when the
control is hard against one stop, check the value
of the resistors connected to the hold circuit.

FERGUSON 206T
There was lack of brilliance, width and focus

before the set finally gave up. Now when it
is switched on all the valves light up but there is
no raster. The sound is OK. I connected
a booster transformer to the tube but still no
raster appeared. There is a tremendous amount
of line whistle.-J. Silva (London, S.W.17).

We would advise you to replace the tube which
is doubtless of low emission. Also check the
h.t. rectifier, line output and efficiency diode
valves if necessary.

BUSH TV66
The fault is lack of brightness. When the

brightness control is turned up, the retrace lines
appear. I have had a new tube fitted and checked
the ion trap magnet, and the EY86, PL81 and
PY82 valves.-H. Wilkinson (Yorkshire).

We advise you to check the left -side PCF80
video amplifier and associated resistors. Also
check the 820pF capacitor from pin 2 of the
c.r.t. base to pin 1 of the PCL83.

FERGUSON 317T
There is no picture but a raster is present. The

sound is quite normal. I have changed all the
diodes (Xl, X2, X3 and X4) for new ones. I
have also changed most of the capacitors and
have fitted a brand new tube.-A. Lawson
(Derby).

The trouble is probably an open -circuit choke
in the video stage. These chokes (L20 -L21) are
on the reverse side between V6 and the deflection
coils. Check V4 and nearby decoupling
capacitors, also choke L22 near V15 (PCF80).

PHILIPS 23TG170A
The bottom of the picture starts flicking up-

wards, but this is not consistent. I have changed
the ECC82 but this has not made any difference.

On BBC -2, the brightness keeps building up and
needs attention till it reaches the correct level,
turning the brightness down time after time. Also,
the sound on BBC -2 is rough but very good on
BBC -1 and ITV.-J. Boyne (Liverpool, 13).

Check the seating of the field timebase valves.
If poor, clean the valve pins and the holder
sockets. Use Electrolube No. 1. Otherwise,
check for poor soldered connections in the circuit.

Change the video amplifier valve for the bright-
ness fault and the bad sound on BBC -2 is caused
either by misalignment of the intercarrier channel
or unbalance in the f.m. detector circuit.
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LAWSON BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very
highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson " CENTURY 99"
range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
The new " Century 99 " range of C.R.T.s is the product of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All
types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification but incorporating the very latest design improvements to give superb
performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life.

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types
M ULLARD MAZDA BRIMAR EMISCOPE &

EMITRON
GEC & COSSOR also
ENGLISH ELECTRIC

MW43/69 AW36-80 CRMI21 CMEI901 Cl2FM C175M 4/14 141 K
MW43/64 AW36-2I CRMI22 CMEI902 CI4M C19/7A 4/15 17IK
MW36/24 CRMI23 CMEI903 CI4GM C19/16A 4/I5G 172K
MW3I/74 CRMI24 CME2I01 C141 -1M C19/10AD 5/2 I73K
MW3I/16 Twin Panel CRM I 41 CME2 104 CI 41M C19A1-1 5/2T 212K
MW43/80 Types CRM142 CME230 I C I 4LM C19AK 5/3 7102A
MW36/44 A47- I 3W CRMI43 CME2302 C I4PM C21/ IA 5/3T 720IA
MW53/80 A59 -16W CRMI44 CME2303 C17IA C2I 7A I4KPA 7203A
MW53/20 A59 -13W CRMI53 CI74A C2IAA I7ARP4 7204A
MW43/43 CRMI71 Twin Panel C175A C2IMM 17A5P4 7401A
AWS9-9 I CRMI72 Types C I77A C2IKM 17AYP4 7405A
AW59-90 CRMI73 C I7AA C2 1 NM 21C.IP4 7406A
AW53-89 CRM211 CMEI906 C17AF C2ISM 5E14/70 750IA
AW53-28 CRM2I2 CME2306 CI7BM C2I YM 5E17/70 7502A
AW53-80 CMEI41 C I7FM C23 -7A 7503A
AW47-91 CME I 402 CI7GM C23 -TA 7504A
AW47-90 CMEI702 CI7HM C23AG 760IA
AW43-89 CMEI703 C17.1M C23AK 770IA
AW43-88 CMEI705 CI7LM
AW43-80 CME1706 C 1 7PM

12" . E4.10.0 Terms:
14' E5.10.0 c.w.o.
17" E5 .19 .0
19" C6.19.0 Carr. and
21" C7. 15.0 Ins. 10/-

Learn at home...
First Class Radio
and TV Coses

/ Pei
11e&rtn".

e%)
After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare time
YOU can secure a recognised qualification
or extend your knowledge of Radio and TV.
Let us show you how.
FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages of
information of the greatest importance to
both the amateur and tha man employed in
the radio industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first rate postal courses for Radio
Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert.,
C. & C. Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also
gives details of range of certificate courses
in Radio/TV Servicing. Electronics and other
branches of engineering, together with
particulars of our remarkable terms of
'Satisfaction or Refund of Fee'.
Write now for your copy of this valuable
publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.

Founded 1885 -Over
150,000 successes

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Intorno National Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 844V), 148 Holborn, London,

E.C.I.

2
YEARS'
FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

Complete fitting instructions supplied

LAWSON TUBES
STATION ESTATE MALVERN
Offices
18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,
MALVERN, WORCS. MALVERN 2100

NEW VALVES
Guaranteed Set Tested

24 HOUR SERVICE
I R5
185
1T4
394
3V4

4/9
4/3
2/9
519
5/8
6/6

ECC85
ECH35
ECH42
ECHR1
ECM°
ECL82

4 9
5 8
9 9
5 3
8 3
6/3

PCL85
PCL86
PFL200
PL36
PL81
PL82

8 -
8

12
9 3
7
5,9

8.AQ5 4/8 ECL83 8/9 PL83 61-
61,18 61- ECLE6 7/6 PL84 6/-
12K8GT 7/- EF30 3/8 PL500 12/-

By- EF'80 4/9 PL504 12/6
30C10 8/9 EF85 5/- FY32 9/8
30E1.1 12/8 EF86 8/3 PY33 9/6
30P4 11/- EF83 4/9 PY8I 5/-
30P19 11/- EF183 6/9 PY82 4/9
30PL1 12/8 EF184 5/6 PY83 6/8
CCH35 9/9 EL33 8/8 P1'88 6/-
CL33 18/6 EL41 9/3 PY800 6/6
DAC32 6/9 EL84 4/6 PY801 6/6
DAF91 4/3 EY51 6/9 R19 6/-
DAF96 5/11 EY86 6/- U25 12/9
DF33 7/6 EZ80 3/9 l'26 11/9
DF91 2/9 EZ81 9/6 1-191 12/3
UF96 5/11 KT61 8/3 I  ABC80 5/9
DK 32 6/9 N78 14/8 VAF.12 9/8
PK 91 4/9 PABC80 7/- UBC41 7/6
DEM 6/8 PC86 9/3 l'BF89 6/3
DL35 4/9 PC88 9/3 UCC84 7/9
DL95 5/9 P097 7/9 UCC85 6/-
DL94 6/6 PC900 8/- 17CF80 13/-
DL96 6/6 PCC84 5/9 1.5C1142 9/6
13YR6 5/6 PCC89 9/8 UCH81 6/-
1)Y87 5/8 PCC189 9/6 11C1.82 6/9
EARL'S() 5/9 PCF80 6/3 UCL83 9/6
EBC41 8/9 PCF82 5/9 U F41 9/6
EBF80 6/9 PCF801 6/9 UF89 5/11
EBF69 6/9 PCF805 8/9 u L41. 8/9
ECC8I 8/9 PCL82 6/6 UL84 5/9
ECC82 4/8 PCL83 8/9 UY41 8/6
ECC83 4/9 PC1.84 7/- 1:Y85 5/3
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On valves or
more, postage d. per valve ext a. Any parcel
insured against damage in tra wit 6d. extra.

no Call Te.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON N.16

NEW RANGE BBC 2 AERIALS
All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with
tilting bracket and 4 element grid
reflectors.
Loft Mounting Arrays. 7 element.
37/6. I I element, 45/, 14 element.
52/6. 18 element. 60/-. Wall Mount-
ing with Cranked Arm. 7 element.
60/-. II element, 67/.. 14 element.
75/, 18 element, 82/6. Mast Mount-
ing with 2in. clamp. 7 element, 42/6.II element, 55 / -. 14 element, 62/-.
18 element, 70/-. Chimney Mounting
Arrays. Complete. 7 element, 72/6.
11 element, 80/-. 14 element. 87/6.
18 element, 95/, Complete assembly
instructions with every unit. Low Loss
Cable. 1/6 yd. U.H.F. Preamps from
75/-. State clearly channel numberrequired on all orders.

BBC -ITV AERIALS
BBC (Band 1). Tele-
scopic loft. 25/-. External
S!D. 30/-. "Ii". 22.15.0.
ITV (Band 3). 3 element
loft array, 30 / -. 5
clement. 40/-. 7 element,
50/-. Wall mounting.
3 element. 47/6. 5 ele-
ment. 52/6.
Combines BBC / ITV
Loft 1+3. 40/-. 1+5.
50/-. 1+7. 60/-. Wall
Mounting 1+3. 57/6.
1+5. 67/6. Chimney
1+3. 67/6. 1+5, 75/-.
VHF transistor preamps,
75 /

COMBINED BBC1 - ITV - BBC2
AERIALS. 1+3+9, 70/- 1+5+9,
80/, 1+5+14. 90/-. 1+711-14, 100/-.
Loft mounting only.
F.M. (Band 2). Loft SID, 15/-. "H",
32/6. 3 element. 55/-. External units
available. Co -ax. cable, 8d. yd. Co -ax.
Plugs, 1/4. Outlet boxes, 5/-. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes. 13/6. C.W.O. or
C.O.D. P. & P. 5/-. Send 6d. stamps
for illustrated lists.

Caller welcomed. Open all day Saturday',

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept.P.T.)
27 Central Parade. New Addington,
Surre) C110-0,111 11.01)61' HILL) 2266
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FERRANTI T1125
After the set had been on for about half an

hour, the picture disappeared leaving a brilliant
screen. The sound remained normal. I switched
the set off and when it came on again the picture
and sound came up quite normally.-J. McGuire
(Cannock, Staffordshire).

When the fault occurs again, check the tube
base voltages. If the cathode voltage falls to
practically nothing, note the effect of shorting the
video grid to chassis.

If this restores the c.r.t. cathode voltage, check
the vision i.f. screen decoupling capacitor, 0.001µF
(C24) pin 8 to chassis. If shorting the grid does
not produce the required change, check the 0.1µF
capacitor C65 which connects to the junction of
R62-65 in the grid (pin 2) circuit of the c.r.t.

GEC BT303
Over the past few weeks, the picture on this set

has been losing height (equal amounts top and
bottom) until it was only about 2in. wide.

Only the most critical setting of the height
control would restore the picture to normal, but
this would only last for a short time.-S. Myall
(Eastbourne, Sussex).

Check the height control and the resistor in
series with this. This section of the circuit sup-
plies power to the field oscillator from the boost
h.t. line. It is possible that you have an open -
circuit here somewhere. Check carefully round
this part of the circuitry.

ALBA T988
The horizontal control needs constant adjust-

ment. The top of the picture is elongated, whilst
the bottom is compressed.

The vertical control is very critical and there
is insufficient black content and telephone wires.
-W. Higgins (Cheshire).

Most of these symptoms could be caused either
by a weak aerial signal or by low sensitivity of
the vision channel. The best plan would be to
have the overall sensitivity of the set checked.
If low, a valve could be low emission or the
i.f. stages could be misaligned. The non -linearity
in the field scanning could be due to maladjust-
ment of the vertical linearity presets or a low
emission field timebase valve.

EKCOVISION T267
This set has very little contrast. The picture

is short both sides of the screen and also very
wavy at the edges, tending to roll and not lock
properly with the vertical hold control. I have
replaced the U25 and the other two valves with
the top anode connectors and the screwdriver
test shows the e.h.t. to be in order.-G. Thornhill
(Lancashire).

Check the h.t. rectifier valve and the surge
limiter resistors on its anodes (to the a.c. supply).
Also the main electrolytic smoothing and reser-
voir capacitors. It seems from your letter that
the trouble is caused mainly by low h.t. voltage
accompanied by mains ripple.

MURPHY V689X
The BBC -1 picture has gone all " grainy ". The

ITV picture remains 80% good. The sound is
unaffected.-J. Houlihan (Lancashire).

You should suspect your BBC aerial and the
30L15 valve in the tuner. If you have to dis-
mantle your receiver, why not obtain a set of
Channel 12 coils for BBC Winter Hill which
should ensure good reception of this station.

K -B KV005
There is a buzz on the 625 channel only. The

picture quality is good but maximum sound on
the fine tuner is not consistent with the be.41
picture position. Adjustment of L35 resulted in
some improvement. The nature of the sound
fault can be reproduced on 405 by slight mis-
alignment of L31 and is a rapid staccato buzz.
-A. Smith (Birmingham, 29).

It seems from your letter that the dual -standard
i.f. strip is misaligned. However, check the
6Mc/s tuning of the intercarrier sound channel
first, and ensure that the f.m. sound detector on
625 lines is correctly balanced for the least inter -
carrier buzz, which is the effect you are getting.

If realignment is necessary, the instructions in
the service sheet or manual must be followed
closely.

FERGUSON 308T
When first switched on the picture is perfect

but after about half an hour the picture goes
off. The sound is still present but the screen
is blank with not even a raster to be seen.

While the picture is present during the first
half hour of viewing, there is a faint whistle
which disappears with the picture. I have noticed
that the EY86 valve goes out and that there is no
power from T2 to the top of the valve. I have
tried another valve but this made no difference.

When the set is switched off then on again
a few minutes later, the picture comes back on.
-D. Weldon (Sheffield).

This is the symptom of failure of the line
timebase from whence the e.h.t. power is derived.
Check the booster diode and the line output
valve in the e.h.t. box first.

BUSH TV36
The picture is closed up vertically to about 6in.,

slightly curving in at the bottom corners with
the height control low down. Attempts to obtain
height increase results in two "curls" of bright
light at top and bottom centre of the raster as
if drawn into a bunch.

The scan coils have been changed and the line
timebase transformer, the primary having gone
"high". Picture width is normal.- R. Jackson
(Halifax, Yorkshire).

The symptoms described suggest hum in the
field timebase. Suspect a heater -cathode ECL80
field timebase valve, and also suspect smoothing
capacitors C21, C40 and cathode bypass C12.

Another cause of your trouble could be a
leaky feedback capacitor 0.02/AF designated C10.
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REGENTONE Ten17
The picture disappeared and there was a smell

of burning. On removing the back I found that
the bottom section of the mains dropper was
red hot. The choke connected across the reser-
voir capacitor was also so hot that the wax was
boiling out. Both these components seemed OK
when tested on the meter. I have also tested
the reservoir capacitor and the mains rectifier,
both of which are OK.

The only other thing I could see was that
R33 seemed to be too hot considering that the
set had only been switched on for about 15
seconds.-J. Colquhoun (Lancashire).

There is certainly a short-circuit somewhere
on the h.t. line or at the output of the h.t.
rectifier. Since the smoothing choke overheats
we feel that the main smoothing capacitor is
shorted out; but, of course, there could well be
a short in some other component. reflecting a

short-circuit on to the h.t. line. You will have
to check the h.t. supply circuits carefully with
an ohmmeter. Sometimes high ripple current in
the main smoothing develops due to the reservoir
going open -circuit. This can also overheat the
choke.

MARCONIPHONE VT157
The picture is very good but the line timebase

only works when the tuner is correctly set. For
example, if there is no signal, the screen is black.
-A. Leave (Hampshire).

It is not unknown for the line timebase to
become active only when the vision signal is
present, but it is not a safe condition since lack
of line drive can burn out the line output valve
and line output transformer. We would suggest
that you check the condition of the components
in the line oscillator, for it seems that one of
these may be faulty preventing the stage from
being free -running. The oscillator valve could be
low emission, incidentally.

QUERIES COUPON
I This coupon is available until NOVEMBER 22,1968, and

must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 89
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TEST CASE -72
Each month we provide an interesting case of t\elevision

servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions
but are based on actual practical faults

n THE original fault on an Alba T655 was the
lack of e.h.t. voltage and, of course, no raster.
Tests showed that the line timebase generator

was functioning-the line whistle could be dis-
cerned faintly as the line hold control was adjusted
with the aerial disconnected-but that the line
output valve was failing to absorb the drive signal.
A replacement PL8I line output valve cured this
trouble and restored the e.h.t. voltage and the
raster, but after a short period of operation
excessive corona and arcing from the line output
transformer were observed.

Tests on the smaller line timebase components
failed to reveal any fault that would be likely to
cause this effect, and corona was still present after
spraying the windings of the line output transformer
with an anti -corona preparation. Finally, the line
output transformer itself was replaced and while
this minimised the actual corona effect severe
arcing took place between the base of the EY86
e.h.t. rectifier valve and chassis.

What are likely causes of this symptom which
were overlooked by the service technician? See
next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the solu-
tion to this problem and for a further item in the
Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 71

Page 45 (last month)

The red-hot video output valve gave the clue to
this problem, and since this effect occurred only
when the final vision i.f. amplifier valve was rocked
in its holder it was assumed that the vision i.f.
strip was going unstable. When this happens the
strip effectively turns into an oscillator and an
r.f. signal is applied to the vision detector diode.
It is thus possible to detect such spurious signal by
checking the d.c. voltage across the vision detector
load resistor with a high -resistance voltmeter.
Sure enough, when the valve was wriggled to start
the red-hot valve symptom the voltage across the
load jumped to a relatively high value-about
25V on a 20,0000/volt meter.

Checking carefully around the holder of the
final vision i.f. valve brought to light an inter-
mittent connection within the screen grid
decoupling capacitor, and replacing this com-
pletely solved the problem.

Published on or about the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London,
W.C.2 at the recommended maximum price shown on the cover. Printed in England by Fleetway Printers, 17 Sumner Street,
London, S.E.I. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: Gordon & Gotch (Aisia) Ltd. Subscription rate including postage
for one year: To any part of the World £1 15s.
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BIG REDUCTIONS OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALBA 655, 656, 77/6.
DYNATRON TV30, TV35 40/-, TV36 56/6.
EKCO T231, T284, TC267, R283, T293, 1311, T326,

T327, T330 40/-. TMB272 68/6. 1344, 1344F,
T345, TP347, TP348, T348F, TC347, TC349,
TC356, 1368, T370, TC369, T371, T372, TP373,
TC374, 1377A, T380, 1380F, T381, T382, TC386,
T393, T394, all at 70/-.

FERGUSON 306T, 308T 40/- each. 406T, 408T, 416,
436, 438, 506, 508, 516, 518, 536, 546, 604, 606,
608, 616, 619, 636, 646, 648, 725, 726, 727,
3600, 3601, 3602, 3604, 3611, 3612, 3614, 3617,
3618, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625,
3626, 3627, 3629 £2.16.6.

FERRANTI T1001, T1002, T1002/1, 11004, T1005
40/-. T1023, T1024, T1027, 11027F, TP1026,
T1057, 11057F, T1058, T1061, 11063, 11063F,
T1068, 11068F, 11071, T1072 70/-.
G.E.C. BT302, BT304, 62/6.

H.M.V. 1865, 1869 40/-. 1870, 1872, 1874, 1876,
1890, 1892, 1894, 1896 56/6.

PILOT PT450, 452, 455, 650, PT651, P60, P60A,
P61 82/6.

PHILCO 1962, 1967, 1967M, 1019, 1010, 1020, 1021,
82/6. 1029, 1030, 1035, 1036, 1040, 1050,
1060 82/6.

PYE V200, V400, 200LB, 210, 220, 300F, 300S, 310,
3105, 410 55/-. 11 U, etc. Please state part No.
60/-.

ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772, 1782, 2172, 1771, 2171,
1775, 2175, 1774, 2174, 1773, 2137, 1980c,
1984c, 100c, 200c, 2380, 2384, 1984, 1985, 1986,
1980, 1980a, 1780, 2180, 2181, 2183, 2182,
1781, 1783 62/6.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS
BUSH TV53, TV56, T57, TV57, TUG58, M59, TUG59

TV62, TV63, TV66, TV67, TUG68, M69, TUG69
27/6.

EMERSON E700, E701, E704, E707, E708, E790,
E710, E711, Portarama 32/6.

FERGUSON 204T, 205T, 206T, 214T, 235T, 236T
244T, 245T, 246T 30/-.

FERRANTI 1412, 1413, 1413F, 1414, 1414F, 1415
1416, 17K3, 17K3F, 1713, 1713F, 17K4F, 17K6,
17SK6, 1714, 17T4F, 17T5, 17T6, 21 K6, 21 K6V
32/6.

INVICTA T118, T119, T120 40/-.
K.B. PV40, MV100, OF100, PV100, NV40, NF70, OV30,

QV10, QV30 32/6 pair.
PETO SCOTT 1416, 1418, 1419, 1422, 1423, 1716,

1720, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725 29/6.
PYE V4, V7, VT4, VT7, CTM4, TCM7 40/-.
REGENTONE 10-4.10-6,1017,1021 30/-. T176, TT7,

191, 192 32/6.
R.G.D. Deep 17, The 17, 600, 590 32/6.

Guarantee. Post and Package 4/6. C.O.D. 6/-.

All new components inserts are guaranteed for three
months from the date of invoice subject to the breakdown
being due to faulty manufacture or materials.

D. & B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON
01-540 3513 S.W.19 01-540 3955

2 Free
Gifts

for every motorist!
Plus these Outstanding Features :

YOUR CAR POCKET LOG BOOK. Packed
with facts and reminders about your car.
An invaluable series, adding up to a com-
plete personal car record.

 1968 MOTOR SHOW PREVIEW

 50 WAYS OF KEEPING WITHIN THE LAW

 HOW TO OVERHAUL A GEARBOX

 HOW TO STRIP DISTRIBUTORS

SERVICE CHECK REMINDER
Self-adhesive labels for all
those essential checks on
your car. Peel -easy back-
ing enables transference
from page to page.

SACHET OF CAR SHAMPOO
New formula, adding the
extra shine of Carnauba
Wax. Just add water -
wash -rinse -and dry off.

PRESENTED
FREE

PRACTICAlmT;otOTORIST

P.M. SERVICE CHECK REMINDERS
ROAD iA% INSURANCE r"^ ,x"'-'61 [ Atsr,t

nouDAL_l BOOK oLucntl
SERVICE I

OUTE
PLANNING

PLUGSJ

SERVICE

ANTI-EREEn

[OIL CHANGE [

CREO(TYRES )

SERVICE

I

FILTER

PRACROU. MOTORIST

NEXT
OIL CHANGE

AT

MILES

Get yours inside
PRACTICAL
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TECHNICAL TRAINING

CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on
"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.
Thousands of passes. For details of
modern courses in all branches of electrical
engineering, electronics, radio, TV, auto-
mation, etc., send for 132 -page handbook -
FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 173K), Alder-
maston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

EDUCATIONAL

TV and RADIO, A.M.I.E.R.E., City &
Guilds, R.T.E.B., Certs., etc. on "Satisfac-
tion or Refund of Fee" terms. Thousands
of passes. For full details of exams and
home training courses (including practical
equipment) in all branches of Radio, TV,
Electronics, etc., write for 132 -page Hand-
book -FREE. Please state subject.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEER-
ING TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 172K),
Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

BECOME "Technically Qualified " in your
spare time, guaranteed diploma and exam.
home -study courses in radio, TV servicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B. City and
Guilds, etc., highly informative 120 -page
Guide -FREE. CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. 858K), 148 Holborn, London, E.C.1.

SITUATIONS VACANT

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School. Coach-
ing for Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Ama-
teur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Certificate
etc. Free brochure from British National
Radio School, Russell Street, Reading.

ENGINEERS. A TECHNICAL CERTIFI-
CATE or qualification will bring you
security and much better pay. Elem. and
adv. private postal courses for C. Eng.,
A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.S.E. (Mech. & Elec.).
City & Guilds, A.M.I.M.I., A.I.O.B., and
G.C.E. Exams. Diploma courses in all
branches of Engineering-Mech., Elec..
Auto, Electronics, Radio, Computers,
Draughts, Buildings, etc. For full details
write for FREE 132 page guide: BRITISH
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECH-
NOLOGY, (Dept. 171K), Aldermaston
Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

AERIALS

Single Dipole + 5 element
Band 1. H aerial
Band 3. 5 element
Band IV. 8 element
Band IV. 18 element with

support boom £2.18.6
Any Band IV aerial from 8 to 21 element.
Clamps 4s. Od.
Co -ax per yard is. 3d.

Terms CWO. P. & P. 5/- per aerial.
SAE for lists.

BEV'S
Radio and Electronics

213 London Road
Chesterton
Newcastle

Staffs.

E1.15.0
£1.15.0
£1.10.0
£1.10.0

RATES: 4/- per line or part thereof,
average five words to line, minimum
2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra. Advertise-
ments must be prepaid and addressed
to Advertisement Manager, "Practical
Television", London W.C.2.

AERIALS
(continued)

TV AERIALS
Band I. H. Mast Fitting . LI 15 0
Band III. 5 Ele Mast Fitting .. El 10 0
Band I/III. S/D and 4 -Array LI 15 0
Band IV. 10 Ele Array .. El 10 0
Band IV. 18 Ele Array E2 18 6
Lashing Kits from 10/-; Poles, Co -ax 9d., Grade
"A" 1/6. Plugs 7d.
P. & P. 5/- C.W.O., S.A.E. for list

TELEINDUSTRIES LTD.
BREAKSPEAR ROAD, RUISLIP, Middx.

SETS Et COMPONENTS

BOB'S BARGAINS. Speakers in im-
maculate condition. All p.m. 3 ohms.r x 5" 6/3 p. & p. 3/6. 6" rnd. 3/- p. & p.
3/-. 7" x 4" 4/9 p.& p. 3/-. 5" rnd. 3/-
p. & p. 3/-. Reduction for quantities of
6 up. Long handle 5 piece B.A. sets
22/6 post paid. Mail Order Only. 2 St.
James St., Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancs.

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS LTD.

Dept. P.T., 26 All Saints Road,
North Kensington, W.I I

Telephone: 01-229 9071. 9 a.m. till 5 p.m.
LIST OF LINE OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
IN STOCK

EKCO U25 TYPE
Tc208 Tu209 T209/1 T22I T23I T23 1 F T248
Tc267 Tc267/I T283 T284 T293 T310 T311
TGC316T326T327T330T330FT33I TCG337.
All at E2 10. 0. each.
EKCO U26 TYPE
Tc312 T313 T313F T344 T335 T344F T345
T346 T348 Tc349 Tc356 T342 T368 T370
Tc369 T37I TP373 T393 T394 TP347. All at
E2 15. 0. each.
FERRANTI U25 TYPE'
T1001 T1002 T1004 T1005 T1011.
E2 10. 0. each.
FERRANTI U26 TYPE
T1021 T1046 Tc1047 T1048 Tc1012F T1027
71027F Tc1028 T1023 T1023F T1024 T1025
T1055 11074 TPI026 TPI051 T1071 T1072.
All at E2 15. 0. each.
FERGUSON
305 306 3071 308 315 317 406 408 4161
436 438. Ac E2 10. 0. each.
H.M.V.
1865 1866 1867 1868 1869 1870 1872 1874
1876 1895. At E2 10. 0. each.
PYE
200 400 310 510 etc. At E3 0. 0. each
EKCO, FERRANTI, DYNATRON
Replacement cases 12s. each, please state
model.

PHILIPS STELLA
1768U 2168U. ST8617 S18521 ST8917.
We can exchange these for reconditioned
units at E3 0. 0. each.
We can rewind or supply practically any
L.O.P. Transformer.
S.A.E. for return of post quotation.
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D., please
add 4s. for postage.
C.O.D. orders will be charged 6s.
Transformers fully guaranteed. [98

SETS Et COMPONENTS
(continued)

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

ALL THE LATEST NEW TUBES
AT REDUCED PRICES

A28 -[4W Ell. 0.0
A47 -I IW £9.19.6
A-47I3W E10.18.6
A47 -14W E7.12.6
A59-IIW E12.19.6
A59 -13W E13.10.0
A59 -15W E9.10.0
A59-I6W E13.10.0
AW21-I I E10.10.0
AW36-20, 21 15.12.6
AW36-80 E5. 7.6
AW43-80 E6. 7.6
AW43-88, 43-89 16.12.6
AW47-90, 91 17.10.0
AW53-80 E8.12.6
AW53-88, 53-89 E8. 5.0
AW59-90, 59-91 E8.15.0
C17BM, FM, HM £6. 7.6
CI7LM, PM, SM £6.12.6
ClIHM, SM, TM £7.17.6
CME 1201 £12.10.0
CME1601 LIO. 5.0
CMEI702, 1703 E6.12.6
CME1705 E7. 7.0
CMEI901, 1903 E7.10.0
CME210I, 2104 E8. 5.0
CME230I, 2302 £8.15.0
CME2306 E13.10.0
CRM93 £5.10.0
CRMI24 £5.10.0
CRMI41, 2, 3, 4 E5. 2.6
CRMI71, 2, 3 £6. 7.6
CRM2II, 212 E8.17.6
MW36-24, 44 ES. 2.6
MW43-64, 69 £6. 7.6
MW43-80 £6. 7.6
MW53-20 £8.17.6
MW53-80 E8.17.6
7405A E6.12.6
TSD2I7, 282 110.10.0
All tubes tested before despatch and

guaranteed for 12 months.
Re -processed tubes also available at

reduced prices.

CARRIAGE 10/-, via B.R.S. or 15/- via
passenger train. Add 2/6 for Compre-
hensive insurance.

Midland Stockists: --
Amateur Electronics,
518/520 Alum Rock Road,
Birmingham 8

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON S.W.11. BAT 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS
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SETS Et COMPONENTS (cont,nued)

TELEVISION TUBES
Large stocks of television tubes, London's leading wholesale suppliers, all tubes complete with guarantee card. By return despatch
Terms: Cash with order, s.a.e. all enquiries.
14in. types. AW36/20, AW36/21, AW36/80, MW36/24, CRM141, CRM144, CME1402 etc. £4 17 6
17in. types. MW43/80, AW43/80, CRM173, CME1702, MW43/69, CRM172, AW43/88, AW43/89, CME1703,

CM E1705 etc. £4 17 6
19in. types. AW47/90, AW47/91, CME1901, CME1903, CME1902, C19AH £4 19 6
21in. types. AW53/88, AW53/89, CME2101, CME2303 £6 12 0

MW53/80, AW53/80, MW53/20, CRM211/2 £8 18 10
23in. types. AW59/90, AW59/91, CME2301, CME2303 £6 12 0
23in. Twin Panel. CME2306, A59 -16W £13 1 0
23in. Panorama. A59/11W etc. £12 0 0
19in. Twin Panel. A47 -13W, CME1906 etc. £10 1 0
19in. Panorama. A47/11W etc. £9 0 0
Many other types in stock including G.E.C. and Brimar types. Carriage and Packing 12/6d. per British Road Services.
Large stocks of valves, transistors and components. Electrolube, Servisol switch cleaner, Multicore solder. Service Tools etc.

WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Service Dept. Wholesalers, 4, The Broadway, Hanwell, London, W.7 Tel: 01-567 2971/5400

CATALOGUE TRADE ONLY. S.A.E. Please

BOB'S BARGAINS. 10 assorted your
choice 14/6. 100 assorted L5-10-0. PCF80
PCC84 PL81 PL36 PY8I PCL82 PCL83
EF85 U191 U301 30F5 30P12 PY33
PY32 PY82 EB91 ECL80 ECC82 EBF80
EBF89 6BW7. The following valves only
at 12/6 per doz. EF80 EY86. All valves
tested. 3 BY100 type rec. with surge res.
9/- p. & p. 6d. New 25k ohm w.w. controls
2/- p. & p. 6d. EKCO U25 type plastic
I.o.p.t. housings 12/6 p. & p. 2/-.
Mail Order Only. 2 St. James St.,
Raw tenstall. Rossendale, Lancs.

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP!
CRM 141, CRM 142, CRM 153

NEW BOXED MAZDA

57/6d. (Carr. & ins. 12/6d)
TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

48 Battersea Bridge Road, S.W.11

BARGAIN PARCELS
Any 5-9/-, 10-14/, 100-110/-,

FROM THE LIST BELOW

EBF80, ECC82, ECL80, EB91, EF80
EF80, EF85, EF183, EF184, EY86,
PCC84, PCF80, PCL82, PCL83, PCL84,
PL36, PL81, PY32, PY33, PY81, PY82,
PY800, U191, 30F5, 3OFL1, 3OPL1,
30PL13, 30PL14, 30P4, 6-30L2, 602,

10F1.

All valves set tested

3-BY100 Type rectifiers with surge
resistors 9/-. P. Et P. 1/-.

VELCO ELECTRONICS
49 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, via Bury,

Lancs.

150 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, Re-
sistors, Silvered Mica, Ceramic, etc.
Carbon, Hystab, Vitreous, .1-20 watt, 12/6.
Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL, 33
Drayton Green Road, West Ealing,
London, W.13.

VALVE BARGAINS
ANY 10 VALVES 12/-, 20 22/-

ECC82, ECL80, EB91, EF80, EY86,
PCC84, PCF80, PCL82, PCL83, PL36,
PL81, PY32, PY81, PY82, 30F5, 30FL1,

6-30L2, 602,10F1, 30PL13
S. ASHWORTH

9 MANDEVILLE TERRACE,
HAWKSHAW, Nr. BURY, LANCS.

BARGAIN PARCELS of new surplus Elec-
tronic Components, X-, 10/- post free.
DOLPHIN ELECTRONICS, 5 Pooles
Way, Briar Close, Burntwood, nr. Lichfield.

LOOK ! Nearly every type in stock now ! !
BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES!

TWO YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
SEE THE DIFFERENCE A NEW TUBE CAN MAKE TO YOUR
VIEWING -LATEST SCREENING TECHNIQUES INCLUDING

TINTED SCREENS ON 19" Er 23" TYPES
Large stocks by Cathodeon Er other leading manufacturers so

why buy ordinary rebuilds? Colour tubes available!
12" £3 0 0 (not 110°) 14" to 16" (not 110°) £4 15 0
17" £5 15 6 19" 1901 B. 19AH £7 10 0

Other 19" mono tubes -all £6 17 6. Carriage all 12/-.
23" mono tubes £9 10 0. Carriage 15/-.

RIMBANDS, 19" £8 10 0; 23" £11 10 0 Carriage
TWIN PANELS, 19" £9 17 6; 23" £12 10 0 20/ -

Bulk enquiries welcomed, special terms.

LOOK !
BRITISH VALVES
-huge range available.
Slightly dearer than im-
ported but worth the extra.

Send stamp for lists.
For example:

PL81, PCF80, PCL82,4
PCL85 etc. 9/5. No postage
charges. LATEST higher
rating BY100, 850ma.
3/-; 33 ohm res 1/-.
ALSO excellent range of
smoothing condensers, lists.

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(Contractors to H.M. Govt. etc.),

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
CLOSED THURSDAY Er SATURDAY AFTERNOONS. TEL. 449/1934 Er 7873
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SETS 8. COMPONENTS
(continued)

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Monitor
Circuits, S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 35 Hensley
Point, Hackney, London, E.9.

R & R RADIO
51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

Rossendale, Lancs
Tel.: Rossendale 3152

VALVES BOXED, TESTED &
GUARANTEED

EBF80 3/- PCC84 3/- PY82 31-
EBF89 3/6 PCF80 3/- U191 4/6
ECC82 3/- PCF82 3/6 1)301 4/6
ECL80 3/- PCL82 4/- 6F23 5/-
EF80 116 PCL83 4/- 10P14 3/-
EF85 3/- PCL84 51- 30F5 2/6
EH 83 3/6 PL36 5/- 30L15 5/-
EF184 3/6 P L81 4/- 30P12 4/6
EY86 4/- PL83 4/- 30C15 5/-
EL41 5/- PY33 5/- 30PL13 5/6
EZ40 4/6 PY81 3/6 30PL14 5/6
ESC41 416 PY800 3/6

POST ONE VALVE 9d. TWO TO SIX 6d.
OVER SIX POST PAID.

T.V. Tubes, AW43/80 £2, MW43/69 30/-i
AW59/90 £5.

Carriage on tubes 12/6.

TOWERBY LTD
For Line Outputs and Deflector Coils

We have the Country's largest stock of Manu-
facturer's Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes, including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,
Ekco, G.E.C., H.M.V., KB, Mastaradio,
Peto-Scott, Philips, Regantone, RGD,
Sobell, Ultra, etc. Also deflector coils output
and oscillator transformers, inc. Alba, Bush,
Murphy. Examples, L.O.P.T. Murphy 310/
350/410/540/659/759, 95/-; Bush TV53 79/6;
80 95/.; Cossor 950 77/6; Ferguson 306/308
79/6; KB RV20 SV30 PV70 82/6; Philips
176811 L.O.P.T. assembly 112/6; Ultra 1984-
200c 87/6.

SPECIAL OFFER
Ekco improved type for Models T221, 231, 310
all at 37/6. F i 14T4 series inserts 25/-;
Philco 1019/1021 52/6; Pya VT4 VT7 ex -
equipment 42/6. Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
(3/6) post/packing 5/-. 2 or more L.O.P.T.s
post/packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no lists
available. Same day delivery on most types.

TOWER BY LTD.
MAIL ORDER DIVISION OF T.C.S. LTD

70 STREATHAM HILL, LONDON, SW2
Tel 01-674 2185

FOR SALE

RECTIFIERS
Super Silicon Rectifiers
TV etc., 1200 PIV, SOO MA 51- or complete with
Instr. resistor, condenser 8/6. 400PIV. HW, 6A, 81-,
No cheap rubbish, 200 PIV, HW 6A, 6/-.
Rectifiers-Contact Cooled
14RA1282/FC101 18/6: 18RD2281/FC124FW 13/6.
EC1 12/6; 202 12/6; B30C250FW 7/6, 250V10014A
FW 12/8, FC116 7/6; 14RA/1283 (FC31) see Silicon.
Rectifiers --Fin Types
Equivs. for RM4 9/6; 14A97 1316; 14A8610/8;
14A10019/-: 14A98910/-, RM3 3/-, 14A949, LW15,
LW7 see Silicon.
FW 12V -1A 6/-; 2A 7/-; 4A 10/6.
MULTIMETERS from 32/ -
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers in cheap meters. Radios, Baby Alarms.
Inter -come, Walkle-Talkles Sinclair, and F,agle.
Line O.P. Trans; all 30/- each
Murphy V350 and V230 Philips 144611/45and 1746U/
45 with EY51. Peto Scott 19/20.
Under £1. P. & P. fid. Over Al Post free. NO C.O.D.

M AIL ORDER ONLY

DURHAM SUPPLIES
307A KENSINGTON ST., BRADFORD 8, YORKS.

FOR SALE
(continued)

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send
1/- for sample and list. J. & A. BOX -
MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, Bradford 1.

VOLS. 1 TO 17, unbound, but with
indexes. To be sold in one lot. Height.
47 Lady Margaret Rd., Southall, Middlesex.

ROOM WANTED, 30 TV's, few slim and
semi slim, 50% working, £75, good
cabinets, all tubes tested, you collect,
1 Smallbrook Lane, Warminster, Wilts.

WANTED

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMIL-
TON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill.

DAMAGED AVO Meters, Models 7 and 8.
Also damaged Meggers, any quantity, send
for packing instructions. HUGGETTS Ltd.
2/4 Pawsons Road, West Croydon.

WANTED-Popular Brand New Valves-
R.H.S., Stamford House, 538 Great Horton
Road, Bradford 7.

WANTED new valves, television, radio-
grams, transistors, etc. STAN WILLETTS,
37 High Street, West Bromwich, Staffs.
Tel: WES 0186.

NEW VALVES WANTED. Popular TV
and Radio types. Best cash price by return.
DURHAM SUPPLIES, 367A Kensing-
ton Street, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, T.V., 5,000
models. List 1/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TEL -
RAY, I1 Maudland Bank, Preston.

RADIO, TELEVISION over 3,000 models.
JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION, lb
Shepherds Bush Rd., London W.6.
SHE 8441.

C. & A.
SUPPLIERS
SERVICE SHEETS

(T.V., RADIO,
TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS,

TRANSISTORS,
STEREOGRAMS,
RADIOGRAMS)

Only 5/- each, plus S.A.E.
(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, returned
if service sheets not available.)

71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, N.W.11

We have the largest supplies of
Service Sheets (strictly by return
of post). Please state make and

model number/alternative.

Mail order only.

SERVICE SHEETS
(continued)

SERVICE SHEETS-Radio, T.V., Players,
Grams, Tape Recorders, from 1/-. Send
for lists 1/- (sae). Fountain Press, 46-47,
Chancery Lane, London, WC2.

BY 100's 3/9 each; 3 for 10/-, with free
T.V. fault-finding chart. LESMAR, 17 New
Street, Andover, Hants.

SERVICE SHEETS with free fault
finding chart 4/6. S.A.E. LESMAR, 17
New Street, Andover, Hants. (Mail Only).

SERVICE SHEETS
RADIO, TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDERS
1925-1968 by return post, from 1/- with
free fault-finding guide.
Catalogue 6,000 models, 2/6d. Please
send stamped addressed envelope with
all orders/enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
54T London Road, Bexhill, Sussex

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL,

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

SPECIAL OFFER OF TV SETS
Just of Rental. 12 Channels.

R.G.D. Deep 17, 85.0.0. Bush TV 86, 38.0.0. K.B.
New Queen,26.0.0.
Bets tested with good tubes, cabinets fair, could do
with cleaning out.
Carriage £1. Passenger train double rate.

NEW BOXED REBUILT TV TUBES
Type MW48/89. Top grade, not a second. 12 months
guarantee. 47/.. Carriage 12/-.
New TV Tubes with slight glass fault. All types 191n.
and 17in., 80/-. Carriage 12/-. 12 months guarantee.
Beolsimed TV Tubes with six months guarantee.
17in. type AW43/88, AW43/80, 40/-, MW43/69, 80/,
141n. types 17/-. All tubes 12/- carriage.
Speakers Removed from TV Sets. All PM'and 3 ohms.
tiln. round and 8x5in., 8/6. Post and Packing 3/6.
bin. round 8/-. P/P 3/, 6 for 24/-, post paid. 6x4in.,
8/.. Post and packing 3/... 6 for 24/-, post paid.
7x4in., 5/-, P/p 3/-. 6 for 84/-, post paid. Sin, round,
3/-, P/p 3/-. 6 for 24/, post paid. Slot speakers
8x2lin., 5/-, P/p 3/, 6 for 30/-, poet paid.
Special Sale of ex-W.D. Gear. R.A.F. Tube Unit,
Type 266, just like the 62A Unit. Fitted with
VCR97 Tube. Mu -metal screen, full of EF50 valves,
complete with outer case. Grade 1, 27/-, Grade 11,
22/-. Both units 10/- carriage each.
Untested 12 -Channel 14in. TV Sets, 20/-, carriage 15/-.
Passenger train double rate.
Bush TV 53, 141n. 12 -Channel tented, with good
tube, cabinets fair, 35.0.0, carriage 15/, passenger
train double rate.
Untested Pye, K.B.. R.D.G., Elmo 17in. TV Sets.
Bush 17in. TV Sets50/-each,carriage15/-. Passenger
train double rate.
VCR97 Tube complete with mu -metal screen 10/-,
P. & P. 5/-.
Top Grade Mylar Tapes, 71n. Standard, 11/6, 7in.
Long Play, 14/-, 7In. Double Play, 19/6, 5in. Standard
7/9, Sin. Long Play, 10/-, Plus post on any tape 1/6.

VALVE LIST
Ex. Equipment. 8 months' guarantee

Single Valves Post 7d., over 3 Valves p. & p. paid.
10F1, EF80, EB91, ECL80, EF50, PY82, PZ30,
20P3. All at 10 - per dozen, post paid.
ARP12 1/6 PCL83 5/- 6E25
EB91 9d. PL36 5/- 6U4 5/-
EF85 PL38 8/- 6V6 1/9
EBF80 81- PL81 4/- 6P28
ECC81 8/- PY33 6/- 100'2 5/-
ECC82 8/- PY81 1/8 10P13 8/8
ECC83 4/- PY82 1/6 185BT 8/6
ECL80 1/6 PZ30 20D1 3/-
EF50 1/- U25 5/- 20L1 51-
EF80 1/6 U191 5/- 20P1
EF91 9d. U281 5/. 20P3 2/6
EL36 15/- U282 6/- 20P4 8/6
EY51 2/6 U301 5/- SOPL1 5/-
EY86 5/- U329 IN. 30P4 5/-
KT36 5/- U251 5/- 30P12 5/-
PCC84 2/- 11801 8/6 30F5 8/8
PCF80 2/- 6B8 1/8 30PL1 5/.
PC1189 4/- 6BW7 2/6 6/30L2 5/-
PCL82 4/- 6K7 1/9 50CD6 6/-
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BBC2 KITS AND TELEVISION SPARES
UHF 625. Misfits - T., Rli, 1,3;1 to iho, mod Is .sacred. of
1.. manufacturers ,k11,11,i.,11 kit, and 1 ,I11, I ` at redtmed prices. Lists available.
SPECIAL OFFERS: Leading Brit. III:1k, &Nil 4113623 transistd. 6 post'.
posh button tuners 15-5-0, 403/625 transia 41. II' panels 02-15-0 incl. circuits
p it. 4/6. PHILIPS e23 conversion kit, incl. t unt.r, IF amp., switch assy., sync.
panel, eirmiiis etc. (less valves) 55/- P.P. 64-. FERGUSON 623 IF amp. chassis
nl. HmItit 17 6 p.p. 4,6. SOBELL/GEC dual 405.1:23 IF amp. and of p chassis
nit'. .stit 33 6 P.P. 4 6.

UHF TUNERS. Tramidori,d 501-, p.p. 4/6. iucl, circuit.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sens. gain all stations. I'V E. LABGEAR trans'd.
lilts '1 IT A or I-111 Itat tery "plug iu", 75'-. Maim "plug in", 97/6. I:Hr
Masthead 95 -. Post free.
FIREBALL TUNERS. Used/good condition 30:- salvaged 15/-. PUSH
BUTTON TUNERS. For Pobrll 260, ROD 619, 619, REG 17;18, 192. Used,
condition 30'-. TURRET TUNERS. New PYE 13 ch. CUM range incremental
incl. valves 315/-, CYLDON C. 20/.., P.p. 416. Many others available. Tech. repl.
service for Pye, Ferg., S bell, Philips, Stella, GEC, etc. Large selection channel
roils.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new exact replace-
itents fully guar. A selection which can be supplied. P.P. 4/6, C.O.D. 3/6.
COSSOR i130 to 94a .. LOPT Inserts p.p. 2.;-PHILIPS TG : IOU range. STELLA 1611/1029 70

42 8 Alba 655, 656 35
42 6 Bush TV32, 36, 43 45 --

51 6 Bush TV53 to 69 30
65 Cossor 945 to 953 35
75 Elmo TP309 38 6
73 6 Emerson 700 range 35 -
55 - Ferguson 203 to 246 35

Ferranti 14T4 to 17T5 20
65 Ferranti 14T6 to 21K8 35,-
30 KB NF70. OV30, PV40
55 QV20. PVP20, QVP20 35 -

78 6 KB RGD Featherlight 50
55 KB RGD WV05,627 35 -

PETO SCOTT 733 35 -
62 6 Phileo1961,1919to1080 35 --
62 6 Philips 17TG 100 range 35
35 - Pye VT9, VT7 42 6
55 6 RGD D17 590 to 619 35,
65 REG 10 4 10-17, 192 35
62:6. Ultra 1770 1780/1980 35

tisins dropper, controls, etc.
tor popular models, clean service-
IIN V1-1 RI ES invited, quotations

EKCO 221 to :101 11 23
FERRANTI loot to toll II 2.2types)
EKCO FERRANTI I '21i typeia 70CMIP-
EKCO 312 to 377, FERRANTI I ir21 to 1033
EKCO :is° to 394, FERRANTI 1037 to Ilitis
DECCA liMI, 2, 17, DM3C, DM4C 170')
FEES moo to 436, 42 6; 303 to 727
PERIL HMV, MARCONI. ULTRA 30Im.
b1011, 4600, 660 ranges 55 .1 11pot
KB FIF60 t.o MA'60. 20.-; VV211 t. 85'20, S1 01,
MARCONI, VT137, 159, 1611, 164
GEC 302 to 320, 626: lat'e models
HMV 1064.9, 1s711 6, 42 6, 1090 to 1024 ..
PYE 5.T17, G017,1 Tm17, GWI7, 17/21,
17 1 III to 910. 711, II, (AL21003)
PAM, INVICTA euuit. Lorrs to above Pye
PETO SCOTT 1419 to 1725 ..
PHILCO 19610161, 55/-, 1010 to 1060 ..
SOBELL TP8180, SC24, 34, 270, 370 ranges
ULTRA 1770 t, 2304. PILOT PT430 to 630
SCAN COILS, Fran' (ED, frame/line osc. tr.,
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large select
able c. vlit it qt. toasts, transformers, ,m:.
given I 0.It dest,,,tch at ,lable.

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
Callers: 5896 HIGH ROAD 'nr. Granville Road . N. Finehley, N.12

OIL Aix \ EN

THE KING TELEBOOSTER

(ROM BT THIS - TO THIS

THE ORIGINAL VHF DUAL BAND TUNABLE
PRE -AMPLIFIER

Still the best of its kind available. Lao 14. -noise transistor and printed
circuit. Boosts Band I and 111 simultaneously without switching. Two
amplifiers in one. Can produce good stewing out of almost nothing in

fringe are.. Ideal for DX work.
Guaranteed gain: Minimum 18dB Band I, 14dB Band III.
Channels: Red spot, Band 1, 1, 2 and 3, all Band 3.
fellow spot, Band 1, 3, 4 and 3, all Band 3.
Power: Self-contained 9v PP4 battery, 11m.4.
Plastic case 31 x 31 x Sin. brown, with cork Lase,
Retail price, 03.15.6, complete with battery OR self -c, attained mains
version, retail price 65.17.6.
Specify channels, one Band I, one Band III.

THE KING UHF TELEBOOSTER FOR BBC2
Unique design, employing quarter -wave cavity, resonator for lust
titability, printed circuit for reliability, with the very latest second genet
t ion low -noise transistor.
thannels: Blue spot 21-52, White spot 33-69, tunable.

Plastic case 31 x 31 x hin. brown, with cork base.
Retail price 04,17.8, complete with battery, OR self-contained mains
wide), 66.15.0.

Sole manufacturer,

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LTD.
BRIDGE HOUSE, NEWTON ABBOT, Devon

I% i. 7437 Send for Meru( nr,

Nearly1,700 Circuits & Diagrams

plus FULL REPAIR DATA for

800 POPULAR
MODELS

 TELEVISIONS

including

Colour TV
 RADIOS,

RADIOGRAMS

 CAR RADIOS

 RECORD PLAYERS

 TAPE RECORDERS

Plus recent develop-
ments in Radio and
Television.

OVER
1,500
PAGES
Packed with circuits,
component layout diag-
rams. printed panel
diagrams, tables and
waveform graphs.
Handsomely bound in
rich maroon and gold.

Radio & TV Servicing
Big time -saving 3 -volume repair
library to step up your earnings and
help to save you time. Packed with
vital information, it covers all the
1965-68 popular models-including
latest data on COLOUR TV. You
can examine this big NEW edition
free for a week. Send no mane,-
simply post coupon today.

All these makes-
Aiwa, Baird, Beogram, Beolit,
Carousel, Cossor, Dansette, DeLca,
Defiant, Dynaport, Dynatron.
Eddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan, Fer-
guson, Ferranti, Fidelity, G.E.C.,
Grundig, H.M.V., Kolster-Brandes,
Hitachi, lnvicta, McMichael, Mar-
coniphone, Masteradio, Murphy,
National, Newmatic, Pam, Perdio,
Peto-Scott, Philips, Portadyne, Pye,
Radiomobile, R.G.D., Regentone,
Sanyo, Sharp Smith's Radiomobile,
Sobell, S.T.C., Sony, Standard,
Stella. Stereosound, Teletron, Thorn,
Trans Arena. LIi rt.

IT'S YOURS BY POST
ON 7 DAYS

FREE
TRIAL

To: Buckingham Press Ltd.. 18-19 Warren Street. London V1.1.
Please send Radio and TV Servicing -3 r,itunies without
obligation to buy if you accept my application. 1 will return
the books in 8 days or post-
Tick jFull cash price of £12, or
Here .7J15/- dep. and 16 monthly payments of 151-.

If you are under 21 your father must fill up sou('. ti
Full Name
(BLOCK LETTERS) Please tint (I) her

.4ddress The address on left I.
1(M7lour proderts 

I Rented
unturrishe,

County

Occupation

Signature
Mr.
Mrs.

I, Miss
(Credit price £12 15s.) For Eire and N.I. send
£12 with coupon RV3i3790

Furnished Worn._

Temporary
oddreen__

none el she aloe
please answer lune
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FREE ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" is now available-without charge-
to all who arc anxious for a worthwhile post in
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering
industry, irrespective ()rage, experience or training.

On 'SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE' terms
This remarkable book gives details of examina-
tions and courses in every branch of Engineering,
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and
describes our Special Appointments Department.
WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
TELEVISION ENG.
Advanced Television Eng.-
Gen. Television Eng.-Tele-
vision Servicing and Main-
tenance.

ELECTRONIC ENG.
Advanced Electronic Eng.-
Gen. Electronic Eng.-
Applied Electronics-
Practical Electronics-
Radar Tech-Frequency
Modulation-Transistors.
MECHANICAL ENG.
Advanced Mechanical Eng.-
Gen. Mechanical Eng.-
it laintenance Eng.-Diesel
Eng.-Press Tool Design-
Sheet Metal Work-
Welding-Eng. Pattern
Alaking-Inspection-
Draughtsmanship-
Illetalhirgy-
Production Eng.

RADIO ENG.
Advanced Radio-Gen.
Radio-Radio Servicing-
Telecommunications-
Sound Recording-Auto-
mation-Practical Radio-
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
ELECTRICAL ENG.
Advanced Electrical Eng.-
Gen. Electrical Eng.-
Installations-Draughts-
manship-Illuminating
Eng.-Refrigeration-
Elem. Electrical Science-
Electrical Supply-Mining
Electrical Eng.
CIVIL ENG.
Advanced Civil Eng.-
Iilunicipal Eng.-Structural
Eng.-Sanitary Eng.-
Road Eng.-Hydraulics-
Mining-Water Supply -
Petrol Te,',.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN
OTHER SUBJECTS INCLUDING CHEMICAL
ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT
INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY, WORK
STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC.
WHICH QUALIFICATION WOULD INCREASE
YOUR EARNING POWER?
A.M.I.E.R.E., B.Sc. (Eng.,) A.M.S.E., R.T.E.B.,
A.M.I.M.I., A.R.I.B.A., A.I.O.B., P.M.G.. A.R.I.C.S.,
M.R.S.H., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.Mun.E., C.ENG., CITY &
GUILDS, GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
445A ALDERMASTON COURT, ALDERMASTON, Berks

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU
* HOIV to get a better paid. more

interesting job.
* HOW to qualify for rapid

promotion.
* HOW to put some letters after

your name and become a key
man . . . quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Dept.

* HOW you can take advantage of
the chances you are now missing.

* HOIV, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, IOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering

132 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER - GUIDANCE

PRACTICAL INCLUDING
EQUIPMENT TOOLS
Bask Practical and
Theoretic Courses for
beginners in TV.
Radio. Elect! °ides.
etc., A.M.I.E.R.E. City

Radio
Amateurs' Exact.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M .6. Certificate
Practical Ratio
Television A Radio
Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics
Enzineerintt
Automation

The Specialist
Electronics
Division of
B.I.E.T.
NO It' offers you
a real laboratory
training at home
with practical
equipment.
Ask fa details.

B.I.E.T. W

You are bound to benefit from reading
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES", send
foryourcop time-FREE and without obligation.

POST COUPON NOW!
I To B.I.E.T.. 445A Aldermosion Curl

Aldermoslon_ Berkshire

Please send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES". I am interested in (state subject,
exam., or career).

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF VOL PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD


